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With the growing complexity and autonomy of software-intensive systems, abstract modeling to study and formally analyze those systems is gaining on importance. Graph rewriting is an established, theoretically founded formalism for the graphical modeling of structure and behavior of complex systems. A graph-rewriting system consists of declarative rules, providing templates for potential changes in the modeled graph structures over time. Nowadays complex software systems, often involving distributedness and, thus, concurrency and reactive behavior, pose a challenge to the hidden assumption of global knowledge behind graph-based modeling; in particular, describing their dynamics by rewriting rules often involves a need for additional control to reflect algorithmic system aspects. To that end, controlled graph rewriting has been proposed, where an external control language guides the sequence in which rules are applied. However, approaches elaborating on this idea so far either have a practical, implementational focus without elaborating on formal foundations, or a pure input-output semantics without further considering concurrent and reactive notions.

In the present thesis, we propose a comprehensive theory for an operational semantics of controlled graph rewriting, based on well-established notions from the theory of process calculi. In the first part, we illustrate the aforementioned fundamental phenomena by means of a simplified model of wireless sensor networks (WSN). After recapitulating the necessary background on DPO graph rewriting, the formal framework used throughout the thesis, we present an extensive survey on the state of the art in controlled graph rewriting, along the challenges which we address in the second part where we elaborate our theoretical contributions. As a novel approach, we propose a process calculus for controlled graph rewriting, called RePro, where DPO rule applications are controlled by process terms closely resembling the process calculus CCS. In particular, we address the aforementioned challenges: (i) we propose a formally founded control language for graph rewriting with an operational semantics, (ii) explicitly addressing concurrency and reactive behavior in system modeling, (iii) allowing for a proper handling of process equivalence and action independence using process-algebraic notions.

Finally, we present a novel abstract verification approach for graph rewriting based on abstract interpretation of reactive systems. To that end, we propose the so-called compasses as an abstract representation of infinite graph languages and demonstrate their use for the verification of process properties over infinite input sets.

formal fundierte Kontrollsprache mit einer operationellen Semantik, (ii) die auch Nebenläufigkeit und reaktives Verhalten explizit adressiert und (iii) das Definition formaler Begriffe für Prozessäquivalenz und Unabhängigkeit von Aktionen ermöglicht.

Zum Schluss wird auf diesen Grundlagen ein Ansatz zur symbolischen Verifikation dieser Prozesse vorgestellt, basierend auf das Rahmenwerk der abstrakten Interpretation (abstract interpretation). Hierfür schlagen wir sog. Kompass (compasses) als abstrakte Repräsentation unendlicher Graphmengen vor, und demonstrieren ihre Eignung zur Verifikation gewisser Prozesseigenschaften für unendliche Eingabemengen.
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Part I

INTRODUCTION
Starting from ancient times, people realized again and again that, as an inherent property of our condition humaine, everyday human perception and rational thinking is not able to capture the world as a whole—our picture of it is necessarily fragmentary (both in its momentary and persistent forms). It is, however, crucial to notice here that any such statement necessarily contains an implicit assumption about a unitary, universal Whole, a One, being the ultimate object of our perception.

Due to this inherent limitedness of observing that Whole, the resulting fragmentariness also descends and goes over to some smaller, seemingly more well-defined, units within the whole, i.e., even if considering a smaller set or domain of real-life objects, we as perceivers face the same problem of not being able to gain monolithic, integrated, homogeneous – simply: complete – knowledge. Moreover, during that process of contemplation, perceivers perceive perceivers: the fragmentariness disperses among the (a priori also unknown) plurality of perceivers. Thus, given a domain assumed to have a universal interpretation, in reality, there arises a co-existence of different fragments related to the knowledge acquired on that domain.

In our current epoch, the same phenomena are easily observable even in our ways of approaching and connecting to the digital world. The term ubiquitous computing has become a commonplace since the original vision of Mark Weiser [113]. (Also, cf. [57] on emphasizing the protean character of ubiquitous computing.) His essay coined another important term, though less frequently quoted: embodied virtuality. The Internet as a virtual space and, generally, each form of digital interaction has almost seamlessly fused into our perceived, everyday, commonplace reality. This is meant by virtuality being em-bodied: the connections and the devices used for connecting are everywhere,
on and around us, they are not only visible but tangible and always within reach—despite their essentially non-physical ontology, their appearance is interwoven with the body of physical reality and achieved perfect mimicry.

Indeed, the un-mediated presence of digital technology leads to an interplay between the physical and the digital world: we do not only leave the physical plane to contemplate the virtual world *per se* (as it was the case in the early days of Internet), but also vice versa, elements of the digital world help us in connecting (back) to our physical reality: our carry-on mobile devices have become the single most important way to communicate with others, and we gather a large amount of environmental data through devices installed for that purpose.

Due to those circumstances – the fragmentariness of knowledge, the co-existence of those fragments, and the immediacy of technology – computer science has not only to develop methods providing a correct, adequate behavior of the involved devices, but also has to provide means to cope with the overall scenario described above: to have means for representing in a concise manner the overall knowledge about a given domain\(^1\), and, using that representation, to faithfully capture those concurrent (internal or external) perceptions of the domain.

In the following, based on the above musings, we elaborate and make more specific those concepts relevant to underpin and motivate the theoretical advances described in Part II of the thesis. In particular, we give a high-level description of those networks arising on the border between people and their environment, through the example of wireless sensor networks (Sect. 1.2). Then, we demonstrate the use of modeling techniques for such abstract model representations using the example of wireless sensor networks (Sect. 1.3). Finally, we emphasize again a crucial aspect of modeling of such scenarios, motivating and guiding our technical contribution in Part II: we consider how the natural concurrency arising in self-organizing multi-agent systems can be embraced and faithfully reflected by well-founded modeling paradigms (Sect. 1.4).

### 1.2 Mobile Ad Hoc Networks and Topology Control

The Latin phrase *ad hoc* (lit. “for this”, i.e., for the present conditions) has been used in various contexts, also within computer science, and, particularly, in network theory and practice. In that latter context, the notion of an *ad hoc network* has been widely studied and applied for various different networking scenarios, mostly within the context of wireless mobile networks due to their high degree of adaptability.

---

\(^1\) To what extent is such a representation useful or meaningful, being necessarily exposed to the same fragmentariness of knowledge as the represented domain itself? This question would deserve an elaborate treatment on its own, but is out of scope here.
Indeed, mobile ad hoc networks (MANET) are self-configuring, decentralized networks of mobile devices; thus, the MANET concept involves some autonomy of the network regarding its ability to self-organize itself without any central administration [17].

As a direct consequence, the topology of such a network is highly dynamic. Those dynamics are influenced by three factors:

- **Mobility**: Inherently, the devices of such a network are typically non-stationary, also influencing their possible connections (i.e., the network topology).

- **Instability of wireless connections**: As a wireless connection cannot rely on any protected transmission media, it is more exposed to environmental effects causing the links to become unstable.

- **Proactive topology optimization**: As link maintenance is a central concern in MANET, often, monitoring and control mechanisms are applied to optimize the topology according to various quality criteria. The corresponding topology decisions might naturally collide with the stochastic topology dynamics arising due to the other two factors above.

According to the observations above, ad hoc networks demonstrate in an adequate manner the general observations in Sect. 1.1: In a MANET, the network participants (devices, agents, etc.) are simultaneously the perceivers of (their own view on) the network, and the objects being perceived by others. Thus, autonomy implies a diffusion of object and subject.

The actual kind of devices and connection technologies used heavily depends on the application contexts where a MANET is employed. There is a diverse range of scenarios, differing to a large extent w.r.t. the applied hardware as well as software solutions and technologies, still, each adhering to the aforementioned MANET principles. Typical application scenarios include vehicular ad hoc networks to enhance communication between traffic participants and roadside units, smartphone ad hoc networks to facilitate a direct communication in the absence of traditional network infrastructure or for privacy reasons, Internet-based ad hoc networks for extending Internet services themselves, and many others.

In the following, we describe in detail another typical instance of mobile ad hoc networks: wireless sensor networks (WSN). The choice of WSN as a concrete scenario is motivated by the fact that topology control (i.e., proactive topology optimization) has been thoroughly studied in the case of WSN, and the main principles behind topology decisions aptly demonstrate the inherent abstractive representation

---

2 We point out that the term *ad hoc*, although fixed in the technical jargon, is rather counterintuitive in this case: stronger autonomy would rather imply a stronger ability to cope with any environmental situation, not only with “this” (hoc).
qualities of our model-based approach as elaborated in the upcoming Sect. 1.3.

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are employed in various contexts such as environmental data collection, smart buildings and cities, zoological and agricultural monitoring, construction monitoring, military applications, etc. [17, 72]. In a WSN, autonomous sensor nodes are deployed in a given environment in order to fetch and aggregate measurement data.

The sensors autonomously organize their communication to share and distribute the data being collected. The communication is performed through wireless channels, i.e., communication links, where the overall topology (i.e., the network graph) emerges as the result of both the physical context of the deployed nodes (node proximity, wireless connection possibilities) and the consensual accumulation of decisions of single nodes about their own link preferences. In fact, maintaining each possible communication link might be unnecessarily energy-consuming for nodes and thus have negative effects on WSN lifetime.

Topology control is a diversely applicable and widely used technique to optimize a WSN topology according to some quality criteria. According to a survey of Li et al. [72], the two major optimization objectives in the field of WSN topology control are the following:

- **Coverage**: For coverage optimization techniques, the goal is to influence the spatial configuration of sensor nodes to improve how well the physical target area is monitored by the WSN. There are various metrics being used for this purpose, e.g., blanket, barrier or sweep coverage (for details, refer to [72]).

- **Power management**: Sensors in WSN are typically low-cost and, accordingly, low-capacity devices both in terms of calculations as well as battery lifetime. After a WSN has been deployed, usually, no new nodes are added to the network and thus, the overall WSN lifetime is determined by the lifetime of the single nodes the WSN consists of [30]. In any WSN application, the lifetime of the network is a crucial aspect of their effective use; therefore, it is a central concern in WSN research to propose dynamic techniques for nodes in order to save battery lifetime. To this end, the major technique is to reduce the number of links maintained by the nodes.

More recently, in parallel to the growing scale of application scenarios and, thus, also of accumulated data, a third major topology control objective arose [54, 56]:

- **Data freshness**: In contrast to the aforementioned objectives, data freshness is concerned with the measurement of data accumulated in a WSN instead of its physical deployment and configuration. Data freshness refers to the potential accuracy of data
distributed among sensor nodes; thus, optimizing towards data freshness might involve establishing new routing paths. Therefore, such content-centric topology control mechanisms would necessarily interfere with, e.g., power management considerations if applied simultaneously in a single WSN.

In case of the first two optimization objectives, a common underlying criterion is to preserve some basic connectivity properties of the network. However, a crucial difference lies in the operations applied to the network in order to optimize: For coverage, nodes are directly forced to change their physical location, whereas in the case of power management, locality might be abstracted away as it is the status of physically available links which gets changed. When performing those optimization operations, mostly affecting single nodes and their local context, connectivity preservation usually involves constraints formulated over the whole network.\(^3\)

Thus, connectivity constraints shed light on an inherent, implicit discrepancy of the assumptions behind topology control, very much in the spirit of our observations in Sect. 1.1: Whereas topology control decisions are necessarily based on an assumed knowledge on the overall status (comprising node properties, location, topology, etc.) of the WSN, this complete knowledge is never at hand in reality and decisions thus have to be made on the basis of a local knowledge fragment. This discrepancy might be mildened, but not fully eliminated by describing topology control operations for single nodes based solely on their local context: even there, the assumptions behind a decision might not hold anymore at the time of its execution.

In the following, we mainly focus on the power management aspect of topology control, as in that case, more details of the physical setting and the hardware can be left out of consideration by still retaining a satisfyingly realistic level of network representation (cf. also the upcoming Sect. 1.3). In particular, we examine topology control algorithms whose aim is to achieve a save on battery lifetime in nodes by reducing link redundancy [44, 111, 112]. Within this family of algorithms, the complexity of redundancy criteria largely varies, even if we consider a more specific setting, pattern-based redundancy detection, where the presence of a given geometrical link structure, usually a triangle of links, indicates redundancy and results in an operation eliminating that configuration. The aforementioned triangle elimination constitutes the basic principle of the kTC family of topology control algorithms. In the case of kTC, the goal is explicitly to reduce the number of links attached to each node whenever possible, by

\(^3\) Connectivity constraints might be either hard or soft in a given application context, distinguishing if deterioration is tolerated to some degree. E.g., it is usually a hard constraint that each node can reach each other along some path; whereas, for smaller components, one might consider some further metric constraints on the length of those paths as a soft criterion. For details, cf. [65, 107].
detecting link triangles in the neighborhood of nodes and inactivating one of their links [103]. The decision on which edge to eliminate is based on a weighting which, in turn, relies on physical measurements in a real-life implementation.

In the field of WSN, it is inevitable to study topology control algorithms and the overall (potential or predictable) network behavior also \textit{a priori}, i.e., before the actual WSN deployment, in order to uncover mistakes in the algorithm design or to detect potential conflicts with environmental events. One possibility is to deploy real WSN hardware in a controlled simulation testbed; however, for many scenarios, even such a simulation is rather resource-consuming, with results having limited relevance to an actual real-life deployment. Therefore, there is a necessity to develop WSN \textit{analysis} techniques which are completely hardware-independent, but are still able to faithfully capture relevant non-physical aspects of WSN behavior.

Thus, after having recalled the motivation and purpose of topology control in general and narrowing the scope to fit the concrete example presented in the thesis, in the following section, we present a graph-based model for WSN and a rule-based description of topology control within that model.

1.3 Modeling as Abstractions over Real-Life Domains

As motivated above, analyzing the behavior of a real-life system domain, like that of a WSN, requires an abstract representation of the domain itself as well as formal techniques for reasoning about WSN behavior and, in particular, topology control. \textit{Model-Driven Engineering} (MDE) is a software engineering paradigm which advocates the use of models, i.e., \textit{structured} domain representations, as artifacts on which the analysis can be carried out directly. Therefore, in general, MDE requires modeling techniques which are adaptable to any analysis scenario w.r.t. the level of abstraction involved, also providing a formally founded reasoning methodology for both single domain states and their evolution over time.

Representing a structure in a formally (i.e., even mathematically) well-founded way amounts to relying on some kind of \textit{graph} structure. A graph (i.e., a net of nodes and edges in between) immediately provides an abstraction over real-life domains: graph nodes correspond to real-life objects and edges represent (any kind of) relations between them. Moreover, this correspondence between reality and abstraction becomes very apparent if the domain being the subject of modeling is a network, as in our WSN example above. In the following, we describe a concrete WSN modeling case study which will be used throughout the thesis for demonstration purposes.
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We consider an autonomous sensor network consisting of homogeneous sensor nodes without any centralized control, thus, each node in our model represents the same kind of device. Although sensor nodes distinguish themselves through a high degree of mobility, capturing (patterns of) their location changes in a model necessarily involves sophisticated stochastic methods, which belong to a different modeling approach than the subject of the present thesis. Thus, we provide a WSN model where node locations are not directly reflected.

Regarding the communication links, in the thesis, we rely on a widely used WSN modeling assumption: unit disk graph (UDG). According to UDG, each sensor node has a uniform transmission range and there is a bidirectional communication link between two nodes whenever they are mutually in the transmission range of each other. However, for presenting an abstract version of the $kTC$ topology control algorithm (originally relying on edge weighting based on physical properties), we consider different link lengths; for demonstrating the $kTC$ mechanism, it suffices to consider short (S) and long (L) links. At this point, we are already able to present a (yet preliminary) topology model, shown in Figure 1.1, where the black dots represent nodes and (undirected) edges between them are bidirectional communication links, labeled with their respective lengths.

The purpose of topology control and, in particular, $kTC$ is to monitor the topology and proactively change which available communication links should be actively maintained, i.e., used for communication.

---

4 Note that we exploit the ambiguity of the coinciding meanings of the term node here and refer by it both to the sensor nodes itself and to the graph nodes which represent them. However, if a distinction is needed, we specify which kind of node is meant.

5 Still, we are able to capture the effect of node movements on the topology by introducing link creation and deletion events into the description of the environment as shown in the next section.
purposes. Therefore, an edge of the topology graph represents the physical possibility to establish a connection, whereas the current status of the link from a network perspective is represented by a further edge attribute: active (a) indicates the link is currently used for communication, inactive (i) denotes links that are not in use, i.e., they should currently not be maintained according to topology control. Topology control mechanisms, also kTC, often rely on an additional marking principle, reducing the risk that crucial links get inactivated without verifying the decision. For this purpose, we introduce an intermediate edge status: links with the status unclassified (u) can still be used for communication, but require status revision by topology control (e.g., due to environmental changes). In turn, as an algorithm design principle, topology control performs each activation and inactivation step through this intermediate status. Thus, our model includes six different edge types in total, denoted S;a, S;i, S;u, L;a, L;i and L;u.

To address topology constraints whose scope goes beyond physical link patterns, topology control usually considers a two-layered model of WSN. In this setting, the aforementioned physical edges constitute the so-called underlay network layer, while the overlay consists of virtual edges. In a real-life WSN, those virtual edges can be used to implement complicated transport and routing mechanisms, potentially even connecting the WSN to the Internet; in turn, the overlay concept might also reflect data freshness criteria as introduced above. However, in this thesis, it is sufficient to conceive of virtual edges as the representations of further constraints on active underlay paths: there should be at least one underlay path of active (or at least unclassified) edges between the end nodes of a virtual edge (where virtual edges are also considered bidirectional). Thus, although representing data freshness optimization mechanisms is not covered to a full extent in the thesis, the concept is abstractly represented through virtual edges.

The origins of this simplistic WSN model go back to our earlier work in the field of model-based reasoning about WSN [65]. In turn, that line of research reached maturity through the work of Kluge et al. [58].

Fig. 1.2b shows our topology example enriched with edge statuses and virtual edges (dashed lines): while the virtual edge n7n8 is satisfied, there is no active path for n6n9 as there is at least one i-edge on each possible path.

1.3.2 Dynamic Behavior

In the previous subsection, we described the static component of our model, i.e., the way we represent a given state of a topology in an abstract manner using graph structures. In the following, we
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intuitively describe the rule-based specification of the network behavior itself, i.e., the dynamics of our model.

Indeed, as modeling describes a domain abstractly by summarizing the structure of each potential instance of that domain, dynamic behavior is necessarily described by using rules, i.e., abstract behavioral patterns applicable to each possible domain instance. Model transformation is a paradigm considering rule-based specifications of model dynamics as well as execution techniques for those rules. Considering models with graph-like structure just as in the case of our WSN example, graph rewriting provides a mathematically rigorous foundation for modeling and model transformation. Graph rewriting itself is the main topic of this thesis: In Part II, we present extensions to the existing theory along with new results, motivated by the considerations and examples in the present chapter. Although we first recapitulate the theory of graph rewriting in the next chapter, we provide an intuition for rule-based network behavior in the following. Thereby, we give names to basic topology control operations (written in italic) for later reference.

The three dynamic components of a WSN underlay model are:

---

In turn, graph rewriting can be seen as a general model transformation framework, as a large variety of system structures and semantics can be expressed abstractly in a graphic form, regardless of their original shape and implementation details.
• **Node behavior:** The movement of nodes is modeled through the changes they induce in the link topology. In particular, a *Create Link* operation represents that a new connection becomes available due to nodes getting close enough, and a *Delete Link* operation represents that two nodes lost sight of each other.

• **Link behavior:** In addition, independently of node movement, some environmental events might make it necessary to revise the status of a link. This is represented by the *Unclassify* operation, turning an active or inactive link to unclassified.

• **Topology control:** According to the triangle elimination principle in the kTC algorithm as introduced in Sect. 1.2, the *Resolve Unclassified Link* operation inactivates an unclassified long link if there is an alternative active 2-hop path between its end nodes, where both links are short.\(^7\)

The dynamic components of a WSN overlay model comprise the following:

• **Administrator interaction:** Modeling the interaction of an administrator with the network comprises a *Create Virtual Link* operation for creating a new requirement by setting a virtual link, as well as a *Delete Virtual Link* operation for removing a virtual link if it is not needed anymore.

• **Routing maintenance:** For any virtual link, the *Search Active Path* operation should first look if there is a path between the end nodes consisting solely of active (or unclassified) links. Afterwards, all the unclassified edges on such a path should get activated (*Activate Unclassified on Path*) in order to avoid the risk of path inactivation. Or, if there are only paths with inactive edges, then those should get unclassified to enable their potential activation (*Unclassify on Path*).

To conclude this chapter, we give an intuitive example for specifying the topology control operation *Resolve Unclassified Link* using graph rewriting. Figure 1.2a represents the rule to express the operation mentioned above, being applicable to any topology conforming to our model. The rule consists of a left-hand side (LHS) and a right-hand side (RHS). The application of this rule to a given topology model consists in the following:

(i) **Match phase:** Searching an occurrence (a so-called *match*) of the LHS in the topology.

\(^7\)Note that this is a rather strict variant of kTC; there are formulations where the links on the alternative path do not have to be active, if longer alternative paths are also tolerated. However, having a more relaxed resolution mechanism usually involves more obligations when reasoning about correctness.
(ii) **Deletion phase:** Removing elements from the match if the corresponding rule element is not present in the RHS.

(iii) **Creation phase:** Adding to the topology elements corresponding to elements in the RHS which are not present in the LHS.

Thus, the application of the rule in Figure 1.2a looks for a triangle with an unclassified long edge $yz$ and two active short edges $xy$ and $xz$. Then, the unclassified long edge corresponding to $yz$ gets replaced by an inactive long edge. For example, applying the rule to the topology in Figure 1.2b results in the topology shown in Figure 1.2c: the edge $n_3n_7$ turned inactive as the triangle $n_3n_7n_2$ is a match of the LHS. On the contrary, even if $n_5n_6$ is an L;u-edge too, $n_5n_6n_4$ is not a match as there is no short edge present in the triangle.

### 1.4 Concurrency: Embracing Pluralism

Looking at the WSN modeling example in the previous section, we might immediately observe that nothing of our knowledge-pluralism and observational pluralism (cf. Sect. 1.1) is reflected in the abstraction: when shifting from the domain to be represented towards a rigorous representation of it, the immanent multiplicity of agents (observers and actors) diffuses into an apparently unified, in fact rather petrified, monolithic representation, capable of evolution but devoid of any of its original inherent ambiguity.

Indeed, this discrepancy has been, directly or indirectly, discovered by philosophers of pragmatism and of science on the one hand, and theoretical computer scientists on the other hand, from different perspectives and sometimes in a broader context. Classical modeling theory, rooted in the pragmatic school of philosophy, advocates a view that a model is essentially a mapping of some parts of the world (i.e., of what we called a domain) into a purpose-defined (i.e., pragmatic) representational framework [55, 97, 105].

Here, we see an example of a widely practiced engineering methodology having relevant and deep philosophical consequences—and/or vice versa. Another such branch of computer science is concurrency theory, which is in itself to a large extent a modeling activity: although proposing a formal model to capture concurrency of events is feasible (and is indeed done) without explicitly articulating an underlying reference to the human perception, such an understanding of the notion of concurrency is necessarily present. The case of Carl Adam Petri, whose namesake the famous Petri nets are, is particularly interesting: in his late work, he became explicit on his general take on knowledge and models [89]. Petri refused the widespread view of a model as an abstrational mapping, and instead emphasized that a model is essentially a translation of an informal (but potentially already pluralistic, diffuse, chaotic, etc.) shared understanding of a domain into a formal
representation of the same knowledge base. We want to follow Petri in embracing pluralism in modeling.\textsuperscript{8}

Catching up on the consequences of the interplay between concurrency and modeling in the work of Petri, Giorgio De Michelis even arrives to the conclusion that Petri nets “reflect the irreducible presence of the observer” [78]. Indeed, as also demonstrated by our general observations in Sect. 1.1, the observer and the boundaries of the observing capabilities stand in the center of any take on concurrency:

\begin{itemize}
  \item From an empirical, positivistic perspective, concurrency boils down to the question of (in)distinguishability of events from the perspective of the observer, along the lines of the famous Carnapian notion of empirical indifference [15].
  \item From a strictly computational perspective, concurrency is observable through the notion of mutual exclusion of Dijkstra [31], claimed by Leslie Lamport in a Turing Lecture in 2015 to constitute the beginning of concurrency theory [66].
  \item From a communicational perspective as apparent also in our motivational scenario of ubiquitous computing, concurrency is living together with distributedness: the observation horizon is limited, the context of system components might be unknown, still, they have to be prepared for reacting to relevant events and, thus, never lose awareness.
\end{itemize}

This last, reactive and distributed, perspective is that of Robin Milner, whose work is heavily relied on also in our main technical contribution in Part II. Being the (co-)author of several major process calculi, in his later work, he tried to address the challenge of ubiquitous computing by a unifying, yet pluralism-embracing formal framework [80].\textsuperscript{9} On a general note, Milner proposes to split the modeling task into the co-existing regions of space (i.e., where things are) and motion (i.e., how they interact). Thus, as a major consequence, interaction should not be affected by causal constraints introduced by space, even after translation into the model domain.

Note that this is in accordance with the paradigm shift proposal of Petri as well: for faithfully representing such systems, it is not sufficient to forge selected aspects into an abstractional mapping, but rather the model should be a reflection of the domain including its distributedness, with all its consequences.

\textsuperscript{8} Note that Petri rejected a philosophical interpretation of his work and was an ardent empiricist; for him, Petri nets directly demonstrate his epistemology and no further philosophical mediation is needed. Still, formalisms like Petri nets deserve the attention of philosophers of science and of knowledge in general.

\textsuperscript{9} This framework is that of bigraphs, still used for concurrent system modeling, but the details are out of scope here.
To summarize, and to emphasize the motivational focus for the work we undertake in the present thesis: There is an inherent discrepancy between graph-based modeling approaches, which build on a monolithic world-view, and describing distributed systems by concurrency. A unifying approach for graph-based modeling of such systems, with a goal of taking both aspects into account, therefore has to possess a clear vocabulary of the relevant notions. We conclude the section by enumerating those central notions of concurrency, with a unifying theoretical explanation to each, as a philosophical guideline for the rest of the thesis.

- **Parallelism**: The most basic form of interaction. Parallelism does not have to involve real distributedness or causal independence; nevertheless, some separated components are present with a capacity to interact.

- **Concurrency**: Causal independence; from an observational point of view, concurrency is the empirical indifference of events. Some components are concurrent if they are able to act such that no temporal distinction is possible; thus, there is no causal interaction between their events.

- **Distribution**: The notion of distribution has a different premise than the above ones and pervades both: here, some observer or even specifier (i.e., an observer actively designing some part of the system) has an awareness of pluralism and bases his decisions on that awareness.

- **Reactiveness**: Here, each component is designed with the explicit goal of constantly anticipating interaction with a potentially unknown context of further distributed components. This involves an adaptive operation mechanism and, ideally, a permanent functioning.

1.5 **Thesis Outline**

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows.

The remainder of Part I, presenting introductory material, consists of Chapters 2 and 3. Part II, the main theoretical part, contains Chapters 5 to 8, as well as a concluding Chapter 9.

- Chapter 2, titled **Background**, contains a short summary on the history and divisions of the literature on graph rewriting, and mainly serves as a repository of the formal foundations of a specific branch of graph rewriting we use throughout the thesis, *algebraic Double-Pushout (DPO) graph rewriting*.

- Chapter 3, titled **Controlled Graph Rewriting: State of the Art**, contains again a historical summary on how and why the
idea of control permeated rewriting approaches. In its main part, it is an analytic survey of major existing controlled graph-rewriting approaches, some rather formal, some rather practical, with the aim of distilling challenges for advancing the field of controlled graph rewriting by observing trends and deficits in state of the art; those challenges conclude the chapter.

• Chapter 4, **Control Processes for Graph Rewriting**, is the first part of our main contribution, a process calculus for controlled graph rewriting called RePro. This chapter describes the calculus of pure control processes.

• Chapter 5, **RePro: A Calculus for Controlled Graph Rewriting**, presents the core of our RePro definition: the combination of process-algebraic semantics and algebraic graph rewriting.

• Chapter 6, **Properties of the RePro Calculus** discusses the following theoretical facets of RePro:
  - Section 6.1 explores RePro from a process-theoretic perspective, focusing on equivalence notion, particularly trace equivalence and bisimulation.
  - Section 6.2 reasons about independence notions coming from both underlying theories. In particular, parallel independence of graph rewriting [38] and asynchronous transition systems [83] are considered.
  - Section 6.3, in contrast, reasons about the expressiveness of RePro as a control language.

• Chapter 7, titled **Analysis of Controlled Graph-Rewriting Processes**, describes a novel abstract verification approach for controlled graph rewriting. After introducing the abstract interpretation framework which we utilize to finitely represent infinite graph languages, we proceed as follows:
  - Section 7.1 provides an example from the WSN domain to illustrate our novel notion for graph language characterization, called compasses.
  - Section 7.2 formally defines compasses and their semantic equivalence classes.
  - Section 7.3 presents the main results on how to accommodate compasses into an abstract interpretation framework for RePro: we show that temporal properties of processes can indeed be verified in an abstract manner such that they are preserved by any conforming concrete RePro processes.

• Chapter 8, **Discussion and Related Work**, gives a thorough overview on the potentials and limitations of RePro in the larger context of related approaches.
• Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and outlines future work.
2.1 Origins of Algebraic Graph Rewriting

Graph rewriting (or graph transformation) originated as early as the 60s, as a product of efforts towards a rigorous theory for handling non-linear data structures of increasing complexity [98]. In fact, graph rewriting can be seen as a generalization of term rewriting to graph-like structures, i.e., for domains whose objects are not appropriately described by terms. Formally, there is a diverse range of approaches to describe and reason about rewriting of graph-like structures.

A common characteristic of all (not just graphic) rewriting approaches is their rule-based nature. A rewriting system or grammar is a collection of declarative rewriting rules, where each approach adheres to some extent to a replacement behavior of rules: whenever some structure is found in an object, then the rule describes how to replace it with something else, yielding a rewritten object. This is called the application of a rule. These general characteristics are also shared by approaches to graph rewriting.

The present thesis is built on the foundations of algebraic graph rewriting, specifically in its Double-Pushout (DPO) variant. The frames of the thesis only allow for a short enumeration of approaches other than the algebraic one.

- Replacement grammars are the most straightforward generalizations of term-rewriting systems: labels within the graph are divided into terminals and non-terminals, where non-terminals get replaced by rule applications with arbitrary further graph structures, such that the rule also exactly specifies the connections of the new elements to the preserved ones. There are two major sub-divisions of replacement grammars:
  - node replacement grammars apply the above principle to single nodes of a graph, whereas
  - hyperedge replacement grammars consider a more general setting and allow for the replacement of hyperedges.

- The logical approach coined by Bruno Courcelle captures (classes or properties of) graphs as monadic second-order formulas and, in turn, their evolution by the rewriting of those formulas.

- The theoretical framework of 2-structures has been proven to be appropriate to study some phenomena in graph rewriting,
prominently those related to graph and rule composition and decomposition.

Algebraic graph rewriting has been proposed in the 70s through the endeavors of Hartmut Ehrig, Michael Pfender and Hans J. Schneider (TU Berlin) to provide a generalization of Chomsky grammars for graphs in the setting of category theory [36]. The major distinguishing feature, in comparison to replacement grammars, is the absence of the context-free distinction of symbols—instead, each graph structure plays an equal role in rewriting derivations. Throughout the years, there have been proposed numerous applications and cross-fertilizations in other fields of computer science [37]. It is also within this setting that parallelism and synchronization in graph rewriting as well as different flavors of concurrent graph-rewriting semantics has been considered [6], resonating to our thoughts presented in Sect. 1.4 and, thus, making the algebraic approach a particularly appropriate choice of foundation for the present thesis.

In turn, two major variants of the algebraic approach emerged, sharing their outlines but differing in formalization details and practical consequences of those.¹

- The Double-Pushout (DPO) approach [36], the first one proposed by the “Berlin school”, is based on a strict separation of deletion and creation within the application of a single rule (also in this strict order). Thereby, deletion is not allowed to produce non-graphic structures, e.g., by deleting a node without deleting the adjacent edges. Due to its well-studiedness in a number of aspects relevant to the thesis, we build on the DPO approach in the following and recapitulate its formal details in the upcoming Section 2.2.

- The Single-Pushout (SPO) approach [73] instead follows a simpler rule application schema, thus resulting in more side effects, e.g., edges being implicitly deleted along with their adjacent nodes.

From the next section on throughout the thesis, by graph rewriting we usually specifically mean the algebraic Double-Pushout (DPO) approach.

2.2 THE DOUBLE-PUSHOUT (DPO) APPROACH: RULES, DERIVATIONS, INDEPENDENCE

We introduce the fundamental definitions of graph rewriting according to the algebraic Double-Pushout (DPO) approach: (typed) graphs, rules

¹ Later on, more expressive variants of those major ones have been proposed, like the Sesqui-Pushout approach [22] or AGREE rewriting [23], whose presentation is out of scope.
and their applications, notions of parallelism: parallel rules, parallel derivations and parallel independence, as well as the Local Church-Rosser and Parallelism Theorems [38]. When defining the parallel composition of rules (parallel rules, Definition 2.3), we slightly depart from earlier definitions to fit our approach more smoothly. In this section, we make extensive use of notions from elementary category theory; for a short summary of those, we refer the reader to the appendix of [38]; a more elaborate treatment can be found in a number of textbooks, e.g., in [4].

Obviously, the definition of a graph plays a central role in the formal framework for graph rewriting. Particularly, as algebraic (and, thus, also DPO) graph rewriting is formalized in a categorical setting, a function-based definition works the best for defining graph morphisms as structure-preserving mappings between graphs. The categorical setting also allows for a neat formalization of node and edge typing, where any graph can be typed over a given type graph by providing a morphism to the type graph, whose elements, in turn, represent types. Note that typing is similar to, but more expressive than, usual graph labeling, as the type graph might also constrain type adjacency.

**Definition 2.1 (Graphs and Typed Graphs).** A (directed) graph is a tuple $G = (N, E, s, t)$, where $N$ and $E$ are finite sets of nodes and edges, and $s, t : E \to N$ are the source and target functions. The components of a graph $G$ are often denoted by $N_G$, $E_G$, $s_G$, $t_G$. A graph morphism $f : G \to H$ is a pair of functions $f = \langle f_N : N_G \to N_H, f_E : E_G \to E_H \rangle$ such that $f_N \circ s_G = s_H \circ f_E$ and $f_N \circ t_G = t_H \circ f_E$. A graph morphism $f : G \to H$, is a monomorphism, indicated by the hooked arrow $\hookrightarrow$, if both $f_N$ and $f_E$ are injective; it is an epimorphism if both $f_N$ and $f_E$ are surjective; it is an isomorphism if both $f_N$ and $f_E$ are bijective.

Graphs $G$ and $H$ are isomorphic, denoted $G \simeq H$, if there is an isomorphism $f : G \to H$. We denote by $|G|$ the class of all graphs isomorphic to $G$, and we call it an abstract graph. We denote by $\textbf{Graph}$ the category of graphs and graph morphisms, by $|\textbf{Graph}|$ the set of its objects, that is all graphs, and by $||\textbf{Graph}||$ the set of all abstract graphs.

The category of typed graphs over a type graph $T$ is the slice category $(\textbf{Graph} \downarrow T)$, also denoted $\textbf{Graph}_T$ [18]. That is, objects of $\textbf{Graph}_T$ are pairs $(G, t)$ where $t : G \to T$ is a typing morphism, and an arrow $f : (G, t) \to (G', t')$ is a morphism $f : G \to G'$ such that $t' \circ f = t$.

As an example for a type graph, consider the type graph $T_{Top}$ for WSN topologies (cf. Sect. 1.3) in Figure 2.1. As our WSNs have a homogeneous node set, $T_{Top}$ has a single node. The six loop edges represent the WSN link types presented in Sect. 1.3 (length; status, Long-Short and active-inactive-unclassified, respectively), identified by labels for readability. Along the thesis, we will work with typed graphs, thus, when clear from the context, we omit the word “typed” and the typing morphisms. In particular, each WSN example throughout the thesis contains graphs implicitly typed over $T_{Top}$, with edge
A (DPO) graph-rewriting rule is a generic description of a rewriting operation on graphs; categorically, it is a span (i.e., a pair of morphisms sharing their source) of (typed) graphs. A DPO rule (or often shortly rule in the following) follows the mechanism already informally introduced in Sect. 1.3: if we find a match (morphism) of the left-hand side of a rule to an input graph, then the further components of the rule describe what to delete and what to create to yield the output graph. In particular, a rule \((L \xleftarrow{L} K \xrightarrow{R} R)\) (with \(L, K, R \in \text{Graph}\)) has \(L\) as left-hand side (LHS), \(K\) as interface and \(R\) as right-hand side (RHS).

For modeling a system or a domain using graph rewriting, usually, a set of rules (typed over a common type graph) is provided, declaratively describing the overall (evolutionary) system behavior. Such a collection is called a graph-rewriting system. Although we use our own established terminology throughout the thesis, we use some different terms for this notion in some parts, due to historical reasons and in order to maintain alignment to the literature.

First, we adopt the alternative term graph transformation system, and particularly the abbreviation GTS, for a graph-rewriting system, due to its omnipresence in the literature. Second, sometimes and most prominently in the historical overview in Chapter 3, the term grammar is used to denote a collection of rewriting rules; thus, a graph grammar is essentially a GTS (sometimes understood as including a start graph).

Formally, in addition to fixing the type graph and providing the rule spans, a GTS also gives names to the rules for easier identification.

**Definition 2.2** (DPO Rule, Graph Transformation System). A (T-typed DPO graph-rewriting) rule is a span \((L \xleftarrow{L} K \xrightarrow{R} R)\) in \(\text{Graph}_T\) where \(l\) is mono. The graphs \(L, K,\) and \(R\) are called the left-hand side, the interface, and the right-hand side of the rule, respectively. A graph transformation system (GTS) is a tuple \(\mathcal{G} = \langle T, \mathcal{R}, \pi \rangle\), where \(T\) is a type graph, \(\mathcal{R}\) is a finite set of rule names, and \(\pi\) maps each rule name in \(\mathcal{R}\) into a rule.
Therefore, we exploit a technique of “canonization” proposed in [21].

Parallel rule names proposed in the graph-rewriting literature for rule parallelism (cf. [6]), graph rewriting is based on concretely given graphs (cf. Definition 2.5). For example, the rule corresponding to the Resolve Unclassified Link operation in our WSN scenario, already specified in an informal notation in Figure 1.2a, is shown in Figure 2.2 as a proper DPO rule \( p_{\text{KTC}} \) (with graph names omitted).

In the following, we usually assume that \( G = \langle T, \mathcal{R}, \pi \rangle \) denotes an arbitrary but fixed GTS and omit explicit references to its ingredients.

In a concurrent scenario like that of WSNs, parallel composition of rules takes a central role. Although different notions have been proposed in the graph-rewriting literature for rule parallelism (cf. [6]), a usual and straightforward way of composing rules is to “glue” them together disjointly in a well-defined manner. The categorical framework allows for such a definition of the parallel rules by taking the coproduct of the corresponding spans.

**Definition 2.3 (Parallel Rules).** Given a GTS \( G = \langle T, \mathcal{R}, \pi \rangle \), the set of parallel rule names \( \mathcal{R}^* \) is the free commutative monoid generated by \( \mathcal{R} \), \( \mathcal{R}^* = \{ p_1 \ldots p_n \mid n \geq 0, p_i \in \mathcal{R} \} \), with monoidal operation “|” and unit \( \varepsilon \). We use \( \rho \) to range over \( \mathcal{R}^* \). Each element of \( \mathcal{R}^* \) is associated with a span in Graph\(_T\), up to isomorphism, as follows:

1. \( \varepsilon : (\emptyset \leftarrow \emptyset \rightarrow \emptyset) \), where \( \emptyset \) is the empty graph;
2. \( p : (L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R) \) if \( p \in \mathcal{R} \) and \( \pi(p) = (L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R) \);
3. \( \rho_1|\rho_2 : (L_1 + L_2 \leftarrow K_1 + K_2 \rightarrow R_1 + R_2) \) if \( \rho_1 : (L_1 \leftarrow K_1 \rightarrow R_1) \) and \( \rho_2 : (L_2 \leftarrow K_2 \rightarrow R_2) \), where \( G + H \) denotes the coproduct (i.e., the disjoint union) of graphs \( G \) and \( H \), and if \( g : G \rightarrow G' \) and \( h : H \rightarrow H' \) are morphisms, then \( g + h : G + H \rightarrow G' + H' \) denotes the obvious mediating morphism.

For \( \rho \in \mathcal{R}^* \), we denote by \( \langle \rho \rangle \) the set of rule names appearing in \( \rho \), defined inductively as \( \langle \varepsilon \rangle = \emptyset \), \( \langle p \rangle = \{ p \} \) if \( p \in \mathcal{R} \), and \( \langle \rho_1|\rho_2 \rangle = \langle \rho_1 \rangle \cup \langle \rho_2 \rangle \).

Clearly, the same rule name can appear several times in a parallel rule name. Note that the effect of a parallel rule is clear by the above construction: the parallel rule span \( (L_1 + L_2 \leftarrow K_1 + K_2 \rightarrow R_1 + R_2) \) is uniquely defined up to isomorphism by the coproduct construction and applications of those isomorphic rule copies would result in isomorphic outputs. However, the rule application mechanism of graph rewriting is based on concretely given graphs (cf. Definition 2.5). Therefore, we exploit a technique of “canonization” proposed in [21].
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Figure 2.2: DPO Rule \( p_{\text{KTC}} \) for Resolving Unclassified Links by Inactivation
to guarantee that the parallel rule span is indeed given in terms of concrete graphs and morphism.

Given a category $C$, a skeleton subcategory $S$ of $C$ is a full, isomorphism-dense subcategory in which no two distinct objects are isomorphic [2]. Isomorphism-dense means that each object in $S$ is isomorphic to some object of $C$. The existence of a skeleton subcategory of $C$ follows from the Axiom of Choice.

Definition 2.4 (Canonical Graphs). The category $\text{CanGraph}$ of canonical graphs, is an arbitrarily chosen but fixed skeleton subcategory of $\text{Graph}$, equipped with a functor $\text{Can} : \text{Graph} \to \text{CanGraph}$ such that $\text{Can} \circ I = \text{Id}_{\text{CanGraph}}$ and for each graph $G$, $\text{Can}(G) \simeq G$, where $I : \text{CanGraph} \to \text{Graph}$ is the inclusion functor. For a graph $G \in |\text{Graph}|$ we call $\text{Can}(G)$ its canonical graph.

It follows also that for each isomorphic pair of graphs $G \simeq H$, $\text{Can}(G) = \text{Can}(H)$ [6]. We overload $\text{Can}$ also for the analogous definition for typed graphs. In the Appendix of [6] an effective procedure is presented for constructing the canonical graph of a finite labelled graph, following the ideas proposed in [75].

Given a functor $\text{Can}$ as in Definition 2.4, any parallel rule $\rho_1 | \rho_2$ has $(\text{Can}(L_1 + L_2) \xleftarrow{\text{Can}(l_1 + l_2)} \text{Can}(K_1 + K_2) \xrightarrow{\text{Can}(r_1 + r_2)} \text{Can}(R_1 + R_2))$ as associated span, based on an arbitrary choice of concrete coproduct objects and morphisms. However, as a slight abuse of notation, we keep referring to the parallel span as $(L_1 + L_2 \xleftarrow{l_1 + l_2} K_1 + K_2 \xrightarrow{r_1 + r_2} R_1 + R_2)$ for the sake of notational clarity, denoting a concrete canonical representative.

A rule application is a formal representation of the effect of a rule described above: applying a rule $\rho$ to a graph $G$ consists in (i) looking for a match $m : L_\rho \rightarrow G$, and potentially (ii) deleting some parts of $G$ as described by the morphism $L \xleftarrow{} K$ and (iii) creating new graph elements according to the morphism $K \rightarrow R$. Categorically, a rule
2.2 The Double-Pushout (DPO) Approach: Rules, Derivations, Independence

Figure 2.4: Parallel Independence of Rule Applications $H_1 \overset{\delta_1}{\Rightarrow} G \overset{\delta_2}{\Rightarrow} H_2$

application corresponds to a pair of pushout diagrams (hence the name Double-Pushout approach).

**Definition 2.5** (Rule Application, Derivations). Let $G$ be a graph, let $\rho : (L \leftarrow K \rightarrow R)$ be a possibly parallel rule, and let $m$ be a match, i.e., a (possibly non-injective) graph morphism $m : L \rightarrow G$. A DPO rule application from $G$ to $H$ via $\rho$ (based on $m$) is a diagram $\delta$ as in the diagram below, where both squares are pushouts in $\text{Graph}_T$.

\[
\begin{align*}
R_1 &\leftarrow r_1 & K_1 &\rightarrow l_1 &\rightarrow L_1 &\leftarrow l_2 &\rightarrow K_2 &\rightarrow r_2 &\rightarrow R \\
&\downarrow & &\downarrow & &\downarrow & &\downarrow & &\downarrow \\
H_1 &\leftarrow g_1 & D_1 &\rightarrow f_1 &\rightarrow G &\leftarrow f_2 &\rightarrow D_2 &\rightarrow g_2 &\rightarrow H
\end{align*}
\]

In this case we write $G \overset{\delta}{\Rightarrow} H$, with denoting the underlying rule of $\delta$ by $\rho(\delta)$ and its underlying match by $m(\delta)$. We denote by $D$ the set of DPO diagrams, ranged over by $\delta$. For a rule $p \in R$ and a graph $G$, we write $G \not\overset{p}{\Rightarrow}$ if there is no DPO diagram $\delta$ such that $G \overset{\delta}{\Rightarrow} H$ for some graph $H$.

A (parallel) derivation $\varphi$ from a graph $G_0$ is a finite sequence of rule applications $\varphi = G_0 \overset{\rho_1}{\Rightarrow} G_1 \cdots G_{n-1} \overset{\rho_n}{\Rightarrow} G_n$, via $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_n \in R^*$. A derivation is linear if $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_n \in R$.

As an example, Figure 2.3 shows an application of $p_{kTC}$ to a smaller input graph instead of our running example due to reading convenience (and omitting graph and morphism names).

Regarding the semantics of graph-rewriting systems, the most prevalent interpretation is based on derivations and formulated relatively to a given start graph: the semantics of a GTS on a graph $G$ is the set of derivations starting from $G$. Operationally, this might be conceived of as a transition system where states are graphs, and transitions are valid rule applications from the given GTS to their source graph, having their output graph as target. This interpretation, even if usually remaining informal, can be rightly labeled as the standard semantics of graph rewriting, a term which we use throughout the thesis.

Besides semantics, another important aspect of graph-rewriting theory is the analysis of rule applications w.r.t. their connections and
properties. Due to our concurrent setting, the notion of parallel independence is of special importance to us. Intuitively, two rule applications starting from the same graph are parallel independent if they can be sequentialized arbitrarily with isomorphic results. This property is captured categorically by the following definition [38].

**Definition 2.6 (Parallel Independence).** Given two rules \( \rho_1 : (L_1 \xrightarrow{\delta_1} K_1 \xrightarrow{\delta} R_1) \) and \( \rho_2 : (L_2 \xleftarrow{\delta_2} K_2 \xrightarrow{\delta} R_2) \) and two matches \( L_1 \xrightarrow{m_1} G \xleftarrow{m_2} L_2 \) in a graph \( G \), the resulting rule applications \( \delta_1 \) and \( \delta_2 \) are parallel independent if there exist arrows \( d_1 : L_1 \rightarrow D_2 \) and \( d_2 : L_2 \rightarrow D_1 \) such that \( m_1 = f_2 \circ d_1 \) and \( m_2 = f_1 \circ d_2 \) as in Figure 2.4, where the double squares represent the two rule applications \( H_1 \xrightarrow{\delta_1} G \xleftarrow{\delta_2} H_2 \).

As recalled by the next result, two parallel independent rule applications can be applied in any order to a graph \( G \) obtaining the same resulting graph, up to isomorphism. Furthermore, the same graph can be obtained by applying to \( G \) the parallel composition of the two rules, at a match uniquely determined by the coproduct construction.

**Proposition 2.1 (Local Church-Rosser and Parallelism Theorems [38]).** Given two parallel independent rule applications \( H_1 \xrightarrow{\delta_1} G \xleftarrow{\delta_2} H_2 \) with matches \( m_1 : L_1 \rightarrow G \) and \( m_2 : L_2 \rightarrow G \), there exist the following matches:

(i) \( m'_1 : L_1 \rightarrow H_2 \) with \( m'_1 = g_2 \circ d_1 \) as in Figure 2.4,

(ii) \( m'_2 : L_2 \rightarrow H_1 \) with \( m'_2 = g_1 \circ d_2 \) as in Figure 2.4, and

(iii) \( m : L_1 + L_2 \rightarrow G \), where \( m \) is the arrow uniquely determined by \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) (as in Figure 2.4) through the coproduct construction

such that there are rule applications

(i) \( H_1 \xrightarrow{\delta'_1} H_{12} \) over \( \rho_2 \) based on \( m'_2 \),

(ii) \( H_2 \xleftarrow{\delta'_2} H_{21} \) over \( \rho_1 \) based on \( m'_1 \), and
(iii) $G \xRightarrow{\delta} H$ over $\rho_1 | \rho_2$ based on $m$

such that $H_{12}$, $H_{21}$ and $H$ are pairwise isomorphic, as shown in Figure 2.5.
CONTROLLED GRAPH REWRITING: STATE OF THE ART

In this chapter, after providing some background on the concepts of controlled graph rewriting (CGR), we recapitulate and informally analyze a number of CGR approaches.

3.1 HISTORY OF (CONTROLLED) GRAMMARS

Grammars, i.e., sets of rewriting rules have been a major subject of study since the beginnings of computer science. Famously, it was Chomsky who coined the treatment of grammars in a formal context by introducing his hierarchy of fundamental importance [16].

Although delving into the details of the Chomsky hierarchy and related research is out of scope here, there are two major approaches to the classification of grammars, distinguished if grammars are characterized by the form of their rules or by properties of the (words in the) language they describe (i.e., generate). Although the original approach of Chomsky primarily falls into the former category (with connected results regarding the latter approach), language properties also have essential importance if a grammar is used to describe, e.g., syntax. Indeed, there is a direct connection between the form of the rules used in a grammar and the arising language structure.

Another aspect of the study of grammars is the language generation process itself. Usually, this process starts from a given starting state and continues sequentially until some termination criteria are reached. In each step within that sequence, a rule of the grammar is applied to rewrite the current state, yielding a subsequent one. In turn, (a subset of) those states represent the words or elements of the language we describe. Thereby, in any formal context, it is essential to give answers to the following questions.

(i) Which arising states belong to the language we describe?

(ii) How and when might a rule be applied to a state?

(iii) Which rules are available in the next step and which rule sequences arise?

Regarding question (i), we just remark here that DPO graph rewriting (cf. Chapter 2) departs from the majority of grammatical approaches...
where the alphabet is divided into terminals and non-terminals such that the absence of non-terminals is used as a natural inclusion criterion. Instead, each reachable state (even those in non-terminating sequences) is part of the language associated with the grammar. The answer to question (ii) has been thoroughly described in Chapter 2.

In the present thesis, we focus on phenomena connected to question (iii) above. In traditional approaches, independently of the underlying state structure, it is usually assumed that any rule can be applied in any state for which a step is defined. Controlled grammars have been proposed to cope with situations where this assumption might have negative consequences in the given context and, thus, more accurate and explicit control on rule availability is desired or even necessary [28]. Despite substantial differences, each approach to controlled grammars shares a conceptual feature: the presence of an external control grammar over the alphabet of rule names, i.e., names associated with rewriting rules of the original grammar.

The situation is nothing different in the context of controlled graph rewriting. Already in 1978, Horst Bunke proposed to enhance graph grammars with control structures (also coining the alternative terminology programmed graph rewriting) [13]. Although the topic gained on relevance as graph rewriting has found its way into real-world software engineering applications, mostly within the frames of model-driven software engineering, there was not much work done towards a unifying formal foundation of control in graph rewriting. There is a number of competing approaches, almost each of them being complemented by practical tool support. A part of those approaches come equipped with an explicit formal semantics, while others are completely pragmatical and tooling-centered with control semantics remaining implicit. In turn, in the following section, we recall a number of relevant major CGR approaches, grouping them based on how their control semantics is conceptually given. To maintain the connection of state-of-the-art to our contribution presented in Part II, we present languages whose underlying rewriting formalism is rooted in the algebraic approach to graph rewriting—note, however, that there is a number of alternatives w.r.t. the theoretical foundations of graph rewriting; for a comprehensive overview, refer to [98].

The first group is that of approaches having a structural operational semantics (SOS), i.e., an inductive transition semantics formally adhering to the principles originally proposed by Plotkin [90]. The second group reflects an attitude typical for graph rewriting in general, where semantics is given in terms of a relation on graphs, consisting of input-output pairs of (sequences of) graph-rewriting steps. As a control language with an inductive syntax is also present, these input-output
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In this section, we recall the goals and properties of each mentioned major CGR approaches. Thereby, in each case, we elaborate on the following aspects:

- Origins and goals
- Control constructs
- WSN example: feasibility and limitations
- Definition of the control semantics
- Analysis and verification facilities

3.2.1 Graph Programs

ORIGINS AND GOALS. Graph Programs (GP) have been proposed and first implemented by Detlef Plump, Sandra Steiner and Greg Manning around 2007-2009 as “a rule-based, nondeterministic programming language for solving graph problems at a high level of abstraction, freeing programmers from handling low-level data structures” [91].
Further on, motivated by case studies conducted with the first version of the language, Plump and many others created a usability-focused extended version called GP 2 [92]. As our main interest are the fundamental language characteristics, we will concentrate on features of the original proposal.

Note that as a slight abuse of terminology, later on in Sect. 6.3, we are going to use the term Graph Programs and the abbreviation GP for a related, but smaller and differently defined language, as it was presented in a 2001 paper of Habel and Plump [49]. In contrast to GP as above, the aim of that paper was to provide a formal reference language being minimal, yet complete.

As emphasized by the above quote, the intention of GP is to provide high-level programming facilities by enabling to directly operate on graphs, which in turn might represent complicated data structures in a compact, still well-founded manner. In turn, a lot of examples and case studies published by the authors deal with algorithms for deciding complicated graph properties (e.g., being a tree, connectedness, linearity), which are not decidable by uncontrolled grammars (without changing the graph structure).

control constructs. The leading design principle of GP is slenderness: instead of giving the user a diversity of configuration options, GP is focusing on highly reusable essentials. A graph program (i.e., a program in GP) is given in a textual syntax, composed of rule names from a given set of graph-rewriting rules as well as operators representing control. The execution of a graph program requires an input graph; each step of the execution consists in performing a rule application as well as proceeding in the graph program, such that the choice of the rule conforms to the graph program. The execution produces an output graph if the program successfully terminates; otherwise, it goes to a failure state or does not terminate at all.

The following control constructs are present in the core of GP (with GP ranging over graph programs and p over rule names):

- Non-deterministic choice: This is the most basic form of a graph program, and also the basis for further constructs. Syntactically, a choice consists of a set of rule names, written as

\[ GP := \{p_1, p_2, \ldots \} \]

The semantics is that one of those rules gets (non-deterministically) chosen and applied to the current graph state. (The deterministic application of a single rule is indeed a special case of a choice with one member.) Graph programs of this form as GP above are called elementary.

- Sequence: Any two graph programs can be combined in a sequence, i.e., if the execution of the first graph program is successful, the output graph is passed as input to the second program
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in the sequence. Syntactically, graph programs $GP_1$ and $GP_2$ are joined in a sequence by the semicolon operator:

$$GP_1;GP_2$$

- **Maximal iteration:** This is the only kind of loop employed in graph programs: the execution is iterated *as long as possible*, i.e., the output of an iteration is taken as the input of the next one until an output gets produced on which the program cannot be executed successfully; then, that output graph is the result of the maximal iteration. Consequently, such a program always terminates successfully. For a program $GP$, its maximal iteration is written as

$$GP!$$

There is a limitation of the use of maximal iteration: it cannot be performed on a maximally iterated program directly, i.e., $GP!!$ is not a valid graph program.

- **If-then-else:** Conditional branching, widely known as simply *if-then-else* for the well-known programming keywords associated with it, is an essential construct in any imperative programming language. Informally speaking, when arriving at such a branching point, the decision on where the execution continues depends on the evaluation of a condition (*if*); whenever the condition is evaluated as true, the *then* branch of the program is taken, otherwise the execution continues with the *else* branch. Although the *then* and the *else* blocks are disjoint, the execution might join again at a later point and continue as a common branch.

Specific to graph programs is how the condition is evaluated: although the condition itself is also a full-fledged graph program which gets executed when the condition is reached, its output does not influence the further program run. If the condition program might be executed successfully on the input graph, that graph is passed to the *then* branch, otherwise to the *else* branch (assuming that the condition program terminates). The well-known keywords also appear in the syntax of GP, an *if-then-else* written as

$$\text{if } GP_{\text{cond}} \text{ then } GP_{\text{true}} \text{ else } GP_{\text{false}}$$

As an example to see those constructs at work, we examine a simple graph program checking if the (directed) input graph is a forest.\(^3\)

The underlying graph-rewriting system consists of three rules, depicted in Figure 3.1: RemoveLeaf deletes a node without outgoing

---

\(^3\) Example found at https://www.cs.york.ac.uk/plasma/wiki/index.php?title=GP_(Graph_Programs), last accessed Nov 11, 2018.
edges, while Loop and Edge simply check the existence of a loop edge and a non-loop edge, respectively, without transforming the graph. The corresponding graph program specification is called CheckIfForest, having also NotNull as sub-program. The literals No and Yes are used as return values, as here, we are not interested in the output graph, but a property of the input graph.

$$\text{NotNull} := \{\text{Loop, Edge}\}$$

$$\text{CheckIfForest} := \{\text{RemoveLeaf}\}; \text{if NotNull then No else Yes}$$

**WSN Example and Limitations.** Next, we consider the following question: To what extent are the language features of GP usable for modeling concurrent and reactive behavior, as motivated by our WSN example in Chapter 1?

The main challenges of such a complex behavior modeling task just as WSN are the following:

(i) to control the rule application sequences in order to guarantee correct algorithmic behavior,

(ii) while allowing for reactive specifications, interacting with the environment in a non-terminating manner, and

(iii) to reflect the concurrent and distributed system structure, being faithful to causal (in-)dependencies.

Arguably, GP (and each of the following major CGR approaches) lives up to challenge (i): the usual control constructs such as those presented above suffice to design imperative algorithms over graph-rewriting rules, both from a theoretical and practical perspective,
while challenges (ii) and (iii) might pose a more severe problem to state-of-the-art CGR approaches such as GP.

Regarding (ii), we should consider the difference between iterativity and reactiveness. In particular, an iterated graph program with mixed-in environmental actions comes close to simulate a reactive system; however, graph programs are still designed to terminate. For example, as a simplified view of WSN for exposing the problem, imagine elementary graph programs $GP_{\text{node}}$ for node behavior and $GP_{\text{TC}}$ for topology control, respectively (cf. Sect. 1.3), as well as their intendedly reactive combination

$$(GP_{\text{node}}; GP_{\text{TC}})!$$

Then, although each execution path of this program represents an interactive and iterative interplay between a WSN and its surroundings (here, only addressing the node aspect), this graph program will end up in a failure state as soon as either component is unable to answer a preceding action of the other one. Instead, what we would like to see is that both system and environment are capable of waiting for the other side; they might get stuck but never terminate by failure. Such behaviors can only be captured appropriately by a notion of parallelism which is absent in GP.

As for challenge (iii), the issue is connected to the one raised for challenge (ii). In the above example, the necessary sequentialization of system and environment behavior introduces a causal dependency to them which is not justified conceptually. Again, causal independence of different system or model components, a central topic in concurrency theory, are only expressed faithfully by means of parallelism.

CONTROL SEMANTICS. The goal of graph programs is to either enumerate the possible output graphs for a given input, i.e., to work as a graph language generator, or even just to verify successful termination for a set of inputs, i.e., to work as a graph language acceptor. For both of those roles, it is sufficient to provide a semantic domain of relations between input graphs and output graphs. Nevertheless, for elaborating on the semantic effect of syntactic operators, Plump and Steinert propose the semantics of GP using an SOS-style inference rule system.\(^4\)

A graph program state $\langle GP, G \rangle$ consists of a graph program term $GP$ and a graph instance $G$. If the program is elementary, the semantics produces a terminal state $\langle GP_e, H \rangle$ after one step, being an output graph (i.e., an empty program $GP_e$ with a terminal graph instance $H$) if one of the rules are applicable to the graph. Otherwise, the program terminates in a dedicated failure state $\langle \text{fail}, G \rangle$.

The semantics of the further operators are built upon these basic steps. We defer the formal presentation of the actual semantic def-

\(^4\) Note that we use the same style in our main contribution in Part II, even if in a different motivational context.
inition until Sect. 8.2, after the corresponding presentation of our own semantics, as it is instructive to examine them side-by-side more closely. We just remark here that the way semantics is handled in GP can be seen, intuitively, being “halfway” towards process algebra: an (unlabeled) transition system is provided with an expressive semantics, although without direct support for labeling-based concepts, e.g., trace analysis or Kripke structures for model checking.

**Analysis and Verification.** As indicated by the closing remark of the previous paragraph, while most CGR approaches employ for verification purposes some form of model checking based on transition systems, GP has a unique take on verification [94] by providing a correctness proof system inspired by Hoare logic [52].

Thereby, the correctness notion of GP is interpreted as the preservation of graph properties during program execution. More precisely, for verification purposes, programs are equipped with a *precondition* and a *postcondition*, both being properties of graphs; a program is said to be correct if for each input graph fulfilling the precondition, each output graph fulfills the postcondition.

The basic construction for the deductive proof system is that for any single rule and a given postcondition, it is possible to calculate the weakest precondition based on the rule-application semantics. A failing graph program has the literal *false* as single valid postcondition. All the other operators are handled by building upon those basic conclusions. The Hoare-style verification of GP provides a powerful deductive property verification procedure; however, we do not delve into further details here, as it contrasts with our own goals of analyzing graph-rewriting processes in an explicitly operational manner.

### 3.2.2 Porgy

**Origins and Goals.** Porgy has been conceived and introduced in 2009-2010 as “a visual environment that allows users to define graphs and graph rewriting rules, and to experiment with a graph rewriting system in a visual and interactive way” [42]. To that end, Porgy offers specification, debugging, simulation and analysis facilities within the tool of the same name. However, Porgy is proposed in a slightly different context than usual for algebraic graph rewriting because of two reasons. First, Porgy directly builds on results from term rewriting and aims at reusing concepts in a more general graphic setting. Second, the applications of Porgy are focused on some specific scenarios such as biochemical reactions and social networks [41, 110], where the techniques of port graph rewriting are claimed to facilitate the specification of graph-rewriting systems. In short, a port graph is a graph with a third intermediate component: edges connect to nodes at specific points, the so-called ports. In the present thesis, we omit
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the presentation of port graph rewriting as those are not essential for recalling the control capabilities of P orgy.

Control Constructs. To a large extent, the constructs in P orgy resemble those of GP presented above. A control term in P orgy is called a strategy and is built from the following constructs (with $S$ ranging over strategies and $T$ over rule names):

- **Choice:** As in GP, we have the possibility to provide a set of which one element will be selected for execution. In contrast to GP and similarly to a process-algebraic choice operator, that set might consist of other arbitrary strategies (and not only single rules as in the case of GP), but also of single rules. Syntactically, the choice set is written as the parameter list of a function $ppick$, e.g.,

$$ppick(S_1, \ldots, S_n)$$

In newer versions of P orgy, choice has become probabilistic, i.e., an additional distribution function can be provided for guiding the selection process; however, this detail is irrelevant to the considerations in the thesis.

- **Sequence:** Any strategies can be combined into a sequence by the semicolon operator as in GP by writing, e.g.,

$$S_1; S_2$$

- **Iteration:** Compared to GP, P orgy offers a larger variety of control loops: while loops ($while(S)do(S')$) and optional loop counters. In turn, P orgy also offers a maximal iteration construct, simply by setting no upper bound for the number of iterations by writing, again in a function-like syntax,

$$repeat(S)$$

for a strategy $S$.

- **If-then-else:** Just as GP, P orgy also has a conditional branching construct with the same behavior as GP:

$$if \ S_{\text{cond}} \ then \ S_{\text{true}} \ else \ S_{\text{false}}$$

Note that the above constructs correspond to the language GP with slight generalizations. In addition, we have a restricted notion of parallelism present in P orgy, although only at the level of rules and not for arbitrary strategies.
• **Rule-level parallelism:** Any rule $T$ in PORGY might either be a plain rule from the given graph-rewriting system or consist of the parallel composition of other (potentially parallel) rules:

$$T := (T_1 \ || \ T_2)$$

According to the rule-application semantics of PORGY, $T$ can be applied if there are disjoint matches of $T_1$ and $T_2$ in the current input graph. Note that this notion is, thus, more restrictive than the usual parallel independence of DPO graph rewriting (cf. Definition 2.6), where overlapping of matches is allowed as long as the single rule applications do not destroy the other match by deleting something from it. (Note that in principle, parallel rule semantics might even agree on deleting some elements, although this is not considered in the literature.)

**WSN example and limitations.** Essentially, as PORGY control constructs directly reflect the capabilities of GP to a large extent, similar considerations can be met about using PORGY for the graph-based modeling of WSN. The rule-level parallelism does not provide additional expressive power w.r.t. this case study; on the contrary, explicitly parallelizing rules from different parts of the model is against the spirit of separating conceptually different behaviors.

However, there is another additional expressiveness feature which improves on the alignment of a (fictive) WSN model to our modeling requirements: as choice is available over arbitrarily complex strategies, e.g., $S_{\text{node}}$ for node behavior and $S_{\text{TC}}$ for topology control, the overall strategy

$$\text{repeat}(\text{ppick}(S_{\text{node}}, S_{\text{TC}}))$$

does not contain an artificial sequential dependency, even if concurrency and distribution cannot be addressed in PORGY.

**Control semantics.** Fernandez et al. provide an SOS-style description of a transition system for PORGY programs [41]. Similarly to GP, a program configuration consists of a strategy and a graph instance. A peculiarity of the PORGY semantics, in contrast to conventional transition-system semantics with non-deterministic branching, is that here, each state is a multi-set of configurations, thus, even if there are different subsequent rule applications due to multiple matches or non-deterministic choices, each of those possibilities are summarized in a single subsequent transition-system state.

Besides the aforementioned difference, the induction logic is similar to that of GP: the basic rule of the inductive semantics generates the set of each subsequent configurations, and the rules for further operators build upon that basic rule. We discuss the semantics of PORGY in detail, along with GP and our own formal semantics (introduced in Chapter 5) in Section 8.2.
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3.2.3 Progres

ORIGINS AND GOALS. Progres has been called forth at the advent of modern-day software engineering in the 90s, where the growing demand for support of large-scale, integrated software development solutions led researchers from several fields of computer science to define a comprehensive conceptual and practical framework for this aim, within the project IPSEN [84].

As such systems heavily rely on evolving visual components with a wish for controlling that evolution, controlled graph grammars have been considered. The controlled graph grammar language and tool Progres has reached maturation within the IPSEN project, providing a solid technical background on the internal modeling and specification aspects. However, earlier versions of Progres have been proposed and discussed before, and a comprehensive formal semantics has been presented in the PhD thesis of Andy Schürr [99].

Progres also had a corresponding tool with both visual and textual syntaxes and comprehensive control capabilities. Unfortunately, due to maintenance issues, tool development has been discontinued; nonetheless, the Progres concept (and its semantic baseline) lives on in the Story-Driven Modeling (SDM) language as part of the tool suites Fujaba [85] and eMoflon [70].

CONTROL CONSTRUCTS. Again, the basic constructs of Progres are similar to the ones above. Here, for the sake of compactness, we follow the presentation from a paper of Andy Schürr, which in turn provides a reduced syntax with the intention of neatly formalizing the semantics of the full-fledged Progres system [100]. Thus, although the full Progres language and tool has more (syntactic) constructs than presented below, those constructs shown here represent an essential
core of Progres (and we refer to that core as Progres below). In the following, \( A \) and \( B \) range over Progres control terms.

- **Choice**: As in Porgy, the choice is unrestricted, i.e., arbitrary expressions can be combined in a choice by means of a binary operator:
  \[ A \mid B \]

- **Sequence**: As in the above cases, by writing
  \[ A ; B \]

- **Iteration**: As for iterative behavior, Progres goes farther than the aforementioned languages by considering a general recursion construct. To that end, control expressions can be equipped with identifiers and those identifiers can appear within terms, resulting in a recursive “call” to the expression being defined. E.g., having a definition
  \[ Id_A = A, \]
  the term
  \[ A ; Id_A \]
  iteratively repeats the execution of \( A \) as long as possible, thus representing maximal iteration. Also in general, recursion subsumes most of the aforementioned loop constructs.

However, classical if-then-else is missing as a syntactical ingredient. Again, we have a more general construct instead, which factors out the idea of conditional guards as a syntactic element:

- **def/undef operators**: The \( \text{def}() \) operator takes terms as parameter. E.g.,
  \[ \text{def}(A) \]
  verifies if the execution of \( A \) is able to terminate. Then, the overall execution proceeds, but the effect of \( A \) is not considered. The negative guard variant is expressed by the \( \text{undef}() \) operator:
  \[ \text{undef}(A) \]
  is considered to be successful whenever \( A \) cannot be executed successfully. Now, among others, conventional if-then-else is easily encoded as
  \[ (\text{def}(A_{\text{cond}}); A_{\text{true}}) \mid (\text{undef}(A_{\text{cond}}); A_{\text{false}}) \]

Even more interestingly, going beyond the aforementioned languages, a notion of general parallelism appears in Progres.
• **Parallelism:** Progres builds on a widely used semantic assumption in concurrency theory (holding in a number of process calculi), viz. that the parallel execution of two processes has the same effect as the choice between any of their sequentializations. In Progres terms,

\[ A \& B \]

means that \( A \) and then \( B \), or, \( B \) and then \( A \) is executed if either of those sequentializations can be successfully executed.

**WSN example and limitations.** While retaining the validity of our foregoing considerations, let us consider if those two previous features, unparalleled in GP and RePro, increase the expressiveness and alignedness to real-world systems of our WSN model. Although conditionals do not appear as general concept in WSN, the general parallel operator might improve on behavioral expressiveness.

Having Progres terms \( A_{\text{node}} \) and \( A_{TC} \) for node behavior and topology control, respectively, the specification

\[ A_{\text{node}} \& A_{TC} \]

admits those execution paths where node behavior does not interfere with topology control, but omits those conflicting ones where some step of one side would hinder further execution of the other side. Thus, although Progres takes a step further towards general parallelism, its parallel construct still relies on an implicit causal dependency of the parallel components.

**Control semantics.** As indicated in Sect. 3.1 and in contrast to GP and Porcy, the semantic domain of Progres is that of a relation on graphs, containing pairs of input and output graphs admitted by a given Progres term. In addition, to distinguish potentially non-terminating executions, in those pairs, the output symbol might also be the \( \infty \) symbol.

Although, as a consequence, the formal approach to Progres called fixpoint semantics in [100], does not involve concepts of transitions and traces, still, the semantic function computes those pairs in an inductive manner, thus, yet resembling the aforementioned semantic approaches. As expected, for a term with a single rule application, the semantic relation contains those graphs as inputs on which the rule can be applied, with the yielded output as a pair. All the further constructs are defined inductively based on that basic rule application relation.

**Analysis and verification.** Although Progres and the IPSEN project considered verification goals as part of their comprehensive software development scenario, such facilities have never been integrated into the Progres tool. Beyond basic well-formedness checks,
Progres mainly provided a means to specify and observe graph-rewriting systems, just as we concluded in the case of Porgy.

3.2.4 Graph Transformation Units

Origins and Goals. Graph transformation units (GTU), often simply called transformation units in the literature, has been proposed by Hans-Jörg Kreowski and Sabine Kuske in 1994 [61] and continuously studied in a number of publications thereafter. GTU is a “framework [...] which provides syntactic and semantic means for analyzing, modeling, and structuring all kinds of graph processing and graph transformation” [62].

GTU essentially reflects the main tenet of controlled graph rewriting (i.e., control structures over a given set of rules) with an additional distinguished focus on modular control structures (hence the name transformation units) and independence from the underlying rule-application semantics. Regarding the latter, our whole presentation of state-of-the-art in the present chapter focuses on the control level and is, thus, inherently independent of rule-application semantics. As for modularity, although the module structure of GTU necessarily appears as part of our upcoming examples, modularity represents a conceptual dimension which is orthogonal to the outline of the thesis, thus, we do not delve into details here.

Control Constructs. GTU takes a unique approach also to the specification of control structures themselves by considering two different possibilities:

- regular expressions over rule names, and
- so-called stepwise controls being a special form of finite automata with rule application instructions as transition labels.

There is no point in recalling here the details of the syntax and semantics of regular expressions; it suffices to say that regular expressions are expressive enough to subsume all the typical core constructs of the above languages up to parallelism: choice, sequence and iteration. For the special case of maximal iteration, GTU uses the * operator. The transitions of stepwise controls are also expressive enough to subsume those constructs.

As for parallelism, Melanie Luderer in her PhD thesis discusses three different levels of parallelism for GTU, w.r.t. both aforementioned control syntaxes [74]. Those three levels are distinguished by increasing strictness from an operational perspective. Here, parallel composition of two rule applications means that instead of interleaving, the corresponding parallel rule is applied if the original applications are independent. For a pair of GTU, we have the following composition possibilities:
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- **Weak parallelism** allows for parallel composition of any simultaneous rule applications, but never requires it.

- **Proactive parallelism** performs parallel composition whenever possible. Still, the single rules might also fire otherwise.

- **Synchronous parallelism** is the strictest form, blocking the execution if a rule pair cannot be composed in parallel.

In turn, Luderer addresses both control syntaxes by introducing for each parallelism level (i) fresh regular expression operators and (ii) automata composition constructs.

Note that the distinction between those levels is orthogonal to our presentation and thus, irrelevant here; as Luderer focuses on synchronous parallelism, we also assume that case in the following and denote the synchronous parallel operator by $.

Finally, we present a simple example to see GTU at work (with regular expression control), taken from the thesis of Luderer [74]. Given any GTU called P with rules $r_1, \ldots, r_k$, we specify a compound GTU which extends P by a parameterized step counter `countdown` to bound the number of steps.

\[
\text{countdown}:
\begin{align*}
\text{initial} & : \text{gr}(\mathbb{N}) \\
\text{rules} & : \text{tic}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\text{gr}(\mathbb{N})\) contains all single-noded graphs with a number of loop edges, and the rule `tic` deletes a loop edge. For any GTU specification, \(\text{initial}\) is the set of possible start graphs and \(\text{rules}\) is the set of rules. Note that \(\text{countdown}\) contains no control expression as it has only one rule. Now, we provide the compound GTU, i.e., P with a step counter.

\[
\text{stepcounter}(P): \\
\begin{align*}
\text{import} & : P, \text{countdown} \\
\text{initial} & : I_P + \text{gr}(\mathbb{N}) \\
\text{rules} & : r_1, \ldots, r_k, \text{tic} \\
\text{control} & : ((r_1 \mid \ldots \mid r_k) \$ \text{tic})^\ast
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\text{import}\) takes care of the modular structure by listing the sub-units, \(I_P\) contains the initial graphs of \(P\), here composed (by a coproduct construction) with the counter graphs as in \(\text{countdown}\). Now, we also have a \(\text{control}\) expression, which is a maximal iteration of a choice over \(P\), synchronously composed with the step counter: synchronous parallelism guarantees that each step decreases the number of loop (i.e., counter) edges and thus, only as many steps are possible as there are loop edges in the start graph.
WSN Example and Limitations. By retaining the validity of the aforementioned issues, we just remark that weak parallelism takes a step towards realistic WSN modeling, reflecting in the executions the possibility that actions of different parallel components might occur simultaneously, i.e., in fact in parallel from the perspective of an observer. However, the stricter forms of GTU parallelism introduce causal dependency between components and are, thus, inappropriate for WSN modeling.

Control Semantics. As indicated above, the two different control syntaxes, in turn, induce two different kind of semantics:

- An input-output semantics is given for control terms which are regular expressions. This approach resembles that of Progres: taking single rule applications as basic relations, the relations for arbitrary control terms are derived inductively.

- An operational semantics is proposed for stepwise control, similarly to the semantic mechanisms of GP: a state consists of an automaton state and a graph instance, where the available transitions of the automaton describe the available rules; a step consists in advancing the automaton and transforming the graph accordingly. Still, this similarity is on an informal level and GTU with stepwise control does not possess a proper SOS semantics as we have seen for GP and Porgy.

Analysis and Verification. Unfortunately, GTU does not enjoy tool support and no reasoning techniques have been proposed beyond the scope of standard graph-rewriting theory.

3.2.5 Henshin

Origins and Goals. In contrast to the above approaches, the Henshin project has been initiated as explicitly practical and tool-oriented, with an articulated emphasis on usability and user-friendliness [108]. On the one hand, regarding rule-application semantics, Henshin still stands on solid ground, directly building upon the Augg algebraic graph-rewriting engine, being in turn a direct implementation of algebraic graph-rewriting theory (cf. Chapter 2). On the other hand, when it comes to control constructs, the semantics of Henshin remains implicit and only given by the implementation itself.

Henshin is available as a plug-in of the Eclipse platform and development environment. The first release (0.8.0) came out in 2011. The goal of Henshin is to “provide a state-of-the-art model transformation language for the Eclipse Modeling Framework”, the latter being the

[5 https://www.eclipse.org/henshin, last accessed Dec 1, 2018.]
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underlying Eclipse framework for model-driven engineering. Accordingly, the core features of Henshin comprise the specification of model domains, transformation rules and control processes over those rules, as well as executing controlled model (i.e., graph) transformations on those models.

The syntax of Henshin is purely visual both for single rules and their control processes. Although we cannot illustrate the complete visual syntax of Henshin within the frames of present thesis, we provide a simple example for reference, found on the Henshin website.

The screenshot in Figure 3.2 shows an excerpt of a Henshin model for translating Java programs to state machines. On the left-hand side, the main initialization sequence is shown represented by a control construct called Sequential Unit. In turn, a Sequential Unit contains a sequence of further units, which might be single rule applications as $\text{init}(sm, cls)$ or other nested control units such as $\text{StatesLoop}(cls)$, a Loop Unit, whose definition is also depicted in the bottom row. This loop represents a maximal iteration of a sequence of some other rules, the first of which is depicted in the upper row of the screenshot to illustrate the rule syntax of Henshin. Without delving into details of the actual model semantics here, we just remark that gray elements are preserved by rule application, green ones are created, while blue elements represent a negative application condition, i.e., they must not be present for the rule to apply. (The red color serves for deletion, not part of this example. Henshin, as usual in model transformation, employs attributed graphs, hence the further inscriptions within nodes.)

**Control Constructs.** As seen in the above example, the control constructs of Henshin are called units. The language of units has a purely visual syntax; we omit the syntactic representation of units in the following and just describe their behavior.

- **Choice** is represented by the Independent Unit, allowing for nesting arbitrary further units within.
• **Sequences** of arbitrary further units are represented by a **Sequential Unit** as seen above.

• **Iteration** also appears in the usual forms: a **Loop Unit** represents a maximal iteration (cf. also Figure 3.2), while the **Iterated Unit** is a programming-like, configurable loop with counter and further termination options.

• **If-then-else** behavior is captured by a **Conditional Unit**. The last unit sort, **Priority Unit**, can be seen as a special case of nested conditional units.

WSN example and limitations. As Henshin provides no control-level parallelism, the same limitations hold here as in the case of GP.

Control semantics. No formal semantics provided; for interpreting and using Henshin control units, one has to rely on their natural-language documentation and their source code.

Analysis and verification. The **State Space Tools** module of Henshin provides the following features for analysis and verification purposes:

- Providing a (finite set of) start graph(s), the state space of all the possible execution paths of a given control unit can be generated and visualized.

- For analyzing properties of single states (i.e., graphs), formulas in the **Object Constraint Language** (OCL) can be specified and evaluated.

- For a more comprehensive analysis of execution paths, temporal formulas in the modal $\mu$-calculus over OCL-based state predicates can be provided for state spaces; however, their evaluation is performed by binding in an external model checker.

Summarizing, Henshin provides access to the inventory of classical model checking for controlled graph-rewriting processes. A major shortcoming is the lack of a **symbolic** execution semantics, i.e., the possibility to verify properties for (potentially infinite) classes of start states.

3.2.6 Groove

Origins and goals. Groove is a similarly tool-oriented project as Henshin, “centered around the use of simple graphs for modelling the design-time, compile-time, and run-time structure of object-oriented
Here, object-orientation should be understood in a broader sense than referring to object-oriented programming structures—this use of the term essentially corresponds to model-driven engineering.

Also, the “look and feel” of Groove is very similar to Henshin, with two major differences: (i) Groove is a stand-alone tool not relying on any external frameworks or technologies, and (ii) the syntax is mixed: whereas rules are defined visually, closely resembling Henshin, control programs possess a more conventional textual syntax. We omit the presentation of rule syntax here and just provide a simple example: a control program for a Pac-Man game\(^7\) found on the Groove website.

```groove
while (gameInProgress) {
  ghostMove | pacmanMove;
  try (eatPellet | eatPowerPellet);
  try (ghostDies | pacmanDies);
}
```

Rule names are set in italic. Rule `gameInProgress` verifies a termination condition of the game, checked in the head of an outermost `while` loop. In each turn, either Pac-Man or the ghost moves as expressed by the choice operator `|` between the corresponding rules in the second line. The following lines contain a `try` block, essentially corresponding to an `if` statement in other languages (with an empty `else` block here).

**CONTROL CONSTRUCTS.** Groove has a rich body of control constructs, represented as a mixture of operators and keywords in the textual syntax. We group them in alignment of the core constructs considered for the aforementioned languages.

- **Choice** is offered both on the level of rules as well as of arbitrary control programs, although syntactically differentiated: the `|` operator is for rules, whereas the `choice` keyword is for programs.

- **Sequences**, as usual, are specified using the `;` operator.

- **Iteration** in its maximal form is, again, syntactically differentiated for rules and programs: `#` and `alap`, respectively. Moreover, for single rules, non-deterministic zero-or-more and one-or-more iteration operators (`*` and `+`, respectively) are offered; and for programs, programming-like `while` and `do` loops.

- **If-then-else** is available in both the usual flavor, as well as in a compact `try-else` form.

**WSN EXAMPLE AND LIMITATIONS.** The same holds as for Henshin.

---


CONTROL SEMANTICS. The same holds as for Henshin.

ANALYSIS AND VERIFICATION. The Simulator module of Groove offers essentially the same capabilities as the State Space Tools of Henshin. The main difference is that in the case of Groove, the model checker is a built-in part of the Groove tool suite itself.

3.3 SUMMARY AND CHALLENGES

In this section, based on the informal challenges posed by a concurrent, graph-based modeling scenario such as, e.g., wireless sensor networks (Chapter 1) and the foregoing overview of state-of-the-art approaches in the field of controlled graph rewriting (CGR), we summarize our observations in unifying statements and derive challenges which have to be addressed by our contribution in Part II of the thesis. Thereby, according to our detailed presentation of state of the art, we address the aspects of control constructs, particularly highlighting the issue of parallelism and concurrency, as well as analysis and verification.

CONTROL CONSTRUCTS. As it has been already accentuated by the way we presented and grouped control constructs in the case of each approach, we identify a common baseline of core CGR constructs. It is apparent through our survey that for both theory and practice of CGR, the following constructs are of central relevance.

- Non-deterministic choice,
- sequences,
- maximal iteration, and
- if-then-else.

For judging the further constructs, we have to distinguish between the language design aspects of expressiveness and usability. Note that even expressiveness is not meant here in the strictly formal sense used in complexity theory; regarding that, we remark that even if-then-else might be left out from the above list, still retaining computational completeness—a topic we cover formally in Section 6.3. Rather, we mean a kind of functional expressiveness, i.e., what kind of systems and algorithms might be faithfully described by the language constructs. E.g., even if not necessary for completeness, if-then-else cannot be encoded by the other three core constructs and, thus, represents an increase in expressiveness by adding conditionals.

Another expressiveness improvement is presented by the concept of recursion, only present in Progres among the languages we discuss. General recursion subsumes each loop type and, in addition, allows for
potentially non-terminating specifications with guarded termination criteria (i.e., a condition for when to continue and when to stop).

Further constructs like parameterizable, programming-like loops and another flavors of conditionals are often considered as part of the languages, but those only address the aspect of usability, as they are expressible by using the other (core) constructs, and, thus, are considered as “syntactic sugar”. We do not delve into the topic of usability in model-driven engineering here—it is indeed highly non-trivial how to approach this empirical aspect of MDE, given the significantly lower amount of evidence compared to traditional software engineering; we refer the interested reader to [3].

We conclude that while an implicit baseline is present, there has been no efforts so far for fixing a unifying (meta-)theory of control in graph rewriting. We argue that a solid theoretical framework like that of SOS semantics is inevitable to undertake such a comprehensive research endeavor; we contribute to the issue by identifying the common features of existing SOS semantics of CGR in Section 8.2.

**Parallelism and Concurrency.** Recalling our general considerations in Sect. 1.4 about the notions related to parallelism and concurrency, we identified parallelism as a minimal, yet flexible basic premise: shortly, there is no concurrency without parallelism, but parallelism does not necessarily imply concurrency, as the latter notion involves causal independence, which might not be given for, e.g., a purely syntactic parallel composition construct.

In state-of-the-art CGR approaches, some restricted form of parallelism might be present, such as the composition of disjoint matches in Porgy or arbitrary interleaving in Progres. However, the semantics of those notions always presupposes knowledge over the other side of parallel composition and, thus, causal dependence. Concurrency is never considered in CGR, making the current state of the technique ineligible for dealing with inherently concurrent modeling scenarios like our WSN running example. In turn, more sophisticated notions like distributedness and reactiveness build on the basic assumptions of concurrency and remained, thus, also unconsidered so far.

**Reasoning and Verification.** Although powerful techniques of classical model checking appear and are extensively used in CGR practice, we argue that a major shortcoming is the lack of abstract semantics, proposed for reasoning purposes: if such a semantics is missing, each (local or temporal) property might only be verified for a finite collection of graphs. In real-life scenarios, often more is desired: e.g., for a CGR algorithm specification, one would like to reason about correctness for each potential (or for an infinite class of) input graph(s).
Table 3.1 provides an overview of the capabilities of the aforementioned state-of-the-art CGR approaches; in addition and for a comparative reference, we also included RePro, the graph-rewriting process calculus whose details constitute the upcoming main Part II of the present thesis.

The columns of the table are organized according to the above aspects of CGR theory and practice. In particular, the first three columns consider control constructs. As every language largely coincide in terms of constructs and mainly deviate in their ways to express iteration, we focus on this aspect here: the first column ↓ stands for maximal (as-long-as-possible) iteration as discussed for GP in Sect. 3.2.1, the second column (⟲) stands for the explicit syntactic presence of conditional loops known from imperative programming, such as for, while and similar, while the third column (Rec) refers to syntactic recursion, i.e., the possibility of naming control units and allow those names to embedded in other control units.

The second group of three columns consider the issue of Reasoning: the fourth column (Ver) refers to verification approaches for graph property preservation during CGR executions, the fifth column (MC) refers to classical state-based model checking [5] involving temporal expressions over execution paths, and the sixth column (Abs) refers to abstract reasoning as discussed above, i.e., the ability to perform the aforementioned reasoning tasks over an abstract domain instead of concrete graph instances, where the elements of the abstract domain refer to potentially infinite graph classes.

The third group, Parallelism, consists of the last two columns; here, the overview is confined to the basic level of parallelism as discussed in Sect. 1.4, as existing CGR theory and practice does not go beyond

---

8 Note that even within this single aspect, the practical expressiveness of the different languages might largely differ: some offer one-two simple conditionals, while others contain more sophisticated constructs such as loop counters and complex termination criteria.
3.3 SUMMARY AND CHALLENGES

this point towards process concurrency.9 The basic parallelism offered by some existing approaches amounts to a concise representation of equivalent choices between multiple action sequences. A distinction reflected in our table is if only such a construct (seventh column - Eq) or if more is available, i.e., a way to express multiple interleaved execution paths, even if they are not necessarily equivalent (eighth column - Int).

Each cell of the table contains two checkboxes, where the first one is ticked if there is foundational theoretical work discussing the corresponding aspect of the language, while the second one is ticked if there is an available implementation offering a corresponding construct or principle as a feature.

Beyond the particular details of each approach, we can generally observe here that RePro does not claim to generally improve on them; rather, each of the approaches represents a different facet of the complicated nature of controlled graph rewriting, with differing focuses and, of course, necessary limitations; thus, our aim with RePro is also to offer a complementary approach to the state of the art, addressing some less explored corners of CGR theory.

Based on the foregoing observations and in motivating the upcoming Part II, we summarize our analysis of the state of the art of CGR by formulating the following open challenges, referred to as C1-3:

- **C1: Formal foundations of control.** Although control is omnipresent in graph-rewriting practice, no serious endeavors have been made so far to establish a core theory of CGR beyond the particularities of single approaches.

- **C2: Concurrency and reactiveness.** Different forms of parallelism have been proposed for graph-rewriting in general and for CGR in particular. However, no comprehensive approach exists to faithfully represent concurrent and reactive systems in the context of graph-based system modeling.

- **C3a: Abstract reasoning.** Existing analysis and verification techniques are either focused on graph properties and constraint preservation, or employ traditional model checking to graph-rewriting systems. In any case, analysis either relies on the existence of concrete graph instance(s) [45, 108], or is based on an abstraction over graphs, but do not consider external control [20, 24, 95, 106]. That is, there is no established means to analyze control processes itself, independently of their effects for a given graph, in an abstract way. The need for such an approach calls forth a related requirement:

---

9 More elaborate concurrency considerations are a focused distinguishing feature of RePro as discussed at various points in the thesis.
• **C3b: Operational equivalence notions.** Advanced reasoning techniques as in C3a rely on well-founded process-algebraic trace concepts, and adaptive, abstract operational equivalence notions (such as bisimulation) in order to handle control process behavior with factoring out irrelevant details which would obstruct abstract reasoning.
Part II

A CALCULUS OF CONTROLLED GRAPH REWRITING
This chapter, together with the subsequent one, constitute a central part of the thesis, providing an introduction to our approach for specifying concurrent controlled graph-rewriting (CGR) processes, called RePro (for Rewriting Processes). As demonstrated in Part I and particularly, in Chapter 1, graph-based system modeling involves a need to describe graph-rewriting algorithms, i.e., algorithms whose atomic operations are graph-rewriting steps. The process calculus RePro aims at providing a formally rigorous means to describe such algorithms, involving concurrency, by building upon the idea of controlled graph rewriting [91, 101].

In the setting of CGR, graph-rewriting operations retain their rule application semantics as presented in Chapter 2. In addition, external control is added to restrict the sequences in which graph-rewriting rules are applied.

In the majority of state-of-the-art CGR approaches, this control layer takes the form of a (programming) language whose atoms are graph-rewriting rules (cf. Chapter 3). Also in RePro, the control language is expressed by the terms of a process calculus, closely resembling the CCS calculus proposed by Robin Milner [79]. However, we do not only draw inspiration from process algebra for the syntax of RePro: in this chapter, we demonstrate how a number of well-known semantic notions and properties from process algebra are reflected in or preserved by RePro. As a major contribution, using techniques from process algebra to describe CGR processes gives us a straightforward means to specify graph-rewriting algorithms involving concurrency (i.e., causally independent but potentially synchronized actions) as well as reactive behavior (i.e., intentionally non-terminating algorithms). Thus, using RePro, we are able to describe and analyze the graph-rewriting behavior of concurrent and reactive systems, as apparent in nowadays modeling scenarios (e.g., our WSN scenario used for demonstration purposes throughout the thesis).

In particular, RePro terms represent process and graph states and their semantics is given by a transition relation between those states (defined by a system of inference rules), inducing a labeled transition system. For further details on the underlying definitions, we refer to the upcoming Sect. 4.2.

The state notion of RePro processes involves two components:

1. First, control processes are (CCS-style) term specifications for sequences of graph-rewriting rule applications; thus, in contrast to a pure graph-rewriting system according to the standard semantics,
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Figure 4.1: Schematic Representation of the RePro Concept

it restricts the possibilities of how rules can be sequentialized. To that end, control processes rely on the syntactical operators known from process algebra: prefix actions for sequencing, choice for non-deterministically choosing between different processes, and parallel composition for specifying a concurrent composition of two processes. Moreover, control processes incorporate recursion to enable reactive (i.e., recurrent and potentially non-terminating) process specifications. Furthermore, we add so-called non-applicability conditions as part of atomic actions to enrich graph-rewriting algorithms with conditional constructs.

(2) For representing the actual rewriting of graphs, we consider as a second component a graph instance, representing the concrete graph state during rewriting. Thus, the semantics of a RePro process is a transition system whose transitions correspond to rule applications, but where, in contrast to the standard semantics of graph rewriting systems, the selection of available rules is constrained by the control component.

As for the basic concept and operating mechanism of RePro, RePro utilizes CCS-like process specifications for control and uses process algebra techniques to generate transitions (i.e., admitted actions) of control processes. In turn, traces of those actions are utilized to narrow graph-rewriting derivations according to the standard semantics of graph rewriting. This structure is schematically represented in Figure 4.1.

To summarize, RePro contributes to the following main research challenges (cf. Sect. 3.3):

- RePro provides a specification language, control processes, for controlled graph-rewriting processes with a canonical semantics based on labeled transition systems (cf. Definition 4.3), thus, addressing C1.

- RePro provides a means to specify and analyze concurrent processes, i.e., behavior of processes running in parallel and distributedly (C2). Particularly, RePro addresses process specifications with reactive behavior, i.e., intended non-termination with interaction of asynchronous environmental components (cf. the WSN example in Sect. 1.3).
4.1 WSN behavior by control processes

In Chapter 1, we described in an intuitive manner a graph-based model of a wireless sensor network (WSN) and, in particular, in Section 1.3.2, we gave an overview of the dynamic part of the model, i.e., of the WSN behavior captured and represented by the model. Now, we first demonstrate the form and functioning of our RePro control processes by concretizing the behavior description provided there: each behavioral component becomes a control process, i.e., a process-algebraic algorithm specification for the purpose of our WSN modeling scenario.

In this section, we proceed in concretizing our WSN model, introduced using a natural-language description in Chapter 1, by analyzing the required basic graph-rewriting operations and control constructs, and, thus, deriving expressiveness requirements for our control language. However, although we use a symbolic, term-based syntax which corresponds to the formal RePro syntax, we retain a certain degree of informality in this section, as we do not provide a rigorous language syntax nor a formal semantics (those are defined in the upcoming Sect. 4.2). Also, we consider DPO graph-rewriting rules as basic operations. When presenting the rules, we omit the graph names in the corresponding figures while assuming that a rule name \( p \) is associated with a span \( (L_p \xleftarrow{t_p} K_p \xrightarrow{r_p} R_p) \).

In the following, we focus on underlay WSN behavior. As introduced in Sect. 1.3.2, underlay dynamics consists of three components: node behavior, link behavior and topology control.

- **Node behavior**: The Create Link operation is succinctly representable by a DPO rule as shown in Figure 4.2a. Note that in \( p_{Cr} \), we assume created links to be short and unclassified (i.e., new.

---

1 An adequate treatment of C3a is the subject of Chapter 7.
physical links are created only within a short range, but their status is not known in the moment they appear).

Regarding the Delete Link operation (Figure 4.2b), in the rule name $p_{DDel}(len, st)$, $len$ and $st$ are name variables that can be initialized to refer to a specific edge type as in the type graph for WSN (cf. Figure 2.1). Those variables appear also in the left-hand side of the rule. The use of name variables allows for a compact representation of families of similar rules only differing in typing, as is the case for deletion, where our specification needs a deletion rule for any link type. In any process specification containing this rule, any use of the rule name must be initialized using the value ranges $len \in \{S, L\}$ and $st \in \{a, i, u\}$ (cf., e.g., $P_{node}$ below). For example, the rule name $p_{DDel}(L, a)$ belongs to a rule deleting a long active edge.\(^2\)

We use controlled graph-rewriting processes to model node behavior based on those rules. As a very first example, we provide a simple process specification, using a yet informal process-algebraic syntax, for a process $P_{cr}$ which performs a single Create Link operation and then terminates as indicated by the special process symbol $0$: 

$$P_{cr} := p_{Cr}.0$$

Next, we describe a more realistic process $P_{node}$, which applies (non-deterministically) one of the rules repeatedly. Using the same informal syntax as above, we specify this behavior by writing 

$$P_{node} := p_{Cr}.P_{node} + \sum_{len \in \{S, L\}, st \in \{a, i, u\}} p_{DDel}(len, st).P_{node}$$

---

2 Formally, each instantiation is a separate rule name, i.e., they all appear in the rule name set $R$ of their respective graph-rewriting system. Therefore, given the value ranges and the requirement that only instantiated rule names appear in processes, there is no ambiguity regarding the handling of rule names with variables.
• **Link behavior:** The *Unclassify* operation is also easily representable by DPO rules as shown in Figure 4.3a, represented by a single rule span with variables (cf. Figure 4.2b); however, here we choose \( st \in \{a, i\} \) in order to avoid identity rule applications (i.e., where the link is already unclassified beforehand).

As in the case of node behavior, we specify link behavior with a process \( P_{\text{link}} \) specified as

\[
P_{\text{link}} := \sum_{\text{len} \in \{S, L\}, \text{st} \in \{a, i\}} \ p_{\text{Uc}}(\text{len}, \text{st}).P_{\text{link}}
\]

• **Topology control:** In Section 1.2, we have already presented a part of the *Resolve Unclassified Link* operation according to the kTC topology control algorithm: under what circumstances we want to *inactivate* an unclassified link. Now, we provide a proper DPO rule, \( p_{\text{kTC}} \), for it (Figure 4.3b).

However, topology control aims at classifying each unclassified link: if we had only \( p_{\text{kTC}} \) for this purpose, then unclassified links not being in such a triangle would remain unclassified. Therefore, we add rules \( P_{\text{ActUS}} \) and \( P_{\text{ActUL}} \) for activating (short and long) unclassified links (Figure 4.4). (Note that although we could present this behavior as a single rule with a length
variable, we present these rules separately for easier reference in later examples.)

Currently, our simple topology control mechanism is described by the process $P_{TC}$:

$$P_{TC} := p_{kTC}.P_{TC} + p_{ActUS}.P_{TC} + p_{ActUL}.P_{TC}$$

Note that this topology control specification is not yet satisfactory: it might non-deterministically activate an unclassified link even if this link is part of a triangle.

Finally, having provided processes for each dynamic underlay component, there is a straightforward way to specify the overall underlay behavior by letting the above processes act in parallel, using the parallel composition operator $\parallel$:

$$P_{underlay} := P_{node} \parallel P_{link} \parallel P_{TC}$$

In the following, we refine the simple preliminary specification above in the course of formalizing ReP\(\phi\) and introducing new concepts in a stepwise manner.

### 4.2 Formal Definition of Control Processes

Control processes are terms of a process calculus, whose syntax is inductively given by a context-free grammar, whereas their semantics is often provided in the form of a labeled transition system.

**Syntax.** Regarding the syntax of ReP\(\phi\) control processes, its basic ingredient is the set of DPO rule names, denoted by $R$ for plain (i.e., non-parallel) rules and $R^*$ for parallel rules, respectively (for any fixed GTS $\mathcal{G}$), where $R$ is ranged over by $p$ and $R^*$ is ranged over by $\rho$ (cf. also Definitions 2.2, 2.3). For rules appearing in a term, we assume that they are typed over the same type graph $TG$, whose identity we
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usually leave implicit. For instance, all the rules specified in Sect. 4.1 are typed over the WSN type graph shown in Section 2.2, Figure 2.1.

A control process term is composed of rule names as atomic actions within control structures: sequence, choice, recursion and parallel composition. We denote the set of process terms by \( \mathcal{P} \), ranged over by \( P \) and \( Q \).

Regarding the formal definition of recursion, there are several possibilities considered in process algebra literature; here, we use a solution (similar to that in [82]) based on a name set \( K \) of process identifiers (ranged over by \( A \)), which are mapped to process terms by means of defining equations.

The syntax of control processes \( P, Q \in \mathcal{P} \) is provided by the following definition.

**Definition 4.1 (Control Process Term Syntax).** Let \( K \) be the set of control process identifiers and \( \mathcal{R}^* \) the set of parallel rules over rule set \( \mathcal{R} \). The syntax of control process term \( P, Q \in \mathcal{P} \) is inductively defined as

\[
P, Q ::= 0 \mid \rho.P \mid A \mid P + Q \mid P || Q
\]

where \( \rho \in \mathcal{R}^* \) and a defining equation for \( A \in K \) is of the form \( A := P \) with \( P \in \mathcal{P} \). We assume that each \( A \in K \) has a unique defining equation.

The process \( 0 \) is the inactive process incapable of actions. Given a process \( P \), \( \rho.P \) represents an action prefix, meaning that this process can perform an action (i.e., an application of) \( \rho \) and then continue as \( P \). As explained above, process identifiers are used to represent process terms through defining equations (of the form \( A := P \)), and thus might be used to describe recursive process behavior. \( P + Q \) represents a process which non-deterministically behaves either as \( P \) or as \( Q \). The parallel composition of \( P \) and \( Q \), denoted as \( P || Q \), is a process which might interleaves the actions of \( P \) and \( Q \) or even execute them in parallel. We elaborate the meaning of this parallelism when we define the semantics of control processes in Definition 4.5. In the following, as usual, parentheses are also employed in process terms to explicitly denote operator precedence if relevant, even if parentheses are not part of the abstract syntax given above. Notice that each process specification provided in Sect. 4.1 is indeed a proper control process over those rules, according to the syntax just given.

With respect to the “standard” definition of CCS as proposed by Milner [79], in RePro, we do not consider the notions of renaming and hiding. As RePro terms are composed of rule names from a graph-rewriting system where names are mapped to concrete graph-rewriting rules, renaming as a syntactical ingredient would be counter-intuitive in our setting. As for hiding, that notion is directly connected to the concept of observability and silent actions, which we do not consider in RePro, as each graph-rewriting action has an observable effect on the graph being rewritten.
The notion of structural congruence (cf. also CCS [79]), denoted \( \equiv \), is used to establish an equivalence of those process terms which differ syntactically only in semantically irrelevant details. In particular, the structural congruence laws of RePro considers choice to be commutative and associative, and ensures global termination by reducing the parallel composition of inactive processes to a single 0.

**Definition 4.2** (Structural Congruence of Control Processes). Given \( P, Q, R \in \mathcal{P} \), the relation \( \equiv \subseteq \mathcal{P} \times \mathcal{P} \) is the least equivalence relation s.t.

\[
0 || 0 \equiv 0 \quad P + Q \equiv Q + P \quad (P + Q) + R \equiv P + (Q + R)
\]

**Operational Semantics.** The operational semantics of a control process term is given by a system of SOS inference rules, defining a labeled transition system (LTS) having processes as states and labeled actions as transitions (cf. Definition 4.5 below). The LTS for control processes (abbreviated as CTS) has control process terms as states and the transitions represent (potential) rule applications, labelled by the corresponding rule name. In addition, we add to the set of action labels a special termination symbol “✓”, indicating that a process reached its terminating 0, and thus, no further (proper) actions are possible. Thus, “✓” in RePro is used to distinguish (traces of) successfully terminated processes from those which are not able to continue because of the non-applicability of rules on the actual graph instance. We first recall the standard definition of labeled transition systems and of their traces [1], and define the LTS of RePro control processes afterwards. We included a placeholder index \( X \) in the symbols for action sets and transition in our generic LTS definition, which we use later for distinguishing different transition systems and their equivalence relations.

**Definition 4.3** (Labeled Transition System). A labeled transition system (LTS) is a tuple \( (S, A_X, \rightarrow_X) \), where \( S \) is a set of states, \( A_X \) is a set of actions containing the distinguished element “✓” representing successful termination, and \( \rightarrow_X \subseteq S \times A_X \times S \) is a transition relation. As usual, we will write \( s \xrightarrow{a_X} s' \) if \( (s, a, s') \in \rightarrow_X \).

**Definition 4.4** (Trace, Trace Equivalence). A trace \( t = a_1a_2\ldots a_n \ldots \) of a state \( s \in S \) is a finite or infinite sequence of actions such that there exist states and transitions with \( s \xrightarrow{a_1} s_1 \xrightarrow{a_2} s_3 \ldots \). A finite trace is completed if its last action \( a_n \), and only it, is equal to “✓”.

States \( s, s' \in S \) are trace equivalent w.r.t. \( \rightarrow_X \), denoted as \( s \simeq_X s' \), if their sets of traces have the same elements.

---

3 Note that the choice of “laws” of structural congruence is arbitrary in the sense that each property captured might be equivalently captured on the transition level. However, our choice of those laws facilitates and simplifies the presentation of the transition relation while factoring out some technical details which are of less importance to the semantics.

4 Although the abstract syntax above does not include parentheses, they are used in the concrete syntax here to denote sub-expressions.
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**Definition 4.5** (Control Transition System). Let $\mathcal{P}$ be the set of control process terms and $\mathcal{R}^*$ the set of parallel rule names over rule name set $\mathcal{R}$. The control transition system (CTS) is an LTS $(\mathcal{P}, \mathcal{R}^* \cup \{\checkmark\}, \rightarrow)$ with $\rightarrow$ being the least relation satisfying the rules in Fig. 4.5, where $\alpha$ ranges over $\mathcal{R}^* \cup \{\checkmark\}$ and $\rho, \rho_1, \rho_2 \in \mathcal{R}^*$.

Now, we give an intuitive explanation for each rule in Figure 4.5:

- Rule **pre** is the central rule for inferring the transition relation $\rightarrow$: any (potentially parallel) rule name $\rho \in \mathcal{R}^*$ appearing as a prefix induces a transition with that very rule name as label. Those transitions serve as the basis for the semantics of further control constructs.

- Rule **stop** introduces the aforementioned special $\checkmark$-transition to denote termination, i.e., that the inactive process 0 has been reached.

- Rule **struct** reflects semantically the intention of structural congruence (Definition 4.2): processes that are structurally congruent have exactly the same transitions.

- Rule **rec** provides the semantics of process identifiers: if a process identifier $A \in \mathcal{K}$ appears in a term, then the behavior is provided by the transitions of the process term $P$ by which $A$ is defined as in $A := P$. Importantly, this mechanism captures recursive behavior through defining equations (an alternative would be, e.g., to use a congruence notion).

- Rule **choice** expresses the fact that process $P + Q$ can proceed as $P$ or $Q$ by firing any of their transitions (commutativity and associativity of $+$ is provided by **struct**).

- Rule **par0** and **par1** deal with the interleaving behavior of parallel processes (the other behavioral aspect is synchronization, expressed by the next rule **sync**). In particular, in a parallel

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Body</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>struct</strong></td>
<td>$P \equiv Q$</td>
<td>$P \xrightarrow{\alpha} P'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pre</strong></td>
<td>$\rho.P \xrightarrow{\ell} P$</td>
<td>$0 \not\xrightarrow{\checkmark} 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>stop</strong></td>
<td>$\rho \checkmark$</td>
<td>$P \xrightarrow{\rho} P'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>choice</strong></td>
<td>$P \xrightarrow{\alpha} P'$</td>
<td>$P + Q \xrightarrow{\alpha} P'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>rec</strong></td>
<td>$A := P$</td>
<td>$A \xrightarrow{\alpha} P'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>par0</strong></td>
<td>$P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{\ell} P' \parallel Q$</td>
<td>$P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{\ell} P' \parallel Q'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>par1</strong></td>
<td>$P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{\ell} P' \parallel Q'$</td>
<td>$P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{\ell} P' \parallel Q'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>sync</strong></td>
<td>$P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{\rho_1} P' \parallel Q'$</td>
<td>$P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{\rho_1 \rho_2} P' \parallel Q'$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.5: Inference Rules for Transitions of Control Processes
Node behavior:
\[ P_{\text{cr}} := P_{\text{cr}} \cdot 0 \]
\[ P_{\text{node}} := P_{\text{cr}} \cdot P_{\text{node}} + \sum_{\text{len} \in \{S,L\}, \text{st} \in \{a,i,u\}} p_{\text{Del}}(\text{len}, \text{st}) \cdot P_{\text{node}} \]

Link behavior:
\[ P_{\text{link}} := \sum_{\text{len} \in \{S,L\}, \text{st} \in \{a,i\}} p_{\text{Uc}}(\text{len}, \text{st}) \cdot P_{\text{link}} \]

Topology control:
\[ P_{\text{TC}} := p_{\text{TC}} \cdot P_{\text{TC}} + p_{\text{ActUS}} \cdot P_{\text{TC}} + p_{\text{ActUL}} \cdot P_{\text{TC}} \]

Overall underlay behavior:
\[ P_{\text{underlay}} := P_{\text{node}} \parallel P_{\text{link}} \parallel P_{\text{TC}} \]

Figure 4.6: Control Process Specifications for WSN Underlay

process \( P \parallel Q \), any side (i.e., \( P \) as well as \( Q \)) might fire one of its available transitions and thus proceed, while the other side remains in place. (Although control processes are in this case symmetric and, thus, a commutative definition would be thinkable, the reason behind this specification is made clear by the notion of asynchronicity in Section 5.2. In the following, we might omit the number and refer to any or both of those rules as \textsc{par} if the distinction is immaterial.)

Note that these rules together with \textsc{stop} induce a global termination, in the sense that parallel processes only have a \( \checkmark \) -transition if each of them has been terminated, as interleaving does not range over \( \checkmark \) -transitions. For instance, \( P \parallel 0 \) has a \( \checkmark \) -transition only if \( P \equiv 0 \) due to the structural congruence law \( 0 \parallel 0 \equiv 0 \) as in Definition 4.2.

- Rule \textsc{sync}, in contrast to \textsc{par}, induces a synchronized transition of \( P \) and \( Q \) in a process \( P \parallel Q \). If \( P \) and \( Q \) have some transitions labeled, e.g., by rules \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \), respectively, then \( P \parallel Q \) has a transition labeled by the parallel rule \( \rho_1 \mid \rho_2 \) composed of \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \).

As a source for concrete examples on how these rules work, we revisit the process specifications in Sect. 4.1 and recall them in Figure 4.6 for convenience.

First of all, each specification contains prefix actions (as any meaningful process would): e.g., \( P_{\text{cr}} \) has an outgoing transition \( P_{\text{cr}} \xrightarrow{p_{\text{cr}}} 0 \) according to the rule \textsc{pre}. Thereupon, according to rule \textsc{stop}, this 0 has a loop transition \( \checkmark \).

Our next example process, \( P_{\text{node}} \), addresses choice and recursion. Regarding the rule \textsc{choice}, as \( P_{\text{cr}} \cdot P_{\text{node}} \) and \( P_{\text{Del}} \cdot P_{\text{node}} \) have outgoing transitions labeled with \( p_{\text{cr}} \) and \( p_{\text{Del}} \), respectively, the choice in the specification of \( P_{\text{node}} \) results in a behavior where \( P_{\text{node}} \) has both of those
outgoing transitions with their respective subsequent state. Here, in both cases, that subsequent state is $P_{node}$ again, resulting in a recursive behavior; note that in our examples, we let the sets of process names (like $P_{node}$) and process identifiers (the elements of the set $K$, cf. Definition 4.1) collapse for the sake of easier readability. As an example for structural congruence and the rule $\text{struct}$, if we would write $p_{\text{Del}}.P_{node} + p_{\text{Cr}}.P_{node}$, this specification would have exactly the same behavior as the original one, as commutativity of choice is part of our structural congruence.

As for parallel processes, the overall specification $P_{\text{underlay}}$ has as outgoing transitions any transitions of its single processes, such as $p_{\text{Cr}}, p_{\text{TC}}$ and many others, according to rules $\text{par0}$ and $\text{par1}$. Furthermore, those actions might also synchronize. For example, there are transitions

$$P_{\text{underlay}} \xrightarrow{p_{\text{Cr}}|p_{\text{ActUS}}} P_{\text{underlay}},$$

$$P_{\text{underlay}} \xrightarrow{p_{\text{ActUL}}|p_{\text{TC}}} P_{\text{underlay}},$$

and so on. Moreover, as the definition of parallel rules and processes admits associativity, there are also transitions with three rules composed, like

$$P_{\text{underlay}} \xrightarrow{p_{\text{Del}}|p_{\text{ActUL}}|p_{\text{ActUS}}} P_{\text{underlay}}.$$  

**Non-applicability conditions.** Many control structures used in algorithm specifications (independently of the concrete language), such as conditional branchings (often termed if-then-else structures), rely on some kind of negative conditions for capturing if the condition on which the branching depends is violated (and, thus, the else branch is followed).

In our controlled setting, as we focus on algorithm descriptions over sets of graph-rewriting rules, we aim at defining a means on the control level for capturing the non-applicability of some rules. As an illustrative example, revisit the topology control specification

$$P_{TC} := p_{\text{TC}}.P_{TC} + p_{\text{ActUS}}.P_{TC} + p_{\text{ActUL}}.P_{TC}$$

As already mentioned while introducing $P_{TC}$, this specification is not yet satisfactory: the actual intuition is that we should first try to eliminate triangles by applying $p_{\text{TC}}$, and only if it is not applicable should we apply an appropriate activation rule. As a consequence, to achieve a more faithful representation of this intuition, we want to have some language ingredient to extend the specification with preconditions saying that $p_{\text{ActUS}}$ and $p_{\text{ActUL}}$ are applied only if $p_{\text{TC}}$ is not applicable.

Thus, prefix actions involving non-applicability conditions (NC) become pairs of a (positive) rule name to be applied and, as further condition(s), a set of further rule names which have to be non-applicable.
on the graph to be rewritten. Note, however, that on the control level which we consider in this section, this difference is only reflected in the shape of our actions and thus the definition of the action set, as pure control processes do not (yet) have a graph instance to work with.

We follow our above presentation pattern, i.e., we first provide the extended specification and then the formal definitions for introducing non-applicability conditions. The extended topology control specification \( P_{nTC} \) is given in RePro syntax as follows (extensions in bold):

\[
P_{nTC} := p_{kTC}.P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUS}, \{p_{kTC}\}).P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUL}, \{p_{kTC}\}).P_{nTC}
\]

Similarly, we might also extend the specification of \( P_{link} \) to \( P_{nlink} \) by adding the requirement that unclassification should take place only if no kTC-inactivation action is possible:

\[
P_{nlink} := (p_{UcS}, \{p_{kTC}\}).P_{nlink} + (p_{UcL}, \{p_{kTC}\}).P_{nlink}
\]

The extended control transition system including non-applicability conditions, denoted nCTS, is functioning in the same way as CTS, and our definitions only require some slight adaptations. We proceed with giving those definitions, with highlighting the changes related to non-applicability conditions in bold.

An action \( \gamma = (\rho, N) \) in nCTS intuitively corresponds to applying a rule \( \rho \in R^* \) while checking some non-applicability conditions \( p \in N \). Formally, an action consists of a (positive) rule name (here, \( \rho \)) and a set \( N = \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \) of (plain)\(^5\) rule names, where for any \( p_i \in N, p_i \) should not be applicable in the current graph state in order to proceed. Note that while a parallel rule \( \rho \) might involve a single (plain or parallel) rule \( \rho \) multiple times as a component, it is sufficient for \( N \) to contain each rule name only once, as, in contrast to \( \rho \), those names in \( N \) play the role of preconditions with a semantics invariant to multiple appearance.

First, we adapt the syntax of control processes to include non-applicability conditions, where, as an abuse of notation, we retain the same sets \( P \) and \( K \) for processes and process identifiers, respectively. (For the most part of the thesis, we consider processes with non-applicability conditions.)

**Definition 4.6 (Control Process Term Syntax with NC).** The syntax of a control process term \( P \in P \) with non-applicability conditions is inductively defined as follows, where \( A \in K \) and \( \gamma \in R^* \times 2^R \):

\[
P, Q ::= 0 \mid \gamma.P \mid A \mid P + Q \mid P \parallel Q
\]

As seen in the above definition, the syntactical changes induced by non-applicability conditions modify only the syntax of prefixes and the

---

5 It is sufficient to consider plain, i.e., non-parallel rules here, as any process specification is based on plain rules and non-applicability conditions do not get composed in parallel during parallel executions.
### 4.2 Formal Definition of Control Processes

The rest of the definition remains untouched. Also, the interpretation of further names and operators is the same as in Definition 4.1. Note that we still use prefixes without non-applicability sets in our examples, e.g., in the sub-process $p_{kTC}$. In the following, $p_{kTC}$ is a shorthand for $(p_{kTC}, \emptyset)$.

Regarding nCTS semantics, there are only slight changes needed. The only substantial concept to consider is how to extend synchronization to actions with NC. The following definition gives the LTS for nCTS (where we overload the transition symbol $\rightarrow$).

**Definition 4.7** (Control Transition System with NC). The control transition system with non-applicability conditions (nCTS) of $G$ is an LTS $(\mathcal{P}, (\mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R}) \cup \{\checkmark\}, \rightarrow)$ with $\rightarrow$ being the least relation satisfying the rules in Fig. 4.7, where $\alpha$ ranges over $(\mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R}) \cup \{\checkmark\}$, $\gamma$ ranges over $\mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R}$, $\rho_1, \rho_2 \in \mathcal{R}^*$ and $N_1, N_2 \in 2^\mathcal{R}$.

The rules stop, struct, rec, choice, and paro-1 have exactly the same form and interpretation as in the definition of CTS (Definition 4.7). Their basis, rule pre is functioning also in the same way as in CTS, with considered actions extended to include non-applicability conditions.

As for synchronization (rule sync), beyond building the corresponding parallel rule, we also synchronize the non-applicability conditions by taking as a new NC set the union of the sets on both sides. Consequently, the synchronized parallel rule $\rho_1 | \rho_2$ can fire if none of the involved conditions are violated.

Note that synchronization in nCTS as above might result in actions for which there exists no graph to apply on; e.g., if a rule being in $\langle \rho_1 \rangle \cup \langle \rho_2 \rangle$ is also in $N_1 \cup N_2$, or even if there is a rule in $\langle \rho_1 \rangle \cup \langle \rho_2 \rangle$ whose applicability necessarily implies that of another rule which is $N_1 \cup N_2$. In our original paper [63], to capture at least the former case, which can be addressed on the level of rule names, we require a further premise for sync as follows:

\[ (\langle \rho_1 \rangle \cap N_2) \cup (\langle \rho_2 \rangle \cap N_1) = \emptyset \quad (*) \]
The inference rule which is identical to \textsc{sync}, but has in addition the above premise, is called \textsc{sync}. This rule expresses that the positive rules should not be excluded by the non-applicability conditions of the other side. The variant of nCTS where \textsc{sync} is replaced by \textsc{sync}\textsuperscript{*} is called nCTS\textsuperscript{*}.

As an example for nCTS\textsuperscript{*} terms, the process \(P_{nTC}\) has as outgoing transition labels not only the rule names; instead, we have transition labels like \((p_{UcS}, \{p_{kTC}\})\). Also, if we update the specification of the overall underlay behavior by replacing \(P_{TC}\) with \(P_{nTC}\) and \(P_{link}\) with \(P_{nlink}\) then the additional condition for \textsc{sync}\textsuperscript{*} disables some synchronized actions which are allowed in the original specification: there is no synchronized action over \(p_{kTC}\) on the one side and \((p_{UcS}, \{p_{kTC}\})\) or \((p_{UcL}, \{p_{kTC}\})\) on the other side, respectively, because the premise of \textsc{sync}\textsuperscript{*} forbids a positive rule to appear in the NC set of the action it should synchronize with. In the following, however, we present our results using nCTS, and explicitly refer to the above distinction where it is necessary.

We remark already here that adding non-applicability conditions also take a direct influence on the expressiveness of our control language (as in contrast to enriching the rule application semantics with negative conditions, cf. also Sect. 8.2). In particular, having the ability to include non-applicability conditions on the control level gives us the expressive power to formulate branching and loop termination criteria, which makes our control language \textit{computationally complete} according to the notion of Habel and Plump [49], who interpreted computational completeness for the specific setting of controlled graph rewriting, also providing a minimal reference language. We elaborate on this topic in Sect. 6.3. In this way, we will be able to relate our language both to the standard semantics of graph-rewriting systems and to the reference language of Habel and Plump by proposing an encoding.

Also, in the discussion following the complete presentation of ReP\textsuperscript{Pro} (Sect. 8.2), we review the alternative notions to negative conditions from the graph-rewriting literature, along some observations on how they relate to our non-applicability conditions.
In this chapter, we present the overall concept of RePro. First, recall our schematic representation in Figure 4.1: RePro utilizes process algebra techniques for generating control traces (cf. the previous Chapter 5), which traces in turn describe the allowed sequences for graph-rewriting derivations. Now, having the necessary underlying definitions, we concretize our RePro concept representation by providing pointers to the concrete definitions meant, as shown in Figure 5.1.

In particular, the upcoming definition of the RePro transition system (Definition 5.1) in this section is based on the previously defined control process transitions, combined with graph-rewriting rule-application semantics: whenever a transition is made available by a control process such that the corresponding rule is applicable on the actual graph, a RePro transition arises, where both components proceed: the control process continues and the graph gets rewritten by a rule application.

Again, we first demonstrate RePro processes using our WSN scenario, building on the example control processes provided in Sect. 4.1. Afterwards, we provide a formal definition of RePro.

5.1 WSN TOPOLOGY SIMULATION BY REPRO PROCESSES

Using control processes, we are able to describe the underlay behavior of our graph-based WSN model. Using RePro, we simulate the behavior of a topology involving both environmental events and proactive topology control: as graph instances, we consider typed graphs over the topology type graph $TG_{\text{Top}}$ in Figure 2.1.

As a very first example, consider the simple control process $P_{cr} := p_{Cr} \cdot 0$, which creates an unclassified underlay link between two existing nodes (i.e., the left-hand side of $p_{Cr}$ consists of two nodes). Now, as a graph instance, consider the topology graph $G_2$ in Figure 5.2a, consisting of only two nodes without any links. The RePro process for link creation takes the following form:

$$(P_{cr}, G_2)$$

and in Figure 5.2c, we depict a part of the RePro LTS starting from that process.

We interpret the process $(P_{cr}, G_2)$ as follows: one of the rules available in the control state $P_{cr}$ is applied on the graph $G_2$, the subsequent state being the next control state composed with the rewritten graph state. Here, only $p_{Cr}$ is available: consider the match
$m : L_{Cr} \rightarrow G_2$ which maps node $x$ to node 1 and node $y$ to node 2 (cf. Figures 4.2a and 5.2a); the corresponding DPO rule application is denoted by $\delta$ (cf. Definition 2.5). The resulting graph $G'_2$ of the rule application $G_2 \xrightarrow{\delta} G'_2$ is depicted in Figure 5.2b.

Note that $p_{Cr}$ has four distinct matches and even if we restrict ourselves to injective matches (which is meaningful for $p_{Cr}$ as we do not want to create loop links), there are two different ones: $m := (x \mapsto 1, y \mapsto 2)$ as above, and $m' := (x \mapsto 2, y \mapsto 1)$ with corresponding rule applications $\delta$ and $\delta'$. The rule application $G_2 \xrightarrow{\delta} G'_2$ produces a graph $G'_2$ which is isomorphic to $G'_2$, but not identical with it on the concrete graph level. Indeed, given the standard semantics of graph rewriting, this observation holds already for one match: as the DPO output graph construction is unique only up to isomorphism, there are infinitely many isomorphic result graphs (and thus, RePro transitions) for a single match on a given graph instance. Note that this phenomenon does not cause any problem in general, as process calculi allow for infinite branching.

The transition label $(p_{Cr}, \emptyset)$ identifies the action performed during the transition from $(P_{cr}, G_2)$ to $(0, G'_2)$. Here, we use actions as in nCTS and denote by $\emptyset$ that the action did not have non-applicability conditions. The process $(0, G'_2)$ has 0 as control process, therefore, it has an outgoing (loop) transition ✓.

Of course, having a topology graph $G$ with more nodes, there are more outgoing transitions of $(P_{cr}, G)$ leading to non-isomorphic results.

As a more elaborate example, let us consider the last specification of topology control, $P_{nTC}$, which already involves non-applicability conditions:

$$P_{nTC} := p_{kTC} \cdot P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUS}, \{p_{kTC}\}) \cdot P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUL}, \{p_{kTC}\}) \cdot P_{nTC}$$

Furthermore, as a graph instance $G_{ex}$, consider the example topology presented in Chapter 1, depicted again in Figure 5.3a. Then, the RePro process $(P_{nTC}, G_{ex})$ has a large number of subsequent transitions, some of them depicted in Figure 5.3c.
Figure 5.2: Graph Instances and LTS Excerpt for RePro Process \((P_{cr}, G_2)\)

Figure 5.3: Graph Instances and LTS Excerpt for RePro Process \((P_{nTC}, G_{ex})\)
Here, e.g., \( G'_{\text{ex}} \) is the graph depicted in Figure 5.3b after applying \( p_{\text{TC}} \) at match \((x \mapsto n_2, y \mapsto n_3, z \mapsto n_7)\), \( G''_{\text{ex}} \) is the same as \( G'_{\text{ex}} \) with \( n_1n_3 \) changed to active, while \( G'''_{\text{ex}} \) is the same as \( G'_{\text{ex}} \) with \( n_5n_6 \) changed to active.

### 5.2 Formal definition of RePro

We start by defining a transition system for RePro processes based on the definition of (n)CTS (cf. Definition 4.5 and 4.7). Furthermore, for the graph component of a RePro process, RePro utilizes the rule application semantics as introduced in Chapter 2. We recall that \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} H \) if there is an application of rule \( \rho \) on input graph \( G \) at match \( m \), producing \( H \) as output graph, where \( \delta \) is the rule application diagram corresponding to \( \rho \) applied at match \( m \). For further details, refer to Chapter 2.

A RePro transition represents the simultaneous transition of both the control process and the graph instance: a rule available by the control process specification is applied to the current graph instance (with a non-deterministically chosen match). Accordingly, our RePro transition system is derived from both the control process and the rule application semantics. However, regarding the labeling of RePro transitions, we have various choices depending on how much information do we include in labels. First, we define a variant which inherits the labeling of control processes. However, those labels do not identify uniquely the rewriting step performed; therefore, we also provide a semantics where the label is enriched by the complete DPO diagram uniquely representing the rule application.

Note that although we provide each RePro transition system definition on top of nCTS, any variant can be easily defined on top of CTS analogously. As for the notation of different transition relations, notice that the transition arrow of CTS does not have any distinguishing lower index, whereas, from now on, each transition arrow introduced has a distinguishing lower index.

**Definition 5.1 (RePro Transition System).** The RePro transition system (RTS) is an LTS \((\mathcal{P} \times \textbf{Graph}|_T, (\mathcal{R} \times 2^\mathcal{R}), \rightarrow_R)\) with \( \rightarrow_R \) being the least relation satisfying the following rules, where \( \rho(\delta) = \rho \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MARK} & \quad P \xrightarrow{(\rho,N)} P' \quad G \xrightarrow{\delta} H \quad \forall p \in N : G \not\xrightarrow{p} \\
& \quad (P,G) \xrightarrow{(\rho,N)}_R (P',H) \\
\text{STOP} & \quad P \xleftarrow{\ } P' \\
& \quad (P,G) \xleftarrow{\ }_R (P',G)
\end{align*}
\]

Given an available transition of control process \( P \) with action \((\rho,N)\) to subsequent state \( P' \), rule **MARK** verifies if (1) there is an application
\( \delta \) with \( \rho(\delta) = \delta \) on graph \( G \) at some match \( m(\delta) \) with result graph \( H \), such that (2) none of the rules in the NC set \( N \) are applicable on \( G \). If those premises are fulfilled, then there is a RePro transition from \((P, G)\) to \((P', H)\). Rule \textit{stop} serves for lifting the nCTS \( \checkmark \) termination symbol to the RePro transition system.

Now, we enrich the labeling by adding explicitly the DPO diagram belonging to the rule application performed. We assume a set \( D \) of DPO diagrams (accordingly typed), ranged over by \( \delta \).

**Definition 5.2 (RePro DPO Transition System).** The RePro DPO transition system (RDTS) is an LTS \((P \times |\text{Graph}_T|, (R \times D \times 2^R) \cup \{\checkmark\}, \rightarrow_D)\) where \( \rightarrow_D \) is the least relation satisfying the following rules, where \( \rho(\delta) = \rho \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MARK} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
P \xrightarrow{[\rho,N]} P' \\
G \xrightarrow{\delta} H \\
\forall p \in N : G \not\xrightarrow{p}
\end{array} \\
& \Rightarrow (P, G) \xrightarrow{[\rho,\delta,N]} D (P', H)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{STOP} & \quad \begin{array}{c}
P \xrightarrow{\checkmark} P' \\
\end{array} \\
& \Rightarrow (P, G) \xrightarrow{\checkmark} D (P', G)
\end{align*}
\]
In this chapter, after having defined RePro, we turn to its study: we examine the properties of RePro both as a process calculus and as a control language, in the light of the central questions of the respective theories. According to this program, we investigate the following facets of RePro:

- **Equivalence (Sect. 6.1):** It is among the aims of a process calculus to provide a minimalistic, abstract description of process behavior on a rigorous algebraic basis. As a consequence, some of the possible syntactic entities (i.e., terms) within a calculus might convey the same semantics under a particular interpretation. The topic of process equivalence is concerned with defining the most important such interpretations and the resulting process equivalence classes. As the structure of RePro largely resembles that of CCS [79] (cf. also Chapter 5), we focus here on notions primarily proposed and used in that context.

- **Independence (Sect. 6.2):** The independence of actions or events plays a central role in any operational theory, be it process algebra or rewriting. Roughly, independence means that a simultaneous occurrence of actions does not involve any causal correspondence or consequence. Here, we consider two complementary approaches to address independence in the context of RePro: (1) the so-called direct approach (Sect. 6.2.1) focuses on transferring independence notions of graph rewriting to the RePro setting, while (2) the asynchronous approach (Sect. 6.2.2) aims at the adoption of the so-called asynchronicity notion, originally proposed for CCS [83], for the purpose of RePro.

- **Expressiveness (Sect. 6.3):** Here, in slight contrast to the above points, RePro is primarily studied as a language: a syntax and semantics capable of describing computations, i.e., input-output functions. In a broader context, the notion of language expressiveness might have different interpretations. Complete expressiveness is often defined by a notion of computational completeness, widely reasoned about in terms of universal Turing machines [109]. In the specific setting of controlled graph rewriting, Annegret Habel and Detlef Plump have carefully adopted the notion of computational completeness [49]. Here, an additional consideration to make lies in the nature of control being specified over a given graph-rewriting system, i.e., a set of graph-rewriting rules. Consequently, completeness captures if a graph-rewriting control
language is capable of expressing each computation of a fixed graph-rewriting system. We investigate the expressiveness of RePro using the reference framework of Habel and Plump [49].

6.1 Equivalence

First, we elaborate on how well-known equivalence notions of process algebra literature apply for RePro. In that context, one of the most usual ways of considering process equivalence is by observing and comparing traces (cf. Definition 4). We recall that a trace of a process state is a sequence of transition labels starting from that state, and two processes are trace equivalent if they have the same sets of traces.

First, we establish a connection between the two different RePro labelings RTS and RDTS as in Section 5.2 (Definitions 5.1 and 5.2). In particular, the following statement says that if two RePro processes have the same set of RDTS traces, then the same holds for their RTS traces.\(^1\)

**Proposition 6.1.** Given \(P, Q \in \mathcal{P} \text{ and } G, H \in |\text{Graph}_T|\), the following holds: \((P, G) \simeq^T_D (Q, H)\) implies \((P, G) \simeq^T_R (Q, H)\).

**Proof.** There is an obvious forgetful function \(f\) from (sets of) RDTS traces \((\rho, \delta, N)\) to (sets of) RTS traces \((\rho, N)\) by dropping \(\delta\) from each transition label in the trace (with \(f(\checkmark) = \checkmark\)). Thus, denoting the trace set of \((P, G)\) by \(T^G_P\) and that of \((Q, G)\) by \(T^G_Q\), \(T^G_P = T^G_Q\) implies \(f(T^G_P) = f(T^G_Q)\) implies \((P, G) \simeq^T_R (Q, H)\).

Moreover, RDTS traces also prove to be useful in relating RePro to the standard semantics of graph rewriting, by allowing for a bijective correspondence between RDTS traces on the one hand, and derivations as in Definition 2.5 on the other hand.

In particular, RDTS traces correspond to the parallel derivations of Definition 2.5: Proposition 6.2.1 states that every RDTS trace naturally determines a(n underlying) parallel derivation; Proposition 6.2.2 provides a process definition by recursive choice, which has a successful trace for each linear derivation starting from a given graph, while Proposition 6.2.3 does the same for parallel (i.e., not necessarily linear) derivations by providing a recursive process allowing for arbitrary parallel composition of the rules as well. Note that the process specification \(Q_\pi\) in this last point also subsumes sequential composition, due to the semantics of \(\parallel\) which also allows for interleaving.

**Proposition 6.2 (Traces and Derivations).**

\(^1\)The inverse direction does not hold: given \((P, G)\) and \((Q, H)\), even if both having just a single trace \(\rho \checkmark\), the rule applications corresponding to that single \(\rho\)-steps are different, as they are on different graphs. However, the original statement implies \(G = H\) if the traces are not empty—assuming that, the inverse implication also holds.
1. Given a RePro process \((P, G)\), each of its traces uniquely identifies an underlying parallel derivation starting from \(G\). In particular, if \((p_1, \delta_1, N_1) \cdots (p_n, \delta_n, N_n)\) is a trace of \((P, G)\), then \(\delta_1 \cdots \delta_n\) is its underlying derivation.

2. Let \(P_R\) be the control process defined as follows:
\[
P_R = 0 + \sum_{p \in R} p.P_R
\]
Then for each graph \(G\) and for each linear derivation \(\varphi\) starting from \(G\) there is a successful trace of \((P_R, G)\) such that \(\varphi\) is its underlying derivation.

3. Let \(Q_R\) be the control process defined as follows:
\[
Q_R = 0 + \left( (\sum_{p \in R} p.0 + \epsilon.0) \| Q_R \right)
\]
Then for each graph \(G\) and for each parallel derivation \(\varphi\) starting from \(G\) there is a successful trace of \((Q_R, G)\) such that \(\varphi\) is its underlying derivation.

Proof.

1. Extracting \(\delta_1 \cdots \delta_n\) from the trace provides a derivation as in Definition 2.5 indeed.

2. Let \(\varphi = G \xrightarrow{\delta} G_1 \cdots G_{n-1} \xrightarrow{\delta} G_n\) be a linear derivation via \(p_1, \ldots, p_n \in R\). We proceed by induction on \(n\). If \(n = 0\), then transition \((P_R, G) \xrightarrow{\varphi} (0, G)\) can be inferred using rules \textup{rec}, \textup{choice}, and \textup{stop}. Therefore \((P_R, G)\) has the successful trace \(\top\), which has an empty underlying derivation, as desired.

If \(n > 0\), it is sufficient to show that \((P_R, G) \xrightarrow{(p_1, \delta_1, \varnothing)} (P_R, G_1)\), and conclude by applying the induction hypothesis to \(G_1 \xrightarrow{\delta} G_2 \cdots G_{n-1} \xrightarrow{\delta} G_n\), which has length \(n - 1\). Indeed, \(P_R \xrightarrow{(p_1, \varnothing)} P_R\) using \textup{rec} and \textup{choice} (recall that \(p_1\) is a shorthand for \((p_1, \varnothing))\), because \(G \xrightarrow{\delta} G_1\) holds by hypothesis. Thus, we obtain the desired transition by applying rule \textup{mark} (as \(p_1 \notin \varnothing\)).

3. Let \(\varphi = G \xrightarrow{\delta} G_1 \cdots G_{n-1} \xrightarrow{\delta} G_n\) be a parallel derivation via \(\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_n \in R^*\). We proceed by induction on \(n\). Case \(n = 0\) is identical to the previous point. For case \(n > 1\), by the induction hypothesis, there is a successful trace \((\rho_2, \delta_2, N_2) \cdots (\rho_n, \delta_n, N_n)\) for \((Q_R, G_1)\), and therefore there are control processes \(P_2, \ldots, P_{n-1}\) such that
\[
\begin{align*}
& (Q_R, G_1) \xrightarrow{(p_2, \delta_2, N_2)} (P_2, G_2) \cdots \\
& \cdots (P_{n-1}, G_{n-1}) \xrightarrow{(p_n, \delta_n, N_n)} (P_n, G_n) \xrightarrow{\top} (0, G_n)
\end{align*}
\]
Furthermore, as shown below, the following holds:
\[
(Q_R, G) \xrightarrow{(p_1, \delta_1, \varnothing)} (0^k(Q_R), G_1) \quad (\dagger)
\]
for some \( k > 0 \), where process \( 0^k(P) \) is defined as \( 0^0(P) = P \) and \( 0^{k+1}(P) = 0 \parallel (0^k(P)) \).

By exploiting rule \( \text{par1} \) and the fact that \( 0^k(0) \equiv 0 \) (by Definition 4.2), we infer that the marked process \( (0^k(Q_R), G_1) \) has a successful trace identical to the one above of \( (Q_R, G_1) \), and therefore \( (Q_R, G) \) has a trace \((\rho_1, \delta_1, \varnothing)(\rho_2, \delta_2, N_2) \cdots (\rho_n, \delta_n, N_n)\) with underlying derivation \( \varphi \), as desired.

It remains to prove transition \((\dagger)\) above. We obtain it by rule \( \text{mark} \): the second precondition holds by hypothesis, because \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} G_1 \) via \( \rho_1 \); the third one holds trivially; and for the first one, assuming that \( \rho_1 = p_1 | \ldots | p_m \) we proceed by induction on \( m \) to show that transition \( \sigma_m : Q_R \xrightarrow{(p_1, \varnothing)} 0^k(Q_R) \) holds for some \( k > 0 \).

By rule \( \text{choice} \) we have a transition \( \tau_q : (\sum_{p \in R} p.0 + \varepsilon.0) \xrightarrow{(q, \varnothing)} 0 \) for each \( q \in R \cup \{\varepsilon\} \), and thus also

\[
Q_R \xrightarrow{(q, \varnothing)} (0 \parallel Q_R) = 0^1(Q_R)
\]

using rules \( \text{rec} \), \( \text{choice} \) and \( \text{paro} \). This shows existence of \( \sigma_0 \) and \( \sigma_1 \). For \( m > 1 \), by induction hypothesis we have \( \sigma_{m-1} : Q_R \xrightarrow{(p_2 | \ldots | p_m, \varnothing)} 0^k(Q_R) \). By applying rule \( \text{sync} \) to transitions \( \tau_{p_1} \) and \( \sigma_{m-1} \) we obtain transition

\[
(\sum_{p \in R} p.0 + \varepsilon.0) \parallel Q_R \xrightarrow{(p_1 | (p_2 | \ldots | p_m), \varnothing)} 0 \parallel 0^k(Q_R)
\]

from which transition \( \sigma_m \) is easily obtained with rules \( \text{rec} \) and \( \text{choice} \).

\[\square\]

Although comparing traces is a useful means to reason about process equivalence, traces do not represent faithfully the control structures of RePro processes: mere traces do not capture the branching structure of RePro processes, which is important in the context of concurrent and reactive systems (like our WSN example). Bisimilarity is a well-known branching-sensitive equivalence notion [79].

**Definition 6.1 (Simulation, Bisimulation).** Given an LTS \((S, A_X, \rightarrow_X)\). A simulation is a relation \( R \subseteq S \times S \) s.t. whenever \( s \xrightarrow{\alpha} t \), for each transition \( s \xrightarrow{\alpha} s' \) (with \( \alpha \in A_X \)), there exists a transition \( t \xrightarrow{\alpha} t' \) with \( s' \xrightarrow{R} t' \). State \( s \) is simulated by \( t \) if there is a simulation relation \( R \) such that \( s \xrightarrow{R} t \).

A bisimulation is a symmetric simulation. States \( s \) and \( t \) are bisimilar, denoted \( s \simeq_X^B t \), if there is a bisimulation \( R \) such that \( s \xrightarrow{R} t \).

As for the relation of control processes and full RePro processes w.r.t. equivalences, we show that control process equivalence and
graph identity imply equivalence of the corresponding compound RePro processes, for both trace equivalence and bisimilarity.

**Proposition 6.3.** For any \( P, Q \in \mathcal{P} \) and \( G \in |\mathbf{Graph}_T| \),

1. \( P \simeq^T Q \) implies \( (P, G) \simeq^T_D (Q, G) \) and
2. \( P \simeq^{BS} Q \) implies \( (P, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q, G) \).

**Proof.**

1. We show by co-induction that any trace \( t \) of \( (P, G) \) is also a trace of \( (Q, G) \): by symmetry, also the converse holds, and thus, \( (P, G) \simeq^T_D (Q, G) \). We have three cases:
   a) If \( t = \varepsilon \), then \( t \) is trivially a trace of \( (Q, G) \) as well.
   b) If \( t = (\rho, \delta, N) \cdot t' \), then
      \[
      (P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)}_D (P', G')
      \]
      and \( t' \) is a trace of \( (P', G') \). By rule \textit{mark} of Definition 5.2, we know that \( P \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} P' \) and \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} G' \) via \( \rho \). Since \( P \simeq^T Q \), we also know that \( Q \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} Q' \) for a control process \( Q' \simeq^T P' \). By co-induction, we assume that \( t' \) is a trace of \( (Q', G') \) and, thus, \( t \) is a trace of \( (Q, G) \).
   c) If \( t = \checkmark \cdot t' \), then the argument is identical as before by rule \textit{stop}.

2. First, we show that \( P \simeq^{BS} Q \), \( (P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)}_D (P', G') \) implies \( (Q, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)}_D (Q', G') \).
   By rule \textit{mark}, \( (P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)}_D (P', G') \) implies that \( P \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} P' \), \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} G' \) over \( \rho \) and \( \forall p \in N : G \xrightarrow{p} \). Then, again by rule \textit{mark}, \( (Q, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)}_D (Q', G') \) if \( Q \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} Q' \), which holds due to \( P \simeq^{BS} Q \).
   By the symmetry of the above argument, this leads to a bisimulation if \( (P', G') \simeq^{BS}_D (Q', G') \). By \( P \simeq^{BS} Q \Rightarrow P' \simeq^{BS} Q' \), this holds by co-induction.

\( \square \)

It is important to note here that the inverses of those statements do not hold: \( P \) and \( Q \) might still have some completely different parts, which is, in turn, covered by \( G \) in the RDTS semantics. As a simple example, consider \( P := \rho.0 + \rho_1.0 \) and \( Q := \rho.0 + \rho_2.0 \). If only \( \rho \) is applicable to \( G \) of the three rules involved, then \( (P, G) \) and \( (Q, H) \)
are bisimilar (and also trace equivalent) but $P$ and $Q$ are clearly not equivalent.

Bisimilarity as an equivalence notion is distinctive enough to reason about replacing a process in some context with another equivalent one. Intuitively, a context is a process specification with a “hole” where arbitrary processes can be plugged in. It is a well-known property (and a major strength) of standard CCS that all the syntactical operators can be used as such contexts [79]. This property is captured by the formal notion of congruence in the literature: formally, an equivalence relation $\simeq$ is congruent w.r.t. an operator $f$ iff $a_i \simeq a'_i, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ implies $f(a_1, \ldots, a_n) \simeq f(a'_1, \ldots, a'_n)$.

In the following, we show that our bisimilarity for RePro processes has this desired congruence property: bisimilarity is retained if the control processes are expanded by a further context. We start by formulating a corresponding result for control processes.

**Theorem 6.1.** property of a relation between processes following from a particular semantics Given $P, Q, R \in \mathcal{P}$ with $P \simeq^{BS} Q$, the following propositions hold:

1. $P + R \simeq^{BS} Q + R$,
2. $P \parallel R \simeq^{BS} Q \parallel R$ and $R \parallel P \simeq^{BS} R \parallel Q$, and
3. $\gamma.P \simeq^{BS} \gamma.Q$ for any $\gamma \in \mathcal{R} \times 2^\mathcal{R}$.

**Proof.**

1. $P + R \simeq^{BS} Q + R$: $P + R \xrightarrow{\delta} P' + R$ implies $Q + R \xrightarrow{\delta} Q' + R$ by $P \simeq^{BS} Q$ and rule choice. $P + R \xrightarrow{\delta} P + R'$ implies $Q + R \xrightarrow{\delta} Q + R'$ by rule choice. By coinduction and symmetry, $P + R \simeq^{BS} Q + R$ follows from $P' \simeq^{BS} Q'$.

2. $P \parallel R \simeq^{BS} Q \parallel R$:
   a) $P \parallel R \xrightarrow{\delta} P' \parallel R$ implies $Q \parallel R \xrightarrow{\delta} Q' \parallel R$ by $P \simeq^{BS} Q$ and rule par0.
   b) $P \parallel R \xrightarrow{\delta} P \parallel R'$ implies $Q \parallel R \xrightarrow{\delta} Q \parallel R'$ by rule par1.
   c) $P \parallel R \xrightarrow{\delta} P' \parallel R'$ implies $Q \parallel R \xrightarrow{\delta} Q' \parallel R'$ by $P \simeq^{BS} Q$ and rule sync.

---

2 Note that this congruence notion is different from structural congruence (cf. Definition 4.2), and they are distinguished by always explicitly saying structural if the latter is meant. However, while structural congruence is an axiomatic description of syntactic properties, congruence is a property of an equivalence relation.

3 As recursion in RePro is formulated by defining equations, there is no corresponding congruence statement; in process algebra literature, there often appears an equivalent formulation using a recursion operator, in which case congruence can be shown accordingly.
By coinduction and symmetry, \( P \parallel R \simeq^{BS} Q \parallel R \) follows from \( P' \simeq^{BS} Q' \).

The other part of the statement (\( R \) composed from the left) can be proved analogously by simply swapping \( \mathsf{par0} \) and \( \mathsf{par1} \).

3. \( \gamma.P \simeq^{BS} \gamma.Q \): There are symmetrically matching transitions \( \gamma.P \xrightarrow{1} P \) and \( \gamma.Q \xrightarrow{1} Q \) by \( \mathsf{pre} \), and those are the only transitions of \( \gamma.P \) and \( \gamma.Q \), respectively, as no further rule of Definition 4.7 matches. Thus, \( \gamma.P \simeq^{BS} \gamma.Q \) follows from \( P \simeq^{BS} Q \).

\[ \square \]

Based on the above theorem, we observe that bisimilarity of full RePro processes is also a congruence.

**Corollary 6.1.** Given \( P, Q, R \in \mathcal{P} \) with \( P \simeq^{BS} Q \), \( \gamma = (\rho, N) \) with \( \gamma \in \mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R} \) and graph \( G \in |\mathsf{Graph}_{\mathcal{T}}| \). Then, the following propositions hold:

1. \( (P + R, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q + R, G) \),
2. \( (P \parallel R, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q \parallel R, G) \) and \( (R \parallel P, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (R \parallel Q, G) \), and
3. \( (\gamma.P, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (\gamma.Q, G) \).

**Proof.** The statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.1 and Proposition 6.3.

As a further observation, the congruence property is preserved for choice even if we do not require bisimilarity of control processes, but only that of the corresponding full RePro processes.

**Proposition 6.4.** Given \( P, Q, R \in \mathcal{P} \) and graph \( G \in |\mathsf{Graph}_{\mathcal{T}}| \) such that \( (P, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q, G) \),

\[ (P + R, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q + R, G). \]

**Proof.** \( (P + R, G) \xrightarrow{\delta} (P' + R, G) \) implies \( (Q + R, G) \xrightarrow{\delta} (Q' + R, G) \) by \( (P, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q, G) \) and rules \( \mathsf{choice} \) and \( \mathsf{mark} \). \( (P + R, G) \xrightarrow{\delta} (P + R', G) \) implies \( (Q + R, G) \xrightarrow{\delta} (Q + R', G) \) by rules \( \mathsf{choice} \) and \( \mathsf{mark} \). By coinduction and symmetry, \( (P + R, G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q + R, G) \) follows from \( (P', G) \simeq^{BS}_D (Q', G) \).

\[ \square \]

Note, however, that a similar statement is not true in general for the further operators, namely prefix and parallel composition.

As a counterexample in the parallel composition case, first, consider the processes \( (P_{\text{link}} \parallel G_2) \) and \( (P_{\text{T}} \parallel G_2) \) (refer to Figure 4.6 for the process specifications and to Figure 5.2a for the graph \( G_2 \)). These processes are indeed bisimilar, both missing any outgoing transitions (i.e.,
both being stuck), as each of the available rules requires the presence of at least one link, which is not the case in $G_2$, consisting of only two nodes. However, composing both control processes with $P_{Cr}$ results in processes with different behavior: after $P_{Cr}$ has fired on both sides, the subsequent processes $(P_{link}, G'_2)$ and $(P_{TC}, G'_2)$ (cf. Figure 5.2a for the graph $G'_2$) are not bisimilar anymore, as $P_{link}$ is still unable to fire, as the only link of $G'_2$ is unclassified, whereas $P_{TC}$ can apply $p_{ActUS}$ to that one link.

We can construct a similar counterexample for the prefix case: taking the same pair of bisimilar processes as above, putting the rule $P_{Cr}$ as a prefix results in the same deviating behavior as described above.

Summarizing, we conclude that regarding the well-known equivalence notions, trace equivalence and bisimulation, RePro control processes faithfully reflect the central properties of CCS. We focus on RDTS in the following and might refer to it simply as RePro transition system in the following.

6.2 Independence

The twofold advances in this section are motivated by the simultaneous presence of established independence notions in both theories considered: that of graph rewriting as well as that of process algebra. First, in Sect. 6.2.1, we follow a direct approach, meaning that we directly re-interpret parallel independence of graph-rewriting actions [38] for their occurrences as in the RePro semantics.

Second (Sect. 6.2.2), in parallel to a similar proposal for the CCS calculus due to Mukund and Nielsen [83], we investigate the adoption of asynchronous transition systems (ATS), originally proposed by Bednarczyk [8]. The originally proposed semantics for CCS [79], which, in turn, serves as a guideline for RePro, is an interleaving semantics, where the parallel composition of two actions cannot be distinguished from a corresponding choice over their possible sequences. Although such a semantic design might well be on purpose (as in the case of the original use of CCS), sometimes, e.g., when using process calculi for abstract specifications of concurrent systems (as in the case of RePro), a non-interleaving semantics is desirable. A common way of introducing a non-interleaving semantics is to incorporate a means of asynchronous action behavior into the semantics. Here, asynchronicity means that the semantics reflects the concurrency present in the specification by identifying independent parallel components as such.

Inspired by the literature and most importantly by the work of Mukund and Nielsen [83], we particularly consider the following motivations when defining an ATS for RePro:

- ATS allow for an extended bisimulation concept based on independent events rather than just matching actions. To retain
the equivalence results from the previous Sect. 6.1 in an asynchronous semantic setting, we have to find an appropriate equivalence relation, which, in turn, transforms the actions of the underlying calculus into events, whose equivalence is then appropriately addressed in an asynchronous setting (cf. [83] for an analogous line of development). As for the asynchronous semantics of RePro, concluding Sect. 6.2.2, such an equivalence notion is presented in Definition 6.12 and the corresponding bisimulation result is obtained in Theorem 6.4.

• Mukund and Nielsen present a translation of ATS defined for CCS into a specific class of Petri nets, the so-called 1-safe Petri nets, being particularly well-suited for analysis. This result is obtained by verifying a property of elementarity for their transition systems. Although we cannot directly reproduce an analogous result, we discuss this point later in a broader context, considering the place of RePro within concurrency theory, in Sect. 8.1, as part of a discussion chapter.

6.2.1 Direct Approach

We proceed by examining the notion of independence (of actions or steps), which plays a central role in both process algebra and graph rewriting. In particular, our goal is to elaborate and establish a formal correspondence between two central notions from the different underlying theories: transition independence on the one hand and parallel independence of graph-rewriting rule applications (cf. Chapter 2, Definition 2.6) on the other hand.

Conceptually, we consider two different approaches to capture the relationship between parallel independence and transition independence:

1. We lift the definition of parallel independence to transitions, i.e., we let transitions to be parallel independent exactly if they are available in parallel and the underlying rule applications are parallel independent. We call this the direct approach.

2. In our asynchronous approach, on the contrary, we depart from process algebra theory and build on an existing framework, called asynchronous transition systems [83] (ATS), where labeled transition systems are extended with an inherent transition independence relation, allowing for a finer characterization of control behavior. Thus, the asynchronous approach takes the process specification form more intensively into account.

We start by describing the direct approach. Recall that two rule applications
available simultaneously (i.e., starting from the same graph $G$) are parallel independent if after performing any of the applications, the other rule is still applicable on the same match image as in the original rule application (cf. Proposition 2.1). In the following, we say that a 4-tuple of DPO diagrams $\delta_1, \delta_2, \delta'_1, \delta'_2$ as in Proposition 2.1 (also cf. Figure 2.5) has the Local Church-Rosser property. For convenience, we repeat here the visual representation of the Local Church-Rosser property (Figure 6.1), originally presented in Chapter 2.

The following central definition of the direct approach lifts parallel independence into RePro by re-interpreting parallel rule-application independence for transitions. This lifting essentially amounts to requiring that two transitions are indeed available in parallel by the process, beyond requiring the Local Church-Rosser property for their underlying rule applications. Interpreting confluence for transitions allows for a further slight relaxation: it is sufficient to require that the respective subsequent control processes after the different sequences are bisimilar, with isomorphic graph instances.

**Definition 6.2 (Parallel Transition Independence).** Given a RePro process $(P, G)$ with outgoing transitions

1. $(P, G) \xrightarrow{(p_1, \delta_1, N_1)} D (P_1, H_1)$ and
2. $(P, G) \xrightarrow{(p_2, \delta_2, N_2)} D (P_2, H_2),$

these outgoing transitions are parallel independent if there exist the following transitions:

3. $(P_1, H_1) \xrightarrow{(p_2, \delta'_1, N_2)} D (P_{12}, H_{12}),$ and
4. $(P_2, H_2) \xrightarrow{(p_1, \delta'_2, N_1)} D (P_{21}, H_{21})$

such that $\delta_1, \delta'_1, \delta_2, \delta'_2$ have the Local Church-Rosser property, $P_{12} \simeq^{BS} P_{21}$ and $H_{12} \simeq H_{21}.$
In the following, \((P_1, H_1) \approx_X (P_2, H_2)\) denotes that \(P_1 \approx_X^S P_2\) and \(H_1 \approx H_2\) (e.g., in the above definition, \((P_{1_2}, H_{1_2}) \approx (P_{2_1}, H_{2_1})\)).

Regarding the properties of this independence definition, we start by an essential soundness claim: parallel transition independence implies parallel independence of the involved underlying rule applications.

**Proposition 6.5.** Given two parallel independent transitions

\[(P, G) \xrightarrow{(p_1, \delta_1, N_1)} D (P_1, H_1) \text{ and } (P, G) \xrightarrow{(p_2, \delta_2, N_2)} D (P_2, H_2),\]

the rule applications \(\delta_1\) and \(\delta_2\) are parallel independent.

**Proof.** According to Definition 6.2, there exist subsequent matches and, therefore, rule applications \(H_1 \overset{\delta_1}{\Rightarrow} H_{1_2}\) and \(H_2 \overset{\delta_2}{\Rightarrow} H_{2_1}\) as in Proposition 2.1.

We have to show that in this case, the original rule applications \(G \overset{\delta_1}{\Rightarrow} H_1\) and \(G \overset{\delta_2}{\Rightarrow} H_2\) are parallel independent. Suppose they are not: then at least one of the morphisms \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) (let us choose \(d_1\) w.l.o.g.) as in Definition 2.6 does not exist. But if \(d_1\) does not exist, we are not able to choose the subsequent match \(m_1\) as in Proposition 2.1, which contradicts our assumption.

Note that the inverse claim does not hold; parallel rule-application independence does not always imply parallel transition independence, as the confluence of transitions might be blocked not only due to conflicting matches, but also due to non-applicability conditions becoming enabled. For instance, our example topology control process

\[
P_{nTC} := p_{kTC} \cdot P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUS}, \{p_{kTC}\}) \cdot P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUL}, \{p_{kTC}\}) \cdot P_{nTC}
\]

with non-applicability conditions has parallel independent transitions for any pairs of matches of \(p_{ActUS}\) and \(p_{ActUL}\) in any graph, as those rules match different types of edges and, thus, deleting one of those edges never obstructs the match of the other rule. However, the corresponding actions \((p_{ActUS}, \{p_{kTC}\})\) and \((p_{ActUL}, \{p_{kTC}\})\) also have a non-applicability condition each, forbidding that \(p_{kTC}\) is applicable. Consider as input topology for those rule applications the graph \(G'_{ex2}\) depicted in Fig. 6.2, which only differs from \(G'_{ex}\) (Figure 5.3b) in having an additional \(L;u\)-edge between nodes \(n_3\) and \(n_9\).

If we take, for example, as matches for the parallel applications of \(p_{ActUS}\) and \(p_{ActUL}\) the edges \(n_1 n_3\) and \(n_3 n_9\) (being parallel independent), then the corresponding transitions are not parallel independent: after performing \(p_{ActUS}\) on \(n_1 n_3\), a match for \(p_{kTC}\) arises (the triangle \(n_1 n_3 n_9\)), and the non-applicability condition prevents the action \((p_{ActUL}, \{p_{kTC}\})\) to fire.

Note that the above statement did not take the shape of the process specification into account, i.e., if the simultaneously available transitions arise from a choice or from a parallel composition. Now, we
conclude the presentation of the direct approach to independence by summarizing the correspondence between the relevant independent notions. In a way, the following theorem is the RePro counterpart of the Local-Church Rosser and Parallelism Theorems (cf. Proposition 2.1) known from graph-rewriting theory. In particular, we state that (i) as expected, equivalence of parallel independence and arbitrary sequentialization holds also for RePro transitions, and (ii) this Local Church-Rosser property also harmonizes with synchronization as a parallelism notion.

Theorem 6.2. Given a RePro process \((P, G)\), two rules \(\rho_1, \rho_2\), and rule name sets \(N_1, N_2\), the following statements are equivalent:

1. There are parallel independent transitions \((P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_1, \delta_1, N_1)} D (P_1, H_1)\) and \((P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_2, \delta_2, N_2)} D (P_2, H_2)\).

2. There are four transitions as in Figure 6.3 such that \(\delta_1, \delta_1', \delta_2, \delta_2'\) have the Local Church-Rosser property.

Moreover, if there is a control transition \(P \xrightarrow{(\rho_1 | \rho_2, N_c)} P', \) with \(N_c = N_1 \cup N_2\), then the following is also equivalent with the above two:

3. There is a transition \((P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_1 | \rho_2, \delta_c, N_c)} D (P', H)\) such that (i) for the underlying matches \(m_1, m_2, m_c\) of \(\delta_1, \delta_2, \delta_c\), respectively, it holds that \(m_c = m_1 + m_2\) according to the coproduct construction, and (ii) \(H\) is isomorphic to \(H_{12}\) and \(H_{21}\) as in Figure 6.3.

Proof.

(1) \(\Rightarrow\) (2) : This is a direct consequence of Definition 6.2.

(2) \(\Rightarrow\) (1) : First, let us observe that if there is a diamond of rule applications having the Local Church-Rosser property, then none of the upper rule applications \(\delta_1\) and \(\delta_2\) introduce graph structures which
violate non-applicability conditions in $N_1$ or $N_2$. Thus, parallel independence of those transitions follows from the parallel independence of $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$. Suppose they are not parallel independent: then at least one of the morphisms $d_1$ and $d_2$ (let us choose $d_1$ w.l.o.g.) as in Definition 2.6 does not exist. But if $d_1$ does not exist, we are not able to choose the subsequent match $m'_1$ as in Proposition 2.1, which contradicts our assumption.

(1) $\Rightarrow$ (3): First note that due to (1) $\Rightarrow$ (2), isomorphic graphs $H_{12}$ and $H_{21}$ as in Figure 6.3 are given. Due to Proposition 6.5, there are parallel independent underlying rule applications $G \xrightarrow{\delta_1} H_1$ and $G \xrightarrow{\delta_2} H_2$. Thus, the statement is a consequence of Proposition 2.1.

(3) $\Rightarrow$ (1): By the coproduct construction, there is a pair of unique monomorphisms $L_1 \xrightarrow{l_1^+} L_1 + L_2 \xleftarrow{l_2^-} L_2$ from the left-hand sides $L_1$ and $L_2$ of $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$, respectively, to the left-hand side of the parallel rule $\rho_1 \parallel \rho_2$. Then, for a match $m_c : L_1 + L_2 \rightarrow G$, the matches $m_1, m_2$ of the single interleaved rule applications are given as $m_i = m_c \circ l_i^+$ for $i = 1, 2$.

Then, those matches $m_1, m_2$ are parallel independent: assume by contradiction that, e.g., the application $\delta_2$ would delete some element from $m_1(L_1)$ in $G$. But then, those $m_1, m_2$ cannot arise from a single $m_c$ as above, as then, there would be no rule application $\delta_2$; $m_c$ would not be a valid match, as the DPO approach does not allow for matches where different elements are mapped onto a single input element, unless both rule elements are preserved by the rule. The parallel independence of the corresponding transitions follow from this and the fact that we know from the synchronized action that each non-applicability condition in both $N_1$ and $N_2$ are fulfilled in $G$.

\[\square\]

6.2.2 Asynchronous Approach

Next, we present the asynchronous approach to independence in RePro.
In the previously described so-called direct approach, we have directly interpreted parallel rule-application independence (cf. Definition 2.6) in the context of our RePro transition system. Although this approach provides a natural correspondence between confluent transitions, the Local Church-Rosser Property and synchronization (Theorem 6.2), it is agnostic to the structure of the control process making the corresponding transitions available to fire in parallel. In turn, those structural considerations are a central subject in concurrency theory and, in particular, in process calculi: asynchronicity means, in this context, the causal independence of transitions. Causal independence, in turn, necessarily involves that those transitions come from separate parallel components of the process (and do not synchronize but rather proceed on their own, i.e., in an interleaved manner).

In particular, for adopting asynchronicity for RePro, consider as a first example the following processes:

\[ P := \rho_1 \cdot \rho_2 \cdot 0 + \rho_2 \cdot \rho_1 \cdot 0 \]

\[ Q := \rho_1 \cdot 0 \parallel \rho_2 \cdot 0 \]

where \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) have parallel independent applications to a graph \( G \).

Figures 6.4a and 6.4b shows the relevant excerpts from RDTS, i.e., the transitions corresponding to those rule applications for both \( P \) and \( Q \). (Note that for the sake of simplicity of demonstration, we do not include \( \approx \) in the confluent state and simply take a single graph \( H \) reachable through both sequences.)

By Definition 6.2, both \((P, G)\) and \((Q, G)\) have parallel independent transitions in Figures 6.4a and 6.4b; however, control-level parallelism is present in the term structure only in the case of \( Q \). Nevertheless, as a consequence of the presence of synchronized actions such as \((\rho_1 | \rho_2, \delta_c, \emptyset)\) in Figure 6.4b, \((P, G)\) and \((Q, G)\) are not bisimilar. However, this side effect of RePro synchronization diminishes if we change the specification of \( P \) to

\[ P' := \rho_1 \cdot \rho_2 \cdot 0 + \rho_2 \cdot \rho_1 \cdot 0 + (\rho_1 | \rho_2) \cdot 0 \]

Then, \( P' \) and \( Q \) are bisimilar, still, we are unable to distinguish sequential choice from parallel composition based on that relation.

In addition to the above artificial examples, recalling our considerations about distributedness (Sect. 1.4) and inherently concurrent systems like our WSN example (Sect. 1.3), asynchronicity might be an important indicator if an abstract model specification adheres to the distributed structure of the subject system. For example, although we summarized the node behavior (creation and deletion) in a single process \( P_{\text{node}} \) (cf. Figure 4.6), there might be external modeling constraints (e.g., a realistic model where node creation is human-triggered, whereas deletion happens spontaneously due to battery depletion) inducing a parallel structure

\[ P_{\text{cr}} \parallel P_{\text{del}} \] with \( P_{\text{cr}} := p_{\text{Cr}} \cdot P_{\text{cr}} \) \( P_{\text{del}} := p_{\text{Del}} \cdot P_{\text{del}} \)
The process $P_{\text{cr}} || P_{\text{del}}$ is bisimilar to $P_{\text{node}}$, despite the fundamental difference in their structure and principles. Asynchronicity addresses exactly such issues.

To address the issue of reflecting parallel composition structure in transition labels and, thus, of distinguishing such situations by an appropriate bisimulation relation, the idea of asynchronous transition systems (ATS) was first proposed in the PhD thesis of Marek Bednarczyk [8]. In the following, we build upon the work of Mukund and Nielsen [83] and address asynchronicity (i.e., specification-level parallelism) by extending the labels with location tags, i.e., identifiers revealing the originating parallel component of each transition.

To summarize, as demonstrated by the two examples above, we set a double goal while extending RePro by asynchronicity through locations:

(i) to define an independence notion aware of parallel composition structure along with a corresponding ATS for RePro processes, and

(ii) to define a bisimulation notion strong enough to distinguish synchronization but abstract enough to hide irrelevant rule application details.

First, we deal with independence and provide a proper ATS of graph-rewriting transitions; afterwards, we describe an appropriate bisimulation.

Intuitively, asynchronicity means that two transitions occur in a causally independent manner. In our setting, this boils down for two transitions to originate from different parallel components of a single process. Therefore, we adapt the procedure presented by Mukund and Nielsen [83] to our transitions and augment their labels with location tags uniquely identifying those parallel components. This serves as a basis for defining a corresponding independence notion.

In particular, for each parallel composition operator, its left-hand side is identified by a 0 whereas its right-hand side is identified by a 1 (which is also the reason for parallel composition not being
Figure 6.5: LTS Excerpt: Parallel Composition with Location Tags

commutative in our setting). For example, processes $P$ and $P'$ above (in the first example of the present section) are purely sequential and, thus, their transitions do not get location tags. In contrast, Figure 6.5 shows the LTS excerpt of Figure 6.4b with additional location tags for each transition.

Due to a potentially more complicated nested parallelism structure of terms, single numbers do not suffice for identification in general, but only strings of them. In addition, synchronization involves a synchronous dependence to each partaking component, therefore, tags are equipped with a hierarchical tree structure to reflect synchronization.

Formally, location tags (or often simply tags) are based on location strings, i.e., strings over the 2-element set $\{0, 1\}$. The set of those strings is denoted as $S = \{0, 1\}^*$ (where $*$ is the usual string operation and, thus, a non-commutative one in contrast to $R^*$). $S$ is ranged over by $s$ and also contains the empty string $s_\varepsilon$ (often omitted as part of a concrete tag). Due to the possibly nested composition structure, tags are represented by a tree hierarchy of location strings.

**Definition 6.3 (Location Tag).** The syntax of location tags $u, v$ is given inductively by the following grammar:

$$u, v ::= s \mid s(u, v)$$

with $s \in S$.

The set of location tags is denoted $\text{Tag}$.

A location represented by a tag is a set of location strings comprising each parallel component involved in the transition which the tag belongs to. For concatenating strings, we simply write the strings after each other.

**Definition 6.4 (Location).** The location $\text{loc}(u)$ of a tag $u$ is a set of location strings defined by the following function:

$$\text{loc}(u) := \begin{cases} \{s\} & \text{if } \exists s \in S : u = s \\ \{s_0s_1 \mid s_1 \in (\text{loc}(v_1) \cup \text{loc}(v_2))\} & \text{if } u = s_0(v_1, v_2) \end{cases}$$
\[ P \equiv Q \quad P \xrightarrow{u \ A} P' \quad Q \xrightarrow{u \ A} P' \quad \gamma. P \xrightarrow{\gamma \ A} P \quad 0 \xrightarrow{\emptyset} 0 \]

**STRUCT**

\[ P \xrightarrow{u \ A} P' \quad Q \xrightarrow{u \ A} P' \]

**PRE**

\[ \gamma. P \xrightarrow{\gamma \ A} P \]

**STOP**

\[ 0 \xrightarrow{\emptyset} 0 \]

**CHOICE**

\[ P + Q \xrightarrow{u \ A} P' \quad P \xrightarrow{u \ A} P' \]

**REC**

\[ A : = P \quad P \xrightarrow{u \ A} P' \quad Q \xrightarrow{u \ A} Q' \]

\[ P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{0u \ A} P' \parallel Q' \]

**PARO**

\[ P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{(p_1, N_1)} A P' \parallel Q' \]

\[ P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{(p_2, N_2)} A P' \parallel Q' \]

\[ P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{(p_1[p_2, N_1 \cup N_2]) \ (0u, 1v)} A P' \parallel Q' \]

**SYNC**

\[ P \parallel Q \xrightarrow{(p_1[p_2, N_1 \cup N_2]) \ (0u, 1v)} A P' \parallel Q' \]

Figure 6.6: Transition Rules of Asynchronous Control Processes

Now, we extend our nCTS labels by inductively derived tags. The resulting transition system, denoted ACTS, is a conservative extension of nCTS; thus, in the following inference rules, the graph-rewriting action part is the same as in Definition 4.5 (still including them here for convenience). The compound labeling set

\[ (\mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R}) \times \text{Tag} \]

of ACTS is denoted by \( \text{Act}_{\text{ACTS}} \).

**Definition 6.5 (Asynchronous Control Transition System).** The asynchronous control transition system (ACTS) of \( \mathcal{G} \) is an LTS \((P, Act_{\text{ACTS}} \cup \{ \emptyset \}, \rightarrow_A)\) with \( \rightarrow_A \) being the least relation satisfying the rules in Fig. 6.6, where

- \( \alpha \) ranges over \((\mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R}) \cup \{ \emptyset \}\),
- \( \gamma \) ranges over \(\mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R}\),
- \( N \) ranges over \(2^\mathcal{R}\), and
- \( u, v \) range over \(\text{Tag}\).

Sequential actions like **PRE** and **STOP** generate empty tags (omitted) and the rest of the rules not dealing with parallelism simply keeps tags. **PARO** and **PAR1** add a 0 or a 1, respectively, to the front of a tag coming from a left-hand side or right-hand side parallel component. **SYNC** creates a compound tag by taking together those tags which would arise by interleaved actions.

As for examples regarding tags and locations induced by ACTS, first, consider the tags depicted in Figure 6.5: the single-digit tags of transitions at the edges of the diamond are the result of **PARO** and **PAR1**,
respectively, representing interleaved transitions of parallel components, where 0 and 1 distinguishes the side of the composition where the respective transition originated. In contrast, the synchronized transition in the middle gets a compound tag, as additionally emphasized by the surrounding brackets: $[0, 1]$ represents a list of location strings, where the tags of the involved transitions (here, both of those are empty as they are derived by rule $\mathsf{pre}$) get prefixed by 0 and 1, respectively, due to rule $\mathsf{sync}$. Note that the tag structure might even be nested, reflecting the similar structure of parallel composition; e.g., the process

$$\rho_1.0 \parallel (\rho_2.0 \parallel \rho_3.0)$$

has a tripartite synchronized transition

$$(\rho_1|\rho_2|\rho_3, 0) \xrightarrow{[0, 1]} A$$

Those structures get flattened by the notion of locations: while for single-digit and non-nested tags, the location function simply turns tags into sets (e.g., $\text{loc}([0, 1]) = \{0, 1\}$), it reads in depth the nested tags:

$$\text{loc}([0, 1|0, 1]) = \{0, 10, 11\}$$

The asynchronous RePro transition system ARTS is defined analogously to RDTS (Definition 5.1) on top of ACTS. Its compound action set

$$(\mathcal{R}^* \times \mathcal{D} \times 2^{\mathcal{R}}) \times \text{Tag}$$

is denoted $\text{Act}_{\text{ARTS}}$, also ranged over by $a$ if the identity of the respective transition system is clear from context. Moreover, the graph-rewriting component of an action $(\mu, u)$ is ranged over by $\mu$ and $u$ denotes its location tag. Note that all the definitions for RDTS naturally apply to ARTS via a forgetful mapping which drops the tags.

**Definition 6.6 (Asynchronous RePro Transition System).** The asynchronous RePro transition system (ARTS) is an LTS $(\mathcal{P} \times |\text{Graph}_T|, \text{Act}_{\text{ARTS}} \cup \{\check{}\}, \rightarrow_{\text{AD}})$ where $\rightarrow_{\text{AD}}$ is the least relation satisfying the following rules:

- **Mark**: $P \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} A P' \quad G \xrightarrow{\delta} H \quad \forall p \in N : G \xrightarrow{\delta} H$  
- **Stop**: $P \xrightarrow{\check{}} A P'$  
- **Action**: $(P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)} A (P', H)$  
- **Action**: $(P, G) \xrightarrow{\check{}} A (P', G)$
Based on tags and locations, we can define what it means for transitions to be asynchronous. Intuitively, two transitions are asynchronous and, thus, causally independent if they originate in different parallel components. This is reflected by the following definition.

**Definition 6.7** (Asynchronous Actions and Transitions). Two tags $u_1$ and $u_2$ are asynchronous if $\forall l_1 \in \text{loc}(u_1), l_2 \in \text{loc}(u_2) : l_1 \nleq l_2 \land l_2 \nleq l_1$, where $\leq$ denotes a string prefix relation.

Two transitions (of any LTS whose labels contain tags) are asynchronous if their labels contain asynchronous tags.

As a basic sanity check for the above definition of asynchronicity in the context of ARTS, we verify the claim that parallel independence and asynchronicity indeed means that those transitions come from separate parallel components and, thus, are able to synchronize.

**Proposition 6.6.** If transitions

$$(P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_1, \delta_1, N_1)} u_1 (P_1, H_1) \text{ and } (P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_2, \delta_2, N_2)} u_2 (P_2, H_2)$$

are parallel independent and asynchronous, then there is a synchronized transition

$$(P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_1, \delta_1, \rho_2, \delta_2, N_1 \cup N_2)} \langle 0u_1, 1u_2 \rangle (P', H)$$

**Proof.** The simultaneous availability of nCTS actions $(\rho_1, N_1)$ and $(\rho_2, N_2)$ means that $P$ either contains a “top-level” choice or a parallel composition, i.e., either $P := P' + P''$ or $P := P' \parallel P''$ (where $P'$ and $P''$ might be defined by process identifiers, but this is of no relevance here). Assume w.l.o.g. that $(P', G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_1, \delta_1, N_1)} u_1 (P_1, H_1)$ and $(P'', G) \xrightarrow{(\rho_2, \delta_2, N_2)} u_2 (P_2, H_2)$ (i.e., that $P'$ is capable of the first transition and $P''$ of the second one).

If $P := P' + P''$, those transitions cannot be asynchronous: according to Definition 6.5, rule choice, both would get the same tag. Thus, $P := P' \parallel P''$ and those transitions are always asynchronous due to the tag construction in Definition 6.5, rules paro and par1: $u_1$ has a leading 0 while $u_2$ has a leading 1, preventing any of their location strings to be prefixes of each other, as each location of $u_1$ starts with a 0, while each location of $u_2$ starts with a 1.

Thus, the statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.2, as the transitions above can always synchronize in $P$.

Our final goal is to provide a proper asynchronous (labeled) transition system (ATS) for our controlled graph-rewriting processes. An ATS is an LTS equipped with an independence relation on their actions (i.e., transition labels) such that the well-known parallel and sequential shift properties hold, as recalled in the following definition [83].
Definition 6.8 (Asynchronous Labeled Transition System). An asynchronous labeled transition system (ATS) is a tuple \((S, A, \rightarrow_X, I)\), where \((S, A, \rightarrow_X)\) is an LTS and \(I \subseteq A \times A\) is an independence relation on actions, satisfying the following conditions for any \((\alpha_1, \alpha_2) \in I\) and \(s, s_1, s_2, s_c \in S\):

(i) Whenever \(s \xrightarrow{\alpha_1} X s_1\) and \(s \xrightarrow{\alpha_2} X s_2\), then \(\exists s_c \text{ s.t. } s_1 \xrightarrow{\alpha_1} s_c\) and \(s_2 \xrightarrow{\alpha_2} s_c\).

(ii) Whenever \(s \xrightarrow{\alpha_1} X s_1\) and \(s_1 \xrightarrow{\alpha_2} X s_c\), then \(\exists s_2 \text{ s.t. } s_1 \xrightarrow{\alpha_2} s_2\) and \(s_2 \xrightarrow{\alpha_1} s_c\).

For RePRO actions, we observe that it is not straightforward to directly fit the above definition. In a way, DPO diagrams in our labels are too fine-grained for directly satisfying the above shift properties: whenever the graph becomes rewritten by a transition, even if some match of another rule was preserved by the rule application, the corresponding action in a new state results in a different DPO diagram—even if we are able to capture the connection of those “shifted” DPO diagrams along the lines of the Local Church-Rosser Theorem (Proposition 2.1). In the following, we make this notion precise by defining a Church-Rosser equivalence on DPO diagrams. Note that, as elsewhere in the paper, whenever the existence of a rule is required, we assume that rule coming from a given fixed GTS.

Definition 6.9 (Church-Rosser Equivalence, Classes). Let \(\delta_1\) and \(\delta'_1\) be DPO diagrams with \(\delta_1\) being an application of rule \(\rho_1\) on graph \(G\) with match \(m_1\), and \(\delta'_1\) being an application of \(\rho_1\) as well, on graph \(H_2\) with match \(m'_1\).

\(\delta_1\) is Church-Rosser-equivalent (CRE) to \(\delta'_1\), denoted \(\delta_1 \equiv_{CR} \delta'_1\), if there is a DPO diagram \(\delta_2\) representing an application of rule \(\rho_2\) on \(G\) with match \(m_2\), s.t. matches \(m_1\) and \(m'_1\) are as in Proposition 2.1. The transitive closure of \(\equiv_{CR}\) is denoted as \(\equiv^*_{CR}\).

A CRE class \(E = \{\delta_1, \delta_2, \ldots\}\) is the largest set of DPO diagrams such that \(\forall \delta_i, \delta_j \in E : \delta_i \equiv^*_{CR} \delta_j\). The set of CRE classes is denoted \(E\). The unique CRE class containing a DPO diagram \(\delta\) is denoted \(E(\delta)\).

Note that uniqueness of \(E(\delta)\) is due to each class containing all the equivalents along each possible shifts (i.e., CRE classes being largest sets).

We derive from ARTS a transition system which abstracts DPO transitions up to Church Rosser equivalence, thus, harmonizing with the general concept of ATS (Definition 6.8). The corresponding compound action set is denoted

\[
\text{Act}_{ACR-RTS} := (\mathcal{R}^* \times E \times 2^\mathcal{R}) \times \text{Tag},
\]

also ranged over by \(a\) if LTS identity is clear from context.

Definition 6.10 (Asynchronous Church-Rosser RePRO Transition System). The asynchronous Church-Rosser RePRO transition system, abbreviated as ACR-RTS, is an LTS \((\mathcal{P} \times |\text{Graph}_T|, \text{Act}_{ACR-RTS} \cup \{\checkmark\}, \rightarrow_{CR})\).
derived from ARTS s.t. $\rightarrow_{CR}$ is the least transition relation satisfying the following rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{LCR} \\
(P, G) \xrightarrow{\mu} (P', H)
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

Having ACR-RTS with an appropriate abstraction of actions, we are now ready to define an independence relation which will make ACR-RTS a proper ATS according to Definition 6.8.

**Definition 6.11 (Asynchronous Independence).** Two ACR-RTS transitions

1. \((P, G) \xrightarrow{u_1} (P_1, H_1)\) and

2. \((P, G) \xrightarrow{u_2} (P_2, H_2)\)

are asynchronously independent if \(u_1, u_2\) are asynchronous and there are subsequent transitions

3. \((P_1, H_1) \xrightarrow{u_2} (P', H)\) and

4. \((P_2, H_2) \xrightarrow{u_1} (P', H)\).

The asynchronous independence relation \(I_{CR} \subseteq \text{Act}_{ACR-RTS} \times \text{Act}_{ACR-RTS}\) is defined as follows: \((\alpha_1, \alpha_2) \in I_{CR}\) iff \(\alpha_1\) and \(\alpha_2\) are asynchronously independent.

**Theorem 6.3.** \((ACR-RTS, I_{CR})\) is an ATS.

**Proof.** We have to verify Properties (i) and (ii) from Definition 6.8.

(i) This is a direct consequence of Definition 6.11.

(ii) For transitions \((P, G) \xrightarrow{u_1} (P_1, H_1)\) and \((P_2, H_2) \xrightarrow{u_2} (P', H)\) with \(u_1, u_2\) being asynchronous, there should be transitions in reverse order: \((P, G) \xrightarrow{u_2} (P_2, H_2)\) and \((P, G) \xrightarrow{u_1} (P_1, H_1)\).

The existence of those subsequent transitions (3. and 4.) as in Definition 6.11 shows that there are parallel independent rule applications \(\delta_1\) and \(\delta_2\) of \(\rho_1\) and \(\rho_2\), respectively, on graph \(G\): if this would not be the case, at least one of the corresponding \(E_i = E(\delta_i), i \in \{1, 2\}\) could not arise as subsequent transition, as there would be no Church-Rosser-equivalent DPO diagram to \(\delta_i\) in \(E_i\).
But then, any Church-Rosser-equivalent of $\delta_2$, shifted along $\delta_1$, is in $E_2$, and thus, $E_2$ is also available as an outgoing transition form $(P, G)$. Using the same argument, $E_1$ then also includes a Church-Rosser-equivalent of $\delta_1$ shifted along $\delta_2$, thus providing the two transitions required for our statement.

As we have seen on our second pair of example processes

\[ P' := \rho_1 \cdot \rho_2 \cdot 0 + \rho_2 \cdot \rho_1 \cdot 0 + (\rho_1 | \rho_2) \cdot 0 \]

\[ Q := \rho_1 \cdot 0 || \rho_2 \cdot 0 \]

in the beginning, given a graph $G$ they cannot be distinguished by bisimulation over “plain” RePro transitions; nevertheless, location tags allow for a distinction, independently if a pair of simultaneously available transitions have parallel independent rule applications are not. Moreover, tags help to yield a proper ATS for RePro.

However, introducing Church-Rosser equivalence classes to properly capture asynchronicity opens up a further problem: although transitions represent sets of DPO diagrams (up to Church-Rosser equivalence), the concrete graphs in the states prevent $\approx_A$ (cf. the notation after Definition 6.2) from being a bisimulation for ACR-RTS processes. Next, we deal with this problem and propose a further abstraction, namely, factoring out DPO diagrams up to isomorphism. Finally, we will show, that the combined abstraction of Church-Rosser equivalence and DPO diagram isomorphism leads to $\approx_A$ being an appropriate bisimulation relation for a corresponding variant of ACR-RTS.

**Definition 6.12 (Abstract Church-Rosser Equivalence, Classes).** Given two DPO diagrams $\delta_1$ and $\delta_2$ as in Definition 2.5, with each graph in them indexed by 1 and 2, respectively, they are isomorphic, denoted as $\delta_1 \cong \delta_2$, if there exist isomorphisms $L_1 \rightarrow L_2, K_1 \rightarrow K_2, R_1 \rightarrow R_2, G_1 \rightarrow G_2, D_1 \rightarrow D_2, H_1 \rightarrow H_2$, such that each arising square commutes.

An abstract CRE (ACRE) class $\tilde{E}$ is the largest set of DPO diagrams such that $\forall \delta_i, \delta_j \in \tilde{E},$ there is a $\delta_k$ (possibly being equal to $\delta_i$ or $\delta_j$) such that $\delta_i \equiv_{CR} \delta_k \cong \delta_j$. The set of ACRE classes is denoted $\tilde{E}$. The unique ACRE class containing a DPO diagram $\delta$ is denoted $\tilde{E}(\delta)$.

As expected, there is a corresponding transition system where $E$ is replaced by $\tilde{E}$. The corresponding compound action set

\[ (\mathcal{R}^* \times \tilde{E} \times 2^\mathcal{R}) \times \text{Tag} \]

is denoted $\text{Act}_{\tilde{ACR-RTS}}$.

**Definition 6.13 (Abstract Church-Rosser RePro Transition System).** The abstract Church-Rosser RePro transition system ($\tilde{ACR-RTS}$) is an LTS $(P \times \text{Graph}_T, \text{Act}_{\tilde{ACR-RTS}} \cup \{\checkmark\})$, derived from ARTS by the following rule:
Now, we are ready to verify our bisimulation notion.

**Theorem 6.4.**\( \approx_A \) is a bisimulation on the set of ACR-RTS states.

**Proof.** We verify if transitions of states \((P, G) \approx_A (Q, H)\) fulfill the requirements for a bisimulation (namely, that each transition is mimicked by the other side and the corresponding subsequent states are also bisimilar).

- \((P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, E(\delta), N)}_{\text{ACR}} (P', G')\) implies \((Q, H) \xrightarrow{(\rho, E(\delta), N)}_{\text{ACR}} (Q', H')\) due to \(P \simeq^\text{BS}_A P'\) and rules \textsc{mark} and \textsc{alcr}, if we show that for each \(\delta\) s.t. \((P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)}_{\text{AD}} (P', G')\), there is a \(\delta'\) with \((Q, H) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta', N)}_{\text{AD}} (Q', H')\) s.t. \(\hat{E}(\delta) = \hat{E}(\delta')\).

Given isomorphism \(i : G \to H\), taking \(m' = i \circ m\) as the match for \(\delta', \delta\) and \(\delta'\) are isomorphic: their span is the same (that of \(\rho\)), \(G \simeq H\) by assumption, \(D \simeq D'\) (the pushout complements of \(\delta\) and \(\delta'\), respectively) as the pushout complement is unique up to isomorphism, and \(G' \simeq H'\) as the pushout object is also unique up to isomorphism. Then, \(\hat{E}(\delta) = \hat{E}(\delta')\) due to Definition 6.12.

The inverse implication can be shown analogously due to the symmetry of the relation.

- \((P', G') \approx_A (Q', H')\) due to \(P \simeq^\text{BS}_A Q \Rightarrow P' \simeq^\text{BS}_A Q'\) and \(G' \simeq H'\) as above; thus, bisimilarity holds by coinduction.

Summarizing, the above result reproduces that part of the work by Mukund and Nielsen [83] which is concerned with providing an independence-preserving bisimulation based on abstract events and a corresponding ATS. However, to verify the other result of their paper, i.e., if the resulting ATS is elementary and, thus, eligible for a 1-safe Petri net translation, would require the development of additional notions for RePro, e.g., that of \textit{regions} and their \textit{separations} (cf. Definition 4.9 and Lemma 4.12 in [83]). Thus, this remains as a major item of future work, but we discuss the relation of Petri nets and CCS-like processes in Sect. 8.1.

### 6.3 Repro As a Control Language: Expressiveness

As RePro is motivated by the wish to increase the expressiveness of graph-rewriting systems by extending them with additional control, it...
is also important (besides the process-algebraic aspects) to evaluate if the control constructs provided by RePro are expressive enough, in the context of controlled graph rewriting scenarios. To this end, in the present section, we consider as a basis for comparison a reference control language called Graph Programs (GP) \[49\]. In particular, the following properties of GP make it appropriate to utilize it as reference:

- **Computational completeness:** A notion of completeness is central when reasoning about expressiveness. However, there are different interpretations of completeness for graph rewriting; in fact, it is straightforward to state that (DPO) graph rewriting itself is Turing-complete, as it is easy to simulate a Turing-machine using graph-rewriting rules \[49\]. Instead, our focus here is on the completeness of a control language on top of graph-rewriting rules. To that end, Habel and Plump interpret computational completeness in terms of partial functions on labelled graphs: their main result states that for every such function, there is a graph program computing it. (We refer to their paper \[49\] for motivations and details.) Nevertheless, we can construct a type graph corresponding to their family of labelled graphs, thus, GP can be meaningfully compared to RePro in terms of expressiveness.

- **Minimality:** Although there is a number of different control languages for graph rewriting, exhibiting a large scale in terms of richness in constructs; therefore, it is particularly appealing for expressiveness reasoning purposes that GP explicitly aims at employing as few constructs as possible to achieve completeness. Indeed, Habel and Plump show that their definition of GP, consisting of only three constructs, is minimal in the sense that each of those three constructs is necessary to retain completeness. Although establishing a correspondence between GP and RePro does not suffice to state that RePro can simulate every state-of-the-art controlled graph-rewriting approach (cf. also Chapter 3; a complete treatment of the topic is out of scope), still, it provides a neat baseline, also providing valuable insights for encoding more elaborate control structures (like, e.g., those of \[102\]).

- **Algorithms:** Besides the aforementioned formal aspects, GP also shares with RePro the aim of specifying algorithms whose basic operations are graph-rewriting steps. Moreover, both GP and RePro have a “slim” design, focusing on formal aspects and properties of such an approach, in contrast to richer, usability-centered languages (cf. Chapter 3). Note, however, that while RePro explicitly addresses concurrency, this is not the case for GP; as an expected consequence, parallel composition of RePro might be in fact omitted for establishing a correspondence to GP.
We start by recapitulating the three control constructs of graph programs, also stating under which circumstances the execution on a given graph $G$ is considered to be successful, and what is the result graph of a successful execution:

1. **Non-deterministic choice** of a rule from a set of rules (also called an elementary graph program). A choice is successfully executed if at least one of the rules is applicable to $G$, and the (non-deterministic) result is the output graph of that rule application.

2. **Sequential composition** of arbitrary graph programs, where the result graph of a sequential component (i.e., sub-program) is passed as input graph to the subsequent one; consequently, the execution is successful if each component can be executed successfully.

3. **Maximal iteration** of the above sequences (potentially consisting of a single choice set), in the sense that the program is executed repeatedly as long as possible: after each successful iteration, the result graph of that single iteration is passed as input to the next iteration; the result graph of the overall execution is the graph on which the last iteration does not succeed. Accordingly, the overall execution of a maximal iteration construct is always successful.

In the following, we first recapitulate the formal definitions for GP; the syntax is iterative, based on the above constructs, and the semantics is a binary relation mapping input graphs to (sets of) output graphs, where an output graph is yielded if the program terminates. This semantic concept harmonizes with the aforementioned completeness notion of GP. Afterwards, we establish the correspondence between GP and RePro by providing an encoding of graph programs as RePro control processes.

Note that GP is based on graphs labeled over a label alphabet $\mathcal{C} = (\mathcal{C}_E, \mathcal{C}_N)$ (for edge and node labels, respectively). Nevertheless, it is easy to construct a type graph $T_{\mathcal{C}}$ which is in a one-to-one correspondence to the labeling provided by $\mathcal{C}$; thus, $\mathcal{A}_{\mathcal{C}}$, the class of abstract graphs labeled over $\mathcal{C}$ (as introduced in [49]), is isomorphic to $\mathcal{A}_{[\text{Graph}_{T_{\mathcal{C}}}]}.Nevertheless, we still use $\mathcal{A}_{\mathcal{C}}$ in definitions and results in the rest of this section, as the main result of completeness exploits constructions based on this assumption. However, due to the above observations, the representation of graphs does not influence our main goal in this section, namely reasoning about the expressive power of the control constructs in GP and RePro, respectively.

In the following, to avoid notational abundance, we simply use plain rule names (ranged over by $p$) in the syntax of GP; however, we always assume an underlying GTS with a mapping of those names to actual rule spans.
Definition 6.14 (Syntax of Graph Programs [49]). Graph programs are inductively defined as follows (ranged over by \( \text{GP} \)):

1. A finite set of rule names \( \text{GP} = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) is an elementary graph program.

2. If \( \text{GP}_1 \) and \( \text{GP}_2 \) are graph programs, then \( \text{GP}_1; \text{GP}_2 \) is a graph program.

3. If \( \text{GP} \) is a graph program by (1) or (2), then \( \text{GP}_\downarrow \) is a graph program.

The set of graph programs is denoted as \( \text{GP} \).

Accordingly, the semantics of \( \text{GP} \) is also defined inductively. A graph program defines a binary relation on (labeled) graphs which maps input graphs to output graphs whenever the program terminates successfully. The underlying rule application relation \( \Rightarrow \text{GP} \) provides the input-output relation on (abstract labeled) graphs and, thus, the basis for the inductive semantics definition. Although \( \Rightarrow \text{GP} \) necessarily has to be distinguished (due to formal details) from the application relation \( \Rightarrow \) used elsewhere in the thesis, this difference is immaterial to the following argumentation.

Due to the inherent non-determinism of rule applications as well as the \( \text{GP} \) choice construct, in general, a graph program maps a set of output graphs to a single input graph.

Definition 6.15 (Semantics of Graph Programs [49]). Given a program \( \text{GP} \) over a label alphabet \( \mathcal{C} \), the semantics of \( \text{GP} \) is a binary relation \( \rightarrow \text{GP} \) on \( \mathcal{A}_\mathcal{C} \), which is inductively defined as follows:

1. \( \rightarrow \text{GP} = \Rightarrow \text{GP} \) if \( \text{GP} = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) is an elementary program (i.e., a rule name set).

2. \( \rightarrow \text{GP}_1; \text{GP}_2 = \rightarrow \text{GP}_2 \circ \rightarrow \text{GP}_1 \).

3. \( \rightarrow \text{GP}_\downarrow = \{\langle G, H \rangle \mid G \rightarrow \text{GP}^* \hat{\rightarrow} H \text{ and } \nexists H' : H \rightarrow \text{GP} H' \} \).

As for their respective semantic domains, RePro and \( \text{GP} \) do not directly correspond as RePro has an SOS semantics, whereas the semantics of \( \text{GP} \) is given by a relation on input-output graphs.

We proceed by defining such an input-output (IO) semantic relation for RePro.

Definition 6.16 (IO Semantics of RePro). The IO semantics of a control process \( P \) is given by the binary relation \( \Rightarrow_P^\text{IO} \) over graphs in \( |\text{Graph}_P| \) defined as follows: \( G \Rightarrow_P^\text{IO} H \) iff there exists a successful trace \( (\rho_1, \delta_1, N_1) \cdot (\rho_2, \delta_2, N_2) \cdot \ldots \cdot (\rho_n, \delta_n, N_n) \checkmark \) from \( (P, G) \) s.t. \( G \Rightarrow \delta_1 \Rightarrow \cdots \Rightarrow \delta_n \Rightarrow H \).

Note that for technical convenience, the IO semantics of a graph process is defined over concrete graphs in \( |\text{Graph}_P| \), while in Definition 6.15, we considered abstract graphs (as in [49]). However, the IO semantics can be easily shown to be invariant w.r.t. isomorphisms: if \( G \Rightarrow_P^\text{IO} H \), then \( G \Rightarrow_P^\text{IO} H \) for any \( G \simeq G', H \simeq H' \).
Now, we are ready to present the encoding of graph programs as RePro control processes. An encoding $\llbracket \_ \rrbracket : \mathcal{GP} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ from graph programs to RePro control processes is a function; we provide a function definition which constructively synthesizes a RePro control process term from a given graph program. Afterwards, to verify the soundness of the encoding, we show that it preserves IO semantics (in the GP sense).

The encoding follows the inductive schema of GP and is based on the following ideas:

1. For an elementary program, the corresponding control process is simply a choice over those rules. As an elementary program terminates after one rule application, each choice branch consists of a rule name followed by a 0.

2. For encoding sequences like $GP_1; GP_2$, we have to ensure that in exactly those states where $GP_1$ terminates successfully, the execution continues with $GP_2$. To that end, in the corresponding encoded RePro control processes, the closing 0’s of the first process are replaced by a unique process identifier mapped to the second one by a defining equation.

3. As for maximal iteration $GP_1\downarrow$ over a graph program $GP$, we again take a unique process identifier to capture iteration by recursion. In addition, we have to define a special control process (put as an alternative choice beside the recursive process) which acts as a stopping criterion for the iteration: this additional process should reach a 0 (i.e., terminate successfully) for exactly those graphs on which the program in the loop body does not succeed.

For providing those stopping processes as needed in the last case above, we follow the same inductive definition schema:

1. If the loop body is an elementary program, then the stopping process consists of a single action with the empty rule $\varepsilon$ as positive component and the set of all rules in the elementary program as non-applicability condition, followed by 0. This 0 is reached exactly if the input graph is such that none of the rules is applicable on it.

2. If the loop body contains a sequence like $GP_1; GP_2$, its failure means that either $GP_1$ fails or $GP_1$ is successful but $GP_2$ fails on the input $GP_1$ provides. This latter case is problematic as demonstrated by the following simple example:

Consider the simple program $GP = (\{p_1\}; \{p_2\})\downarrow$. An encoding $\llbracket GP_1 \rrbracket$ applied to a graph $G$ should have a successful derivation leading to $G$ itself not only in the case $p_1$ cannot be applied to
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G (encodable as \((\epsilon, \{p_1\}).0\)), but also when there is a “middle graph”, e.g., \(H\), such that \(G \xrightarrow{p_1} H\) and \(p_2\) is not applicable to \(H\).

As indicated by the example, there is a class of (iterated sequential) graph programs for which there is no general schema to define stopping processes, given the above IO semantics of RePro, well-aligned with GP semantics. To overcome this discrepancy between the encoding domain and the IO semantics, we identify a sub-language of so-called backtracking-free programs (Definition 6.18), which are still sufficient to obtain computational completeness of RePro, while avoiding the above issue.

(3) Although iterations cannot be iterated again directly, due to the above case, it is necessary to also provide a definition of a stopping process for maximal iterations. However, this should be an artificial process which cannot be executed successfully on any graph (as a maximal iteration is successful for any graph per definition); for this purpose, it is sufficient to specify a single-action process using any rule \(p\), where \(p\) is used both as a positive component (rule to apply) and a non-applicability condition.

As a consequence of the requirements identified above, the formal definition of the encoding makes use of the following definitions: sequentialization of control processes (Definition 6.17) and the notion of backtracking-free programs (Definition 6.18) for delineating the domain of the encoding.

The sequentialization of two control processes \(P\) and \(Q\) is another process, written as \(P \cdot Q\), essentially consists in correctly “plugging in” the definition of \(Q\) at those points of the execution of \(P\) where it would terminate, i.e., reach a 0 and fire a ✓.

**Definition 6.17** (Sequentialization of Control Processes). Let \(P, Q \in \mathcal{P}\) be two sequential processes (i.e., not containing \(\|\\)). Their sequentialization is the process \(P \cdot Q := P[A_Q/0]\) where \(A_Q \in \mathcal{K}\) is a fresh identifier with defining equation \(A_Q := Q\) and \(P[X/0]\) denotes the substitution of \(X\) for \(0\) in \(P\), defined by induction on the structure of \(P\) as follows:

- \(0[X/0] = X\),
- \((\gamma.P)[X/0] = \gamma.(P[X/0])\),
- \((P + Q)[X/0] = P[X/0] + Q[X/0]\), and
- \(A[X/0] = A_X\),

where \(A_X\) is a fresh process identifier with defining equation \(A_X := P[X/0]\) if \(A := P\).

The notion of backtracking-free programs identifies that subset of graph programs which is handled (i.e., is within the domain) of our
encoding. Intuitively, a program is backtracking-free if the applicability of the whole program to a given input graph can be “statically” decided by looking at the rules in the program term and the graph itself, without the need to consider any other concrete graph. Here, applicability of a program \( GP \) to a graph \( G \) means that there exists a graph \( H \) s.t. \( G \xrightarrow{GP} H \). Formally, the backtracking-free property is captured by an inference system as presented in the following definition, where the single rules reflect the following intuitions:

- Every elementary graph program is backtracking-free, as we are able to check the applicability of each rule to \( G \) (cf. the axiom rule \( BF_{EL} \)).

- A graph program is backtracking-free if it is a maximal iteration, as such a program cannot fail (cf. the axiom rule \( BF_{ALAP} \)).

- A sequential graph program \( GP_1; GP_2 \) is backtracking-free if (1) \( GP_1 \) is backtracking-free and (2) \( GP_1 \) and \( GP_2 \) have a special relation such that \( GP_2 \) always succeeds after (ASA in short) \( GP_1 \) has been executed (cf. rule \( BF_{SEQ} \)).

Although the ASA relation is defined over intermediate graphs arising after the execution of \( GP_1 \), there are cases where the ASA relation of two programs might be shown through reasoning solely over program syntax and the constituting rules. As an example from our WSN scenario, consider the following simple programs (cf. Sect. 4.1):

\[
GP_1 := \{ p_{Cr} \}; \{ p_{Cr} \}
\]

\[
GP_2 := \{ p_{ActUS} \}; \{ p_{ActUS} \}
\]

Here, \( GP_2 \) will always succeed after \( GP_1 \): whenever we are successful in creating two (short unclassified) links (\( GP_1 \)), we can be sure that afterwards, a program of activating two short unclassified links (\( GP_2 \)) will also be successful, regardless of the concrete topology.

The following definition formalizes the foregoing considerations on backtracking-free programs.

**Definition 6.18 (Backtracking-Free Programs).** A graph program \( GP \) is backtracking-free (BF), denoted as \( BF(GP) \), if this can be inferred by the following inference system:

\[
\begin{align*}
BF_{EL} : & \quad BF(\{ p_1, \ldots, p_n \})  \\
BF_{ALAP} : & \quad BF(GP_1)  \\
BF_{SEQ} : & \quad BF(GP_1; GP_2) \quad ASA(GP_1, GP_2) \\
\end{align*}
\]
where the ASA predicate (for Always Succeeds After) is defined as:

\[
ASA(GP_1, GP_2) \iff \text{for all } G \rightarrow_{GP_1} X \text{ there is an } H \text{ such that } X \rightarrow_{GP_2} H.
\]

The set of backtracking-free graph programs is denoted by BF(\mathcal{GP}).

A failure process \(\hat{GP}\) for a graph program \(GP\) is a control process which terminates successfully exactly on those input graphs where \(GP\) fails; moreover, the output of \(\hat{GP}\) is the unmodified input graph. Thus, failure processes can be used to test the applicability of \(GP\) on a given graph. Although failure processes cannot be specified constructively in general, this is possible for backtracking-free graph programs as shown in the following definition.

**Definition 6.19 (Failure Processes).** The failure process \(\hat{GP}\) of a backtracking-free graph program \(GP \in BF(\mathcal{GP})\) is a \textsc{RePro} control process, defined inductively as follows:

1. \(\{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} = (\varepsilon, \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}).0\), where \(\varepsilon: (\emptyset \leftarrow \emptyset \rightarrow \emptyset)\) (see Definition 2.3);

2. \(\hat{GP}\downarrow = (p, \{p\}).0\), where \(p\) is any rule;

3. if \(BF(GP_1)\) and \(ASA(GP_1, GP_2)\), then \(GP_1; GP_2 = \hat{GP}\).

The following proposition ensures that failure processes indeed fulfill their purpose: (1) they do not modify the input graph (i.e., their IO semantics is an identity relation) and (2) they terminate successfully on every graph, and only on those, to which the original graph program is not applicable.

**Proposition 6.7.** Let \(GP\in BF(\mathcal{GP})\) be a backtracking-free program and let \(\hat{GP}\) be its failure process. Then for each graph \(G\),

\[
(GP, G) \xrightarrow{\hat{GP}} (P, H) \iff P = 0, H \cong G, \text{ and } \exists G'. G \rightarrow_{GP} G'
\]

**Proof.** We proceed by induction on the structure of the backtracking-free program \(GP\).

1. If \(GP = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}\), there is a transition

\[
(\hat{GP}, G) = ((\varepsilon, \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\}).0, G) \xrightarrow{(\varepsilon, \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\})} (0, H)
\]

iff (by rule \textsc{mark}, Definition 5.2) none of the rules in \(GP\) is applicable to \(G\) (thus \(\exists G'. G \rightarrow_{GP} G'\)) and \(H \simeq G\), because pushouts preserve isomorphisms [38].

2. For a program \(GP\downarrow\), given any graph \(G\) there is no transition from the graph process \((\hat{GP}\downarrow, G) = ((p, \{p\}).0, G)\), because the preconditions of rule \textsc{mark} are inconsistent. In fact, \(GP\downarrow\) can be applied successfully to any graph.
3. Given a program \( GP = GP_1 \parallel GP_2 \), there is a transition \((\tilde{G} P, G) = (\tilde{G} P_1, G) \xrightarrow{\Delta_D} (P, H)\) iff (by inductive hypothesis, since \( BF(GP_1) \)) \( P = 0, H \equiv G \) and \( \not\exists \tilde{G}' P \rightarrow_{\tilde{G} P_1, G'} C' \), iff \( P = 0, H \equiv G \) and \( \not\exists \tilde{G}' P \rightarrow_{\tilde{G} P_2, G'} C' \), because by hypothesis \( ASA(GP_1, GP_2) \).

\[ \square \]

**Definition 6.20 (Encoding Graph Programs as Processes).** The encoding function \([ \_ ] : BF(GP) \rightarrow P\) is defined as follows:

- \([\{ p_1, \ldots, p_n \}] := \sum_{i=1}^n p_i 0. \)
- \([GP_1 ; GP_2] := [GP_1] ; [GP_2]. \)
- \([GP_\perp] := A_{GP_1} \in \mathcal{K} \quad \text{where} \quad A_{GP_1} := [GP] ; A_{GP_1} + \tilde{G} P. \)

First, note that the encoding generates only sequential processes. In order to prove the correctness of the encoding, we first present the following characterization of the IO semantics of a process obtained by sequentialization.

**Proposition 6.8.** Let \( P, Q \in P \) be two sequential processes (i.e., not containing \( || \)), and \( P \parallel Q \) be their sequentialization as in Definition 6.17. Then \( G \not\Rightarrow_P^I O H \) if and only if there is a graph \( X \) such that \( G \not\Rightarrow_P^I O X \) and \( X \not\Rightarrow_Q^I O H \).

**Proof.**

- **If:** By Definition 6.16, \( G \not\Rightarrow_P^I O X \) iff there is a successful trace \((\rho_1, \delta_1, N_1) \ldots (\rho_n, \delta_n, N_n) \) \( \checkmark \) such that \((P, G) \xrightarrow{\langle \rho_1, \delta_1, N_1 \rangle} \cdots \xrightarrow{\langle \rho_n, \delta_n, N_n \rangle} (P_n, X) \xrightarrow{\delta_1} (0, X)\). This is the case iff (by rule **Mark** mark) there is a derivation

  \[ G \xrightarrow{\delta_1} G_1 \ldots \xrightarrow{\delta_k} X \quad ( \dagger ) \]

  and transitions \( P \xrightarrow{\langle \rho_1, N_1 \rangle} P_1 \ldots \xrightarrow{\langle \rho_n, N_n \rangle} P_n \not\rightarrow 0. \) Similarly, \( X \not\Rightarrow_Q^I O H \) iff there is a derivation

  \[ X \xrightarrow{\delta_1} G_1' \ldots \xrightarrow{\delta_k} H \quad ( \ddagger ) \]

  and transitions \( Q \xrightarrow{\langle \rho_1', N_1' \rangle} Q_1 \ldots \xrightarrow{\langle \rho_m', N_m' \rangle} Q_m \not\rightarrow 0. \)

  Composing derivations (\( \dagger \)) and (\( \ddagger \)) we obtain a derivation \( G \Rightarrow^* H. \) By induction on the structure of \( P_n \) we can show that for each successful trace \( a_1 \ldots a_n \checkmark \) for \( P \) and for each transition \( Q \xrightarrow{a} Q' \) there is a trace \( a_1 \ldots a_n a \) for \( P \parallel Q = P[Q/0] \) to \( Q'. \) This allows to compose the above traces for \( P \) and \( Q \) into a single successful trace for \( P \parallel Q, \) which together with the derivation \( G \Rightarrow^* H \) witnesses the fact that \( G \not\Rightarrow_P^I O H. \)
• Only if: It can be shown by induction on the structure of the sequential process \( P; Q \), using Definition 6.17, that each successful trace for \( P; Q \) can be decomposed (possibly in more than one way) as \( \sigma \tau \checkmark \), where \( \sigma \checkmark \) is a successful trace for \( P \) and \( \tau \checkmark \) is a successful trace for \( Q \). This allows to split any successful trace from \( (P; Q, G) \) to \((0, H)\) into a successful trace for \((P, G)\) to \((0, X)\) and one for \((Q, X)\) to \((0, H)\), as desired.

The following central proposition ensures that there is, as expected, a one-to-one correspondence between the semantics of backtracking-free graph programs and their encodings as RePro control processes.

**Proposition 6.9.** For each backtracking-free graph program \( GP \in BF(GP) \) and graph \( G \in |\text{Graph}_{T_j}| \), it holds that

\[
G \rightarrow_{GP} H \iff G \Rightarrow_{[GP]} H
\]

**Proof.** We proceed by induction on the structure of \( GP \).

1. If \( GP = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) is an elementary graph program, then \( [G] \rightarrow_{GP} [H] \) iff \( G \Rightarrow H \) with rule \( p \in \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) for some match \( m \), iff \([GP] = \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i.0 \overset{(p,\|)}{\rightarrow} 0 \) and \( G \overset{\delta}{\Rightarrow} H \) via \( p \), iff by rule \text{mark} we have \(([GP], G) \overset{(p,\|)}{\rightarrow_{D}} (0, H) \overset{\checkmark}{\rightarrow_{D}} (0, H) \), that is \( G \Rightarrow_{[GP]} H \).

2. If \( GP = GP_1; GP_2 \), \([G] \rightarrow_{GP} [H] \) iff there is a graph \( X \) such that \([G] \rightarrow_{GP_1} [X] \) and \([X] \rightarrow_{GP_2} [H] \), iff (by induction hypothesis) \( G \Rightarrow_{[GP_1]} X \) and \( X \Rightarrow_{[GP_2]} H \) iff, by Proposition 6.8, \( G \Rightarrow_{[GP_1;GP_2]} H \), if \( G \Rightarrow_{[GP_1]} H \).

3. If \( GP' = GP_\downarrow \) then, by Definition 6.15, \([G] \rightarrow_{GP'} [H] \) iff there is a sequence of graphs \( G = G_0, G_1, \ldots, G_n = H \), with \( n \geq 0 \), such that \([G_i-1] \rightarrow_{GP} [G_i] \) for all \( i \in [1, n] \), and there is no graph \( X \) such that \([H] \rightarrow_{GP} [X] \). On the other hand by the definition of \([GP_\downarrow] \) one easily checks that \( G \Rightarrow_{[GP_\downarrow]} H \) iff there is a sequence of graphs \( G = G'_1, G'_2, \ldots, G'_n = H \) such that \( G'_i-1 \Rightarrow_{[GP]} G'_i \) for \( i \in [1, n] \) and \((A_{GR}, H) \overset{\alpha}{\rightarrow_{D}} (0, H) \overset{\checkmark}{\rightarrow_{D}} (0, H) \). Exploiting the induction hypothesis it only remains to show that

\[
(A_{GR}, H) \overset{\alpha}{\rightarrow_{D}} (0, H)
\]

if and only if \( \exists H' : H \rightarrow_{GP} H' \). First note that by the definition of \( \;\Downarrow \), there cannot be any transition \([GP]\;\Downarrow A_{GR} \overset{\kappa}{\rightarrow} 0 \), Therefore \((\dagger)\) must be obtained by a transition \( GP \overset{\kappa}{\rightarrow} 0 \). Thus we can conclude by showing, by induction on \( GP \), that \((GP, H) \overset{\kappa}{\rightarrow_{D}} (0, H) \) if and only if \( \exists H' : H \rightarrow_{GP} H' \), an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.7.
Finally, to conclude our considerations on expressiveness, we claim that the control constructs of RePro are indeed computationally complete in a precise sense based on the work of Habel and Plump [49]: as a consequence of Proposition 6.9 and Theorem 2 of the cited paper, control processes are also expressive enough to compute any partial function on graphs. This result can be obtained despite the fact that the above encoding is partial and is confined to backtracking-free programs: The proof of Theorem 2 of [49] is based on the concrete specification of a Turing machine [109], i.e., a universal graph program able to simulate any graph computations corresponding to input-output relations (cf. Definition 6.15). Thus, we can obtain an analogous result by showing that this Turing machine specification consists of graph programs which are backtracking-free (or might be directly encoded into RePro otherwise).

**Corollary 6.2.** Given a label alphabet C and subalphabets C₁ and C₂, for every computable partial function \( f : A_{C_1} \rightarrow A_{C_2} \), there exists a RePro control process that computes \( f \).

**Proof.** According to Theorem 2 in [49], there is a graph program \( GP \) which computes any such function, i.e., its semantics is a relation corresponding to \( f \). Then the statement follows immediately from Proposition 6.9, if we are able to verify that the entire graph program presented in [49] for proving Theorem 2 can be encoded into a control process. In the following, we revisit the specification to see if it is eligible for such an encoding. In the rest of the proof, by ‘paper’, we specifically mean the work of Habel and Plump [49].

For most of the programs in the paper, we show that they are backtracking-free and, thus, encodable by the function in Definition 6.20.

In particular, most maximal iteration ↓ operators in the paper are applied to elementary programs, which are BF by axiom BFEL of Definition 6.18. An exception to this is the following definition, where Choose, Inc, Relabel and Stop are elementary:

\[
\text{Prepare} = \langle \text{Choose}; \text{Inc}; \text{Relabel}; \text{Stop} \rangle \downarrow
\]

For such a program, we infer the BF property in the following way using the inference rules in Definition 6.18 (where each subprogram name is replaced by its first letter), showing that the outermost ↓ operator is applied to a BF program:

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) & \quad BF(C) & ASA(C, I↓) & ASA(⟨C; I↓⟩, R↓) \\
(2) & \quad BF(⟨C; I↓⟩) & ASA(⟨C; I↓⟩, R↓) & BF(⟨C; I↓⟩; R↓) \\
(3) & \quad BF(⟨C; I↓⟩; R↓) & ASA(⟨C; I↓⟩; R↓, S) & BF(⟨C; I↓⟩; R↓; S)
\end{align*}
\]
ASA\((GP_1, GP_2 \downarrow)\) holds for any programs \(GP_1\) and \(GP_2\), as \(GP_2 \downarrow\) never fails. This justifies the right premises of inferences (1) and (2). Instead establishing \(ASA(\langle C; I \downarrow; R \downarrow \rangle, S)\) requires an inspection of the rules of [49]. Specifically, each rule in \texttt{Choose} creates a loop; rules in \texttt{Inc} move the loop; rules in \texttt{Relabel} preserve the loop; and finally rules in \texttt{Stop} delete a loop. Therefore \texttt{Stop} can be applied successfully after applying \texttt{Choose} and any number of occurrences of \texttt{Inc} and \texttt{Relabel}.

All other programs of [49] to which the \texttt{alap} operator is applied can be shown to be backtracking-free with similar techniques, with the exception of the proposed implementation of the conditional program scheme, which is described as follows:

\[
\texttt{Ite}(K, P_1, P_2) \text{ checks whether the input graph equals } K \text{ and executes } P_1 \text{ or } P_2 \text{ depending on whether the check is successful or not.}
\]

This scheme is used in the paper only for \(K = \emptyset\) (the empty graph) and \(K = \bullet\) (the discrete graph with one node). Assuming by induction hypothesis that we have encodings of \(P_1\) and \(P_2\), we can easily encode the scheme with \(K = \emptyset\) as follows:

\[
\left[\texttt{Ite}(\emptyset, P_1, P_2)\right] = (\varepsilon, \{p\cdot\}).[P_1] + p\cdot.[P_2]
\]

where rule \(p\cdot = (\bullet \leftarrow \bullet \rightarrow \bullet)\) can be applied to a graph iff it is not empty. Similarly, we can encode the scheme with \(K = \bullet\) using a set of rules that are applicable only if the graph contains at least one edge. This is correct because an inspection of the rules reveals that this program is never applied to a discrete graph with more than one node.

\[\square\]

Summarizing, in this section, we have argued that RePro as a control language is also computationally complete, just as the Graph Programs of Habel and Plump [49] used as reference. This can be shown by encoding the universal program provided in that paper as a RePro process.

Nevertheless, it is important to note that this result does not imply that every graph program operator can be directly reflected in RePro processes. In particular, as also seen above through the necessary partiality of the provided encoding, the maximal iteration operation cannot be simulated in RePro in general; thus, graph programs still have to be considered more expressive than RePro control processes.
ANALYSIS OF CONTROLLED GRAPH-REWITING PROCESSES

In the previous chapters, we have discussed our graph-rewriting process calculus RePro from a process-algebraic and language-centric perspective, thus addressing most of the challenges C1-3 as in Section 3.3. However, an important aspect of C3, viz. C3a, the requirement for abstract reasoning, has not been addressed so far.

In this context, we can observe a conceptual gap not covered by the literature so far:

- On the one hand, related to both the concurrent semantics of graph rewriting and the topic of graph language specification, various abstractions over sets of graphs (i.e., graph languages) and over complete graph-rewriting systems have been proposed to cope with the infinity arising in graph-based state spaces as, e.g., in transition systems or model checking scenarios [19, 20, 24, 95, 106]. However, none of those approaches considers the possibility that the graph-rewriting systems underlying those state spaces or transition systems might be externally controlled. Although RePro as proposed in the present thesis has both explicit control and a rich LTS as core components, it is also not exempt from the same problem, namely, infinite state space explosion, rendering the semantics intractable or at least inefficient for reasoning over its states.

- On the other hand, if explicit control is part of a language or formalism, it is
  - either proposed in a usability-focused pragmatic setting, with emphasis on the (visual) system specification capacities, thus, leaving reasoning out of consideration [42, 84];
  - or, if state-based reasoning such as model checking is offered [45, 91, 108], tractability issues such as state space explosion are not dealt with.

Again, even though RePro has a well-founded LTS semantics, we have not considered any reasoning approaches available in this framework so far.

Thus, in the present chapter, we aim at proposing the outlines of a RePro-based abstract reasoning approach, along the following objectives:

- **Abstraction and control:** The proposed approach should indeed aim at the aforementioned gap: providing a state space abstraction technique in a controlled setting.
• **Abstraction over operations**: Thereby, we should take into account the process-algebraic nature of the rich LTS semantics we have proposed for RePro in Chapters 4-5; i.e., we are looking for an abstraction harmonizing with this kind of operational semantics.

• **Abstraction over graphs**: To that end, we also develop an abstract representation of infinite graph families. This is necessitated by the presence of concrete graph instances in states: rendering the state space tractable, thus, requires an abstraction over graphs as well.

• **Abstract state predicates**: Finally, the proposed formalism should allow for verification on abstract states, based on model checking techniques already employed for graph rewriting, thus, we have to propose a formal model checking framework as part of our solution.

To meet all those needs, we aim at proposing a unifying concept of abstraction. Our approach is summarized as follows: given executions for some structures operating on concrete data (in our case, these are RePro processes rewriting graphs), an abstract semantic domain preserves those executions but represents data in an abstract way, potentially covering even an infinite number of concrete data instances in a single execution.

We demonstrate this setting schematically in Figure 7.1, calling the abstract domain *Compasses* and its sample elements *C*₁ and *C*₂, anticipating them to be defined in the next section. The functions α and γ intuitively represent the correspondences between elements of the abstract and the concrete domain in each direction.

In the following, first, we recapitulate and extend our motivating WSN scenario to illustrate our analysis approach (Sect. 7.1). Then,
7.1 Example: WSN Overlay Verification

In the previous chapter, we have focused on the underlay component of our example WSN model, and have not further specified the dynamics of its overlay so far. Recall that while the underlay consists of the physical links between sensor nodes, the overlay is a virtual network, accessible by an operator and defining constraints for improved routing functionality in the WSN (cf. also 1.3).

As a first step for providing our overlay model example, we have to extend the type graph $T_{\text{Top}}$ (given in Figure 2.1) by further edge types for virtual links as well as some auxiliary constructs for our (simplified) routing constraint mechanism. As the overlay links reside within the same WSN as the underlay ones (and, thus, share the same node set), the extended type graph $T_{\text{Ext}}$ has the same single node as $T_{\text{Top}}$; in Figure 7.2, we only show the new edge types and omit those of $T_{\text{Top}}$ (Figure 2.1) for better readability. The label $v$, additionally

![Figure 7.2: Type Graph $T_{\text{Ext}}$ (with edges of $T_{\text{Top}}$ omitted)](image_url)

we propose *compasses* as an abstract domain (i.e., an abstraction over graph languages) and a corresponding *compass transition system*, i.e., an abstraction over the RePro LTS with compasses being components of states instead of graph instances (Sect. 7.2).

 Afterwards, we connect the RePro transition system with the compass transition system by means of a Galois connection using the general ideas of abstract interpretation [27]. The aim of those developments is to conclude with a property preservation result, i.e., that if we are able to verify a model checking formula for a compass state, then the same formula holds for each RePro LTS state corresponding to that compass state (Sect. 7.3).

In this chapter, we focus on outlining the major formal ingredients towards a comprehensive RePro-based abstract verification. Thus, the proposal in its present state comes with some formal and conceptual limitations, while understanding the relation to some important approaches resembling ours remains a major work package in future investigations. We discuss some details of those limitations, potential future advancements and related work in the corresponding sections of Chapter 8.
indicated by a dashed line, refers to virtual links. Labels $\ell$ (used only for loop edges) and $p$ (additionally indicated by a dotted line) refer to auxiliary routing constructs expressed by edges in our model; their use is explained when we provide the behavior by DPO rules. (We omit labels $v$, $\ell$ and $p$ from rule specifications in the following, as dashing, dotting and looping unambiguously represent the respective type.)

The first behavioral component of the overlay is that of administrator interaction, consisting of the simple creation and deletion of virtual links, thus, easily expressible by simple DPO rules $p_{CrV}$ and $p_{DelV}$ as shown in Figures 7.3a and 7.3b, respectively. The corresponding control process is specified as

\[ P_{\text{admin}} := p_{CrV} \cdot P_{\text{admin}} + p_{DelV} \cdot P_{\text{admin}}, \]

thus, we simulate administrator activity by simply allowing virtual links to appear or disappear at any time.

The most important part of our WSN overlay model (which we focus on in the rest of the chapter) is a simplified representation of routing constraints due to virtual links, called routing maintenance in Section 1.3. We provide DPO rules to express this maintenance behavior, consisting in verifying and, occasionally, also repairing, underlay paths between end nodes of virtual links in order to optimize their activeness. (Note that we do not aim to reason about activeness guarantees and just provide a best-effort mechanism sufficient for our needs.) We split our behavioral model into a search and a repair part, specified by control processes $P_{\text{search}}$ and $P_{\text{rep}}$, respectively. For the sake of simplicity, we omit underlay link lengths in the following (having no relevance here) and simply denote edge types by $a$, $i$ and $u$ to represent link statuses.

As for search (corresponding to operation Search Active Path in Sect. 1.3), we describe a mechanism which, upon noticing the appearance of an unhandled virtual link, initializes the corresponding auxiliary structures (rule $p_{Aux}$, Figure 7.4a), namely flag loop edges of type $\ell$ for the end nodes of a virtual link as well as a pairing edge.

Figure 7.3: DPO Rules for Administrator Interaction
of type $p$ to keep track of which flags belong together. Thereupon, flags are able to navigate along active underlay links (rule $p_{\text{Search}}$, Figure 7.4b) and disappear on success, i.e., if a pair of flags get neighbors via an active edge (rule $p_{\text{Success}}$, Figure 7.4c). The process specification which matches the above algorithm is a simple interleaving choice:

$$P_{\text{search}} := p_{\text{Aux}} . P_{\text{search}} + p_{\text{Search}} . P_{\text{search}} + p_{\text{Success}} . P_{\text{search}}$$

The other part of routing maintenance is a repair mechanism (operations $\text{Activate Unclassified on Path}$ and $\text{Unclassify on Path}$ in Sect. 1.3) which proactively activates or at least unclassifies (in hope for a further activation if it does not contradict underlay concerns) underlay links if the path search (by repeated applications of $p_{\text{Search}}$) gets blocked. Thus, although the repair process aims at optimizing towards overlay constraints, it also affects the underlay links thereby. The DPO rules corresponding to the above operations, $p_{\text{ActP}}$ and $p_{\text{UcP}}$ are shown in Figures 7.5a and 7.5b, respectively.

The specification of the repair process, thus, interleaves those operations if the search rule is not applicable in the current topology:

$$P_{\text{rep}} := (p_{\text{ActP}}, \{p_{\text{Search}}\}) . P_{\text{rep}} + (p_{\text{UcP}}, \{p_{\text{Search}}\}) . P_{\text{rep}}$$

In turn, the overall overlay behavior is expressed by composing the search and the repair routines:

$$P_{\text{overlay}} := P_{\text{search}} \parallel P_{\text{rep}}$$

1 Note that ensuring on a type graph level that $f$ edges are loops, while $v$ and $p$ edges are non-loops is not treated.

2 For the sake of neatness, we do not elaborate on preventing repeated initialization for the same virtual link; note that this can be easily implemented by a further “semaphore” edge.
As mentioned before, we are aiming at verifying properties on an abstract level for executions of controlled graph-rewriting algorithms such as our WSN overlay specification. As a concrete example, given a property of single graph instances

“every virtual link is checked for an active path”

we are interested in a temporal property

“eventually, the above property holds on each execution path”

More formally, given a predicate \( vpath \) expressing the natural-language property above,\(^3\) the \( \mu \)-calculus property (for syntactic and semantic details, refer to [27, 60]) we want to verify is written as

\[
\mu x.(vpath \lor (\diamond true \land \Box x))
\]

Motivated by the above example, we propose a general formal framework based on RePro allowing for abstract reasoning on such properties, thus, verifying properties for graph algorithms themselves, instead of just executions of given single input graphs.

### 7.2 Compasses: An Abstract Domain for RePro Processes

We propose compasses as an abstract, finite representation of infinite graph languages. The underlying idea is the following: As a RePro control process proceeds, even if we do not have a concrete graph instance evolving through the execution, we still gather some information: by observing RePro control actions, i.e., which rules have been applied and which rules where not applicable, we are able to

\(^3\) Note that we are not discussing the exact formulation of such predicates, as an abstract interpretation framework can be defined independently of those details. We remark that formulas for graph properties have been elaborated on different expressiveness levels in the literature, corresponding to different logical orders, e.g., in the context of nested graph constraints corresponding to first-order logics [96], as well as using monadic second-order logic [25]. A property as above, dealing with graph patterns of unbounded size, falls into the latter category.
approximate the graphs which might have arisen in each state, along observations such as: after applying a rule, its right-hand side definitely occurs in any resulting graph; the subsequent rule application is either disjoint to that occurrence, or overlaps with it; for some (specifically shaped) rules, non-applicability means that there is no occurrence of their left-hand side at all, etc. In this section, we deal with formally capturing this intuition in the setting of DPO graph rewriting. (Note that, as often in the thesis, typing is left implicit and we omit the identity of the type graph $T$ from the definitions to avoid notational abundance.)

We start by giving the definition of a compass. According to the above intuition, a compass characterizes infinitely many graphs by positive patterns which might occur in those graphs, and negative patterns which definitely do not occur. Hence the name compass; it navigates us through the vast universe of graphs, with magnetic positive and negative poles showing the way, just as a needle of a compass does.

Recall the concept of canonical graphs (Definition 2.4); it is meaningful to utilize them in compasses, as we do not rely on graph identities, but only on their shapes in this setting, and, thus, we avoid unnecessary ambiguities within a compass that would arise due to graph isomorphism. In addition, to achieve a compact presentation of some formal advances below, we apply a mild restriction that elements in a negative pole are connected graphs. Note that this assumption is practically intuitive and, in particular, our examples adhere to it. Furthermore, we exclude by definition the absence of positive patterns, thus, ensuring that the language of a compass is not empty whenever the poles are not contradictory to each other.

**Definition 7.1 (Compass).** A positive pole $\Pi \subseteq \mathcal{CanGraph}$ is a finite, non-empty set of canonical graphs. A negative pole $\bar{\Pi} \subseteq \mathcal{CanGraph}$ is a finite set of connected canonical graphs.

A compass $C = (\Pi, \bar{\Pi})$ is a pair consisting of a positive pole $\Pi$ and a negative pole $\bar{\Pi}$. The set of all compasses is denoted $\mathcal{C}$, ranged over by $C$. The positive and negative poles of $C$ are also denoted $C_+$ and $C_-$, respectively.

The language $L(C) \subseteq \mathcal{Graph}$ of compass $C$ is a set of graphs s.t. $G \in L(C)$ iff

(i) $\exists X_+ \in C_+: X_+ \to G$ and

(ii) $\forall X_- \in C_-: X_- \not\to G$.

A compass is consistent if $L(C) \neq \emptyset$.

Note here that taking $\emptyset$ as a positive pole results in an empty compass language (i.e., inconsistency) due to the existential positive pole semantics.

For concrete examples of compasses, we revisit ideas from our motivating WSN model (and omit explicitly denoting canonicity of compass elements for notational clarity). First, consider a (canonical)
topology graph $G_3$ (Figure 7.6) consisting of a single triangle of active links s.t. the link lengths correspond to the situation which the kTC algorithm aims at avoiding.

This graph can be used to compactly describe the language of all graphs having such a triangle using compasses (if we exclude looping of active edges on the type graph level or by forbidding those “folded” graphs through a negative pole):

$$C_3 := (\{G_3\}, \emptyset)$$

Similarly, the language of graphs not containing such triangles is also easily characterized:

$$C_{n3} := (\{G_\emptyset\}, \{G_3\})$$

where $G_\emptyset$ denotes the empty graph.

As a more elaborate example, with relevance to the foregoing WSN overlay model in Sect. 7.1, we describe each graph having an unfinished path search going on, such that the search will not terminate within two steps. Thereby, we might even reuse some rule components from $P_{overlay}$, writing

$$C_{\text{search2}} := (\{G_f\}, \{L_{\text{Success}}, L_{\text{Success2}}\})$$

where $G_f$ is isomorphic to $R_{Aux}$ without the virtual link, and $L_{\text{Success2}}$ looks like $L_{\text{Success}}$ with a 2-long active path between the flagged nodes.

A central observation is that there are specific compasses which actually play a role if used for language characterization, and whose languages subsume the language of a larger class of compasses. In general, a compass as above might contain redundant elements in their poles, whose removal would not modify the language we describe. Thus, it is useful to reason about equivalence classes of compasses instead, where the members of such a class describe the same language and, thus, are identical up to that redundancy.

For making precise this minimality of compasses, eliminating redundancy, we require two auxiliary graph notions: the well-known graph-theoretical notion of cores [51], as well as the flattening of a graph, which enumerates each graph epimorphic to the original one. Intuitively, a core of a graph is a subgraph of it such that the whole graph can be “folded” into that subgraph via a morphism. Note that each (finite) graph has a unique core up to isomorphisms.
Definition 7.2 (Core [51]). A graph $H$ is called a retract of a graph $G$ if $H \hookrightarrow G$ and there exists a morphism $r : G \to H$ s.t. $r|_H = id_H$.

A retract $H$ of $G$ is called a core of $G$, denoted $H = \text{core}(G)$, if it has no proper retracts (i.e., retracts not isomorphic to $H$). For a set of graphs $G$, $\text{core}(G)$ denotes $\{ \text{core}(X) \mid X \in G \}$.

Definition 7.3 (Flattening). Given a graph $G$, the flattening $\text{flat}(G)$ of $G$ is a set of graphs, defined as

$$\text{flat}(G) := \{ G' \mid G \xrightarrow{\epsilon} G', \epsilon \text{ is an epimorphism} \}$$

The flattening $\text{flat}(G)$ of a set of graphs $G$ is defined as

$$\bigcup_{G \in G} \text{flat}(G)$$

Now, we are ready to define minimality of compasses. First, we make precise which elements are considered redundant in a compass and define a function which eliminates them. This allows us to construct the aforementioned compass equivalence classes, each having a unique minimal member.

The minimalization of a compass is a constructive procedure, which, although formally captured as a function, can be thought of as happening in consecutive steps, as follows:

1. **Flattening**: We start with reducing the positive pole. First, the positive pole is flattened (Definition 7.3) as a preparation for the next stage: flattening effectively amounts to explicitly enumerating the potential graph patterns as they will appear in the graph language characterized by the positive pole, in an injective fashion, i.e., as the images of the respective pole element taken as a subgraph. For example, the graph $G_3$ in Figure 7.6 includes, in its flattened form, epimorphic images of it where two or even three nodes are conflated into a single one.

2. **Eliminating external redundancy**: Flattening allows for a fine-grained detection of the following situation: some epimorphic images might never appear in any graph of the language, if they are ruled out by an element of the negative pole. This happens if a negative pole element has an injective image in an element of the flattened positive pole: then, any graph potentially admitted by the latter would be at the same time ruled out by the former. Thus, we can safely remove such elements from the positive pole, not changing the language.

3. **Corification**: As a direct consequence of Definition 7.2, replacing a positive pole element with its canonical core does not change the set of graphs admitted by that element; moreover, doing so helps the next filtering step.
4. **Eliminating internal redundancy**: In the final step, we consider both poles. It holds that any pole element is redundant (i.e., can be omitted without changing the language) which has an incoming morphism (injective in the case of the negative pole) from another pole element. That this elimination step is deterministic also for the positive pole is due to the fact that at this point, we are working with cores; see the proof of Proposition 7.1.

The following definitions capture formally the above outline of our minimality function: the definition of a core form summarizes the first three preparatory steps, while the final definition of the minimalization function finishes the procedure. After the definitions, we verify claims in order to justify the definition; in particular, that the minimalization function provides a unique result as expected. Most importantly, we conclude the section with verifying our minimality notion:

1. Any compass has the same language as its minimal form.
2. Two compasses having the same language has a single unique minimal form.

**Definition 7.4 (Pole Core Form).** For a compass \( C = (C_+, C_-) \), its core form is a compass \( C^e = (C^e_+, C_-) \), defined as

\[ C^e_+ := \text{core}(\text{flat}(C_+)) \setminus R^e \]

with \( R^e := \{ X_+ \mid X_+ \in \text{flat}(C_+), \exists X_- \in C_- : X_- \hookrightarrow X_+ \} \), leaving \( C_- \) unchanged.

**Definition 7.5 (Minimal Compass).** The function \( \text{min} : C \rightarrow C \) takes each compass \( C = (C_+, C_-) \) to its minimal form

\[ \text{min}(C) := (C^e_+ \setminus R^i_+ , C_- \setminus R^i_-) \]

where

1. \( R^i_+ := \{ X^2_+ \mid X^2_+ \in C^e_+, \exists X^1_+ \neq X^2_+ \in C^e_+ : X^1_+ \rightarrow X^2_+ \} \),
2. \( R^i_- := \{ X^2_- \mid X^2_- \in C_- , \exists X^1_- \neq X^2_- \in C_- : X^1_- \hookrightarrow X^2_- \} \).

Compasses \( C \) and \( C' \) are minimal-equivalent if \( \text{min}(C) = \text{min}(C') \). A set of minimal-equivalent compasses is a compass equivalence class (CEC), whose set is denoted as \([C]\). The unique CEC for a given compass \( C \) is denoted \([C] \) s.t. \( C \in [C] \). For any \( [C] \in [C] \), its unique minimal member is denoted \( \text{min}([C]) \).

The language \( L([C]) \) of a CEC is a graph language (i.e., a set of graphs) defined as \( L([C]) := L(\text{min}([C])) \).

The relation \( \preceq_L \subseteq [C] \times [C] \) is defined as follows: \( [C] \preceq_L [C'] \) if \( L([C]) \subseteq L([C']) \).

For illustrating the minimality construction, revisit \( C_{search2} \) as introduced above. Flattening \( G_f \) produces some different graphs, in
particular, $G_f$ itself, a graph $G_{f1}$ with one node but two flag loops, and another one-node graph $G_{f1'}$ where the flag loops are also identified, both shown in Figure 7.7. None of those gets eliminated by $R'$ as in Definition 7.4, as particularly they do not contain underlay edges.

In the next step, we take the cores of each of those graphs. In particular, $G_{f1'}$ is the core of $G_{f1}$, thus, $G_{f1}$ gets eliminated (its core is already in the pole). Next, due to $G_f \to G_{f1'}$, the latter gets eliminated by $R_{i+}$ as in Definition 7.5.

The negative pole is minimal, as none of $L_{Success}$ and $L_{Success2}$ can be injectively embedded in the other graph.

Therefore,
\[ \min(C_{\text{search2}}) = C_{\text{search2}} \]

Note that minimalization would result in an empty positive pole for non-consistent compasses by the step which eliminates $R_3$. Therefore, as expected, we consider consistent compasses in the following (without changing the notation, for the sake of convenience).

**Proposition 7.1.** For any $C \in \mathcal{C}$, $min(C)$ is unique.

**Proof.** The statement follows from the uniqueness of the transformations involved in the definition of $min(C)$.

Cores and flattening are unique per definition.

$R_3$ is given uniquely for a fixed $C_-$.

For $R_2$, observe that monomorphisms within $C_-$ yield a directed acyclic graph, in the sense that there exists no $X_1^1, X_2^1 \in C_- : X_1^1 \leftrightarrow X_2^1 \leftrightarrow X_1^1$: isomorphism of distinct graphs would contradict the canonical setting.

For $R_1 \subseteq C_+$, observe that each element of $C_+$ is a core; again, there exists no $X_1^1, X_2^1 \in C_+ : X_1^1 \to X_2^1 \to X_1^1$: The image of $X_1^1 \to X_2^1 \to X_1^1$ is either identical with $X_1^1$, impossible because there exist no distinct isomorphic canonical graphs, or is a subgraph of $X_1^1$, but, then, $X_1^1$ would have a proper retract, contradicting that $X_1^1$ is a core.

As the main property of minimalization, we show that it is indeed language-preserving.

**Proposition 7.2.** Given a compass $C \in \mathcal{C}$, $\mathcal{L}(C) = \mathcal{L}(\min(C))$. 

![Figure 7.7: Graphs $G_{f1}$ and $G_{f1'}$](image)
Proof.

- First, we show that if \( G \in \mathcal{L}(C) \), then \( G \in \mathcal{L}(\min(C)) \).

In the following, graph set names correspond to Definition 7.5.

We reach \( \min(C) \) from \( C \) in the following stages.

1. Flattening \( C_+ \) and removing \( R_3 \): \( \exists X_+ \in C_+ : X_+ \to G \) implies \( \exists X'_+ \in \text{flat}(C_+) : X'_+ \to G \), as each (general) morphism can be decomposed into a sequence of an epi and a mono. Also, \( \forall X_- \in C_- : X_- \not\to X'_+ \) because otherwise, \( \exists X_- \in C_- : X_- \to X'_+ \to G \), a contradiction. Therefore, \( \exists X''_+ \in (\text{flat}(C_+) \setminus R_3) : X''_+ \to G \).

2. Taking cores: For any \( X \) with \( X \to G \), \( \text{core}(X) \to G \) via \( \text{core}(X) \leftarrow X \). Therefore, \( \exists \text{core}(X'_+ \in C'_+ : \text{core}(X'_+) \to G \).

3. Removing \( R_1 \): Let us denote \( \text{core}(X'_+ \) as \( X''_+ \). If \( X''_+ \in R_1 \), then \( \exists X''_+ \in C''_+ : X''_+ \to X''_+ \) s.t. \( \not\exists X'\neq X'' \in X''_+ \to X''_+ \) (i.e., we take as \( X''_+ \) the “minimal” such graph). Thus, \( X'_+ \in R_1 \) iff \( X'_+ \to X''_+ \), which leads to a contradiction: The image of \( X'_+ \to X''_+ \to X''_+ \) is either identical with \( X''_+ \), impossible because there exist no distinct isomorphic canonical graphs, or is a subgraph of \( X''_+ \), but, then, \( X''_+ \) would have a proper retract, contradicting the previous stage.

Therefore, \( \exists X'_+ \in (C'_+ \setminus R_1) : X'_+ \to G \) via \( X'_+ \to X''_+ \).

We have verified the positive criterion for \( G \in \mathcal{L}([C]) \), it remains to check the negative pole.

4. Removing \( R_2 \): If \( \forall X_- \in C_- : X_- \not\to G \), then it clearly holds also for \( C_- \setminus R_2 \).

- Second, we show that if \( G \in \mathcal{L}(\min(C)) \), then \( G \in \mathcal{L}(C) \).

If there is \( X''_- \in \min(C)_- : X''_- \to G \), then there is \( X_+ \in C_+ : X_+ \not\leftarrow X''_- \) s.t. \( e \) is epi. Therefore, also \( X_+ \not\rightarrow G \).

If for an \( X_- \in (C_- \setminus \min(C)_-) : X_- \to G \), then there would be a \( X''_- \in \min(C)_- : X''_- \to X_- \) (Definition 7.5) and, thus, \( X''_- \to G \), a contradiction. Therefore, \( \forall X_- \in C_- : X_- \not\to G \).

\[ \square \]

As a direct important consequence, any compass has the same language as its CEC.

**Proposition 7.3.** Given a compass \( C \in \mathcal{C} \), \( \mathcal{L}(C) = \mathcal{L}([C]) \).

**Proof.** The statement follows directly from Propositions 7.1 and 7.2. 

\[ \square \]
Another desired central property, shown in the following proposition, is that for minimal compasses, language equivalence implies actual identity.

**Proposition 7.4.** Given minimal compasses $C, C' \in \mathcal{C}$, $\mathcal{L}(C) = \mathcal{L}(C')$ implies $C = C'$.

**Proof.** We prove the statement by contradiction: let us show that for minimal compasses $C$ and $C'$, $C \neq C'$ implies $\mathcal{L}(C) \neq \mathcal{L}(C')$. Suppose first that $C_+ \neq C'_+$, and let us show that $\mathcal{L}(C) \neq \mathcal{L}(C')$. Without loss of generality, let $X \in C_+$ such that $X \notin C'_+$, and $X$ is minimal in the partial order induced by $\rightarrow$, i.e., there is no $X' \in C_+$ s.t. $X' \neq X$, $X' \rightarrow X$ and $X' \notin C'_+$. We show that (1) $X \in \mathcal{L}(C)$ and (2) $X \notin \mathcal{L}(C')$.

(1) There is an $X \in C_+$ such that $X \rightarrow X$. On the other hand, if there is a $Y \in C_-$ such that $Y \leftarrow X$, then $X \in \mathcal{R}_3$ by Definition 7.5, and, thus, $X \notin C_+$ by minimality of $C$, which is a contradiction. Thus $X \notin \mathcal{L}(C)$.

(2) Now suppose that there is $X' \in C'_+$ such that $X' \rightarrow X$. By the way we have chosen $X$, this implies that $X' \in C_+$ as well, but then $X \in \mathcal{R}_1$ by Definition 7.5, and thus $X \notin C_+$ by minimality of $C$, which is a contradiction. Thus $X \notin \mathcal{L}(C')$.

Therefore, we have shown that $\mathcal{L}(C) = \mathcal{L}(C')$ implies $C_+ = C'_+$. Now suppose that $C_- \neq C'_-$, and, thus, without loss of generality, that $Y \in C_-$, $Y \notin C'_-$, and $Y$ is of minimal size among such graphs. Since $C_+ (= C'_+)$ is not empty, let $X \in C_+$ be a graph of minimal size. We argue that $XY := X + Y$ (the disjoint union of graphs $X$ and $Y$) is such that (1) $XY \notin \mathcal{L}(C)$ and (2) $XY \in \mathcal{L}(C')$, which concludes the proof.

(1) $Y \leftarrow XY$ and $Y \in C_-$, therefore, $XY \notin \mathcal{L}(C)$.

(2) Clearly, $X \rightarrow XY$ and $X \in C'_+$. It remains to show that there is no $Y'$ in $C'_-$ such that $Y' \leftarrow XY$. Since $Y'$ is connected, either $Y' \in X$, but then $X \in \mathcal{R}_3$ by Definition 7.5 and thus $X \notin C_+$, or $Y' \in Y$. In the last case, since $Y'$ cannot be isomorphic to $Y$, it has to be strictly smaller, but by the choice of $Y$ this means that $Y' \in C_-$ as well, and therefore by $Y' \leftarrow Y$ we have that $Y \in \mathcal{R}_2$ by Definition 7.5 and, thus, $Y \notin C_-$, a contradiction.

As an immediate corollary, the same identity holds for the respective CECs.

**Corollary 7.1.** Given compasses $C, C' \in \mathcal{C}$, $\mathcal{L}(C) = \mathcal{L}(C')$ implies $[C] = [C']$.

---

4 Since $C$ is minimal, $C_+$ contains only graphs that are cores and canonical. Therefore if $X \rightarrow Y$ and $Y \rightarrow X$, then $X = Y$; thus, $\rightarrow$ is a partial order—cf. also the proof of Proposition 7.1.
**Compass Transition System.** Just as RePro transitions represent a combination of control process steps on the one hand and rule applications, i.e., rewriting relations on graphs on the other hand, compass transitions are composed of the same control process steps and a corresponding relation on compasses. This relation, which we define in the following, naturally reflects DPO rule application semantics, and is constructed adequately such that a **compass step** captures all the potential changes to each potential input graph in a semantics-preserving manner. In particular, a compass step is, thus, deterministic for a single action.

Compasses allow for a separate, constructive step definition for positive and negative poles, respectively. Intuitively, the evolution of a positive pole for an action \((\rho, N)\) should consider all the potential gluings of any existing positive pole element \(X\) with \(L\), including, in particular, their disjoint union \(X + L\) (expressing that in a potential graph already containing \(X\), \(L\) might have a match disjoint to \(X\)), but also any other overlapping combinations on which \(\rho\) is applicable. Then, in turn, we apply \(\rho\) to those glued patterns and take the set of results as the next positive pole. Obviously, we do not have to consider those glued patterns on which some \(p \in N\) is applicable or which contain some element from the negative pole.

In contrast, much more restrictive conditions hold for an element to become or remain a member of a negative pole during a step. Under certain (arguably rather strict) conditions for the rule \(\rho\) and a negative pole element \(\bar{X}\), we are able to conclude that if \(\bar{X}\) is not in an input graph for an application of \(\rho\), then it will definitely not be present in the output graph. More precisely, we have to require that any gluing of \(R\) and \(\bar{X}\) (which is injective on the freshly created parts of \(R\)) only overlaps for preserved and not for freshly created elements.

As we will show later (cf. Theorem 7.2), this requirement suffices to conclude that if a pattern is present in an output of an application of \(\rho\), then it was so in the input as well—thus, this notion can be used to preserve negative pole elements along steps. In addition, the same conditions hold for adding left-hand sides of non-applicability conditions to the negative pole during a step, if we know that their left-hand side indeed never matches and not only further DPO conditions fail; this is guaranteed if a rule does not delete nodes (i.e., the dangling condition cannot be violated [38]). We call this requirement (generally, between a rule and a graph) **agnosticism**, and start by providing a separate definition for it for reading convenience.

**Definition 7.6** (Agnosticism). A rule \(\rho\) is agnostic to a graph \(X\) if

1. \(r : K \to R\) is monic and
2. for each \(Y\) such that
   a) \(R \to Y \leftrightarrow X\) are jointly epimorphic and
b) the following square is a pullback:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
K & \longrightarrow & id \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \text{(PB)} \\
R & \longrightarrow & Y
\end{array}
\]

we have the following diagram:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
K & \xrightarrow{=} & W \\
\downarrow & & \downarrow \text{(PB)} \\
R & \longrightarrow & Y
\end{array}
\]

Now, we are ready to formalize compass steps. In particular, starting from a given compass and a given control action, we provide separate constructions for the positive and the negative pole, respectively, which together yield the result of the compass step. In addition to agnosticism described above, we consider a further possibility for retaining a negative pole element during a step: if the application of a rule \( \rho \) could create that pole element by applying it at a structure forbidden by current non-applicability conditions, then we can conclude that it remains impossible for this structure to appear in the output graph. However, for similar reasons as for agnosticism, we have to restrict \( \rho \) to not creating nodes. (This time, creation is the relevant direction as we have to argue over inverse applications of \( \rho \), cf. the proof of Theorem 7.2.)

**Definition 7.7 (Compass Step).** The relation \( \Rightarrow \subseteq \mathcal{C} \times (\mathcal{R}^* \times 2^\mathcal{R}) \times \mathcal{C} \) is a labeled relation on compasses s.t.

\[
(\Pi, \bar{\Pi}) \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} (\Pi', \bar{\Pi'}) \text{ if}
\]

1. \( X' \in \Pi' \) iff there exists a diagram in \( \text{CanGraph} \)

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
X & \xrightarrow{\text{Can}(L)} & \xleftarrow{r} \text{Can}(K) \\
\downarrow X & \xleftarrow{m} \text{(PO)} & \downarrow k \text{(PO)} \\
G & \xleftarrow{f} & D \xrightarrow{g} X'
\end{array}
\]

where

a) \( X \in \Pi \),

b) \( \bar{X}_i \in \bar{\Pi} (i = 1 \ldots |\bar{\Pi}|) \),
c) \( \forall p \in N : G \not\xrightarrow{p} \) and
d) the pair \((x, m)\) is jointly epimorphic.

2. \( X' \in \bar{\Pi}' \) iff \( X' \) is connected and
   
   a) \( \rho \) is agnostic to \( X' \), where
   
   i. \( X' \in \bar{\Pi} \)

   or

   ii. \( X' = \text{Can}(L_p) \) for some \( p \in N \) where \( p \) does not delete nodes

   or

   b) \( X' \in \bar{\Pi}, \rho \) does not create nodes, \( \text{Can}(L_p) \xrightarrow{\delta} X' \) for a rule \( p \in N \) not deleting nodes, with \( \delta \) in \text{CanGraph} s.t. \( \rho(\delta) = \text{Can}(\rho) \), \( m(\delta) = \text{Can}(L) \xhookrightarrow{m} \text{Can}(L_p) \).

As an example, consider a step over \( p_{\text{Search}} \) (thus, with an empty \( N \)) on \( \text{min}(C_{\text{search}2}) \) as specified at the end of the previous section. As for the evolution of the positive pole, \( L_{\text{Search}} \) can be joined with \( G_f \) in various jointly epimorphic ways, in particular, by injectively embedding \( G_f \) into \( L_{\text{Search}} \), yielding \( L_{\text{Search}} \) itself (as we are canonical in compasses). Thus, \( R_{\text{Search}} \) is in the result of the positive pole of the compass step. Note, however, that due to \( p_{\text{Search}} \) not being agnostic to \( L_{\text{Success}} \) nor to \( L_{\text{Success}2} \), as expected, we lose our negative compass elements as the assumption of \( C_{\text{search}2} \) does not hold anymore. If, instead, we consider a step (from an adequate compass immaterial here) over the action \( (p_{\text{UcP}}, \{p_{\text{Search}}\}) \) as in \( P_{\text{rep}} \), \( L_{\text{Search}} \) appears in the resulting negative pole, correctly expressing that the search rule does not match in any topology after that action, as there are no morphisms between the left- and right-hand sides of \( p_{\text{UcP}} \) and \( L_{\text{Search}} \) due to an edge type mismatch.

The compass transition system is defined analogously to the RePro transition system (Definition 5.2): whenever the control process component of a state is able to perform an action, the compass component also performs a step over the same action. (Note that, in contrast to the RePro transition system, this behavior is non-blocking: Definition 7.7 never results in an empty positive pole, as there is always at least one option, namely disjoint composition, for combining a previously existing element with the left-hand side of the rule.)

**Definition 7.8 (Compass Transition System).** The compass transition system is an LTS \((P \times [C], (R^* \times 2^R), \rightarrow_C)\), where \( \rightarrow_C \) is the least relation satisfying the following rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{compass} & \quad \frac{P \xrightarrow{(\rho,N)} P'}{P \min([C]) \xrightarrow{(\rho,N)} C'} \\
& \quad (P, [C]) \xrightarrow{(\rho,N)}_C (P', [C'])
\end{align*}
\]
7.2 Compasses: An Abstract Domain for Repro Processes

Compass Languages. For providing an abstract verification approach through compasses and abstract interpretation, we do not intend to capture and involve any graph languages, but only those which actually arise during rule applications.

As a first simplification, compasses intentionally describe only infinite graph languages: Although the output set of a graph-rewriting system might be finite, such graph languages cannot be characterized by smaller (either in number or in size) positive or negative patterns in general. Having noted this, we identify the study of classes of finite graph languages admitting a “quantitative reduction” as future work.

As for infinite graph languages, languages which defy any “regular” (recurring) pattern characteristics arguably go beyond the expressive power of graph-rewriting systems and, thus, require completely different formalization and analysis approaches than those in the present thesis.

Therefore, in the thesis, we confine ourselves to graph languages having such regularities, i.e., exactly ones described by compasses. We argue that many relevant application examples fall into this category: in graph-based system modeling, one often formulates language characteristics by requiring the presence or absence of positive or negative patterns, respectively. For example, in the context of our WSN scenario, we might reason about classes of topologies such as: topologies not containing an active triangle or containing an unexplored virtual link. More precisely, compass-definable languages capture those graph languages which arise from applying a GTS to any arbitrary graph, as we will demonstrate below.

Definition 7.9 (Compass-Definable Graph Language). A graph language $G \subseteq |\text{Graph}|$ is compass-definable (abbreviated as CGL) if $\exists [C] \in [C] : L([C]) = G$.

The set of all compass-definable graph languages is denoted $L_C$ and also referred to as CGL.

To conclude this section, we investigate some general properties of CGL, inspired by literature on abstract graph language specifications [20, 24, 106]. In particular, inspired by the general formal characterization criteria of Corradini et al. [20], we reason about some basic closure and decidability properties.

As for the latter, luckily, the definition of compasses (Definition 7.1) allows for an easy decision process for basic membership, as summarized below.

Proposition 7.5. Given a compass $C$ and a graph $G$ (typed over the same type graph), the following statements are decidable:

1. $G \in L(C)$
2. $L(C) = \emptyset$
Proof.

1. Given $G$, we can decide by a finite procedure if it fulfills the requirements of Definition 7.1, in which case it is in $L(C_i)$, otherwise not.

First, we enumerate the elements $X_+$ in $C_+$ and check, for each, if there is a morphism $X_+ \to G$ (known to be decidable [20]). If there was no such $X_+$, we can conclude that $G \not\in L(C)$.

Then, if there is such an $X_+$, we enumerate the (finitely many) proper subgraphs of $G$ and check if any of them is isomorphic to any of the elements of $C_-$, allowing for a final decision.

2. By Propositions 7.1 and 7.3, $L(C)$ is empty iff the positive pole of $\text{min}(C)$ is empty, which can be easily verified by the construction in Definition 7.5.

Although, in the frame of the present thesis, we leave open the general question of language inclusion decidability, i.e., if we can always tell if $L(C_1) \subseteq L(C_2)$, we observe that in some specific cases, we directly have an answer (with $X_{i+} \in C_{i+}$ and $X_{i-} \in C_{i-}$, $i \in \{1,2\}$):

- If $\exists X_{2-} \in C_2$ such that $\exists X_{1+} : X_{2-} \hookrightarrow X_{1+}$ but $\not\exists X_{1-} : X_{2-} \hookrightarrow X_{1-}$, then $L(C_1) \not\subseteq L(C_2)$, as we can find a $G \in L(C_1)$ which will be excluded in $L(C_2)$ through $X_{2-}$.

- If the negative poles are empty, then $L(C_1) \subseteq L(C_2)$ if and only if $\forall X_{1+} \exists X_{2-} : X_{2-} \to X_{1+}$. In this case, if a graph $G$ is admitted in $L(C_1)$ by $X_{1+}$, it will be also admitted in $L(C_2)$, but if we have an $X_{1+}$ not having a corresponding $X_{2-}$, then $X_{1+} \in L(C_1)$ but $X_{1+} \not\in L(C_2)$ as there is no element in $C_{2-}$ admitting it.

Unfortunately, due to the peculiar interplay between positive and negative poles, closure properties under standard set operations (e.g., union) are even harder to reason about and proving corresponding statements is left for future work. We might, however, obtain an intuitive impression of the problem at hand by the following intuition on extending compasses: The positive pole of a compass splits the set of all graphs into two parts, those admitted by it and those not. Independently, the negative pole introduces another splitting into graphs excluded and graphs not excluded by it. Now, the language of the compass turns out to be the intersection of that set admitted by the positive pole and that set not excluded by the negative pole. However, adding even a single graph to, e.g., the positive pole interferes with this scheme: while the set of admitted graphs grows monotonously, the overall growth of the compass language is derived from the intersection of the non-excluded graph set and the freshly admitted graphs,
where the characterization of this interplay might largely depend on the morphism relations between the involved graphs.

Executing a formal analysis of decidability of CGL closure of compass union as well as similar properties of other set operators (intersection, complement) is left for future work.

7.3 ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION OF REPRO BY COMPASSES

In this section, we formally define our abstract interpretation framework for RePro based on compasses. Thereby, we follow the outlines of the work by Dams et al. [27] on abstract interpretation for reactive systems, based, in turn, on the original unifying program analysis framework proposed by Patrick and Radhia Cousot [26].

The main idea behind abstract interpretation is that each element of the abstract domain describes a (potentially infinite) number of concrete domain elements, ideally in a finitely representable way. In turn, there are abstraction and concretization functions (usually called $\alpha$ and $\gamma$, respectively), the former mapping concrete elements to the abstract one describing them, while the latter lists the concrete elements for a given abstract element.

In addition, both the concrete and the abstract domain might be embedded in states of a respective transition system [27]. This setting calls forth an abstract reasoning approach as required by challenge C3a, based on traditional model checking [5], i.e., the verification of temporal properties of transition systems with state predicates. If the abstract interpretation framework is used adequately, then properties holding for an abstract path are preserved for each concrete path conforming to it.

Note, however, that from a pragmatical perspective, we have a different take on the utilization of abstract interpretation. Usually, given a concrete domain, one derives an adequately suited, artificial abstract domain which then fits for verification purposes by construction. In contrast, we set off by providing an abstract transition system, i.e., a transition system whose states are composed of control processes and compasses. Afterwards, along the lines of [27], we connect the concrete and the abstract compass states by a Galois connection, enabling to prove our main theorem: that our abstract states indeed subsume each potential concrete RePro executions. In turn, we obtain the desired abstract verification framework through $\mu$-calculus formulas as in [27].

A Galois connection makes precise and formal the intuition behind that “connection” we mentioned above, between concrete and abstract (sets of) elements, in turn embedded in states of their respective transition systems. Consequently, as abstract elements describe a set of concrete objects, we are working with such sets on the concrete side. Intuitively, a Galois connection consists of a pair of (total and monotonic) functions, mapping sets of concrete elements to abstract ones.
and vice versa, such that any concrete set is preserved after abstraction and re-concretization, and also, any abstract element remains at least as accurate after concretization and re-abstraction (according to an accuracy ordering on the abstract domain). Formally, given are two sets of objects: the set of concrete objects is denoted $B$, while the set of abstract objects is denoted $A$. Let $\mathcal{K} \subseteq 2^B$ and $\mathcal{A}$ be the concrete domain and the abstract domain, respectively. Both domains are equipped with a partial order.

**Definition 7.10 (Galois Connection).** Functions $\alpha : \mathcal{K} \to \mathcal{A}$ and $\gamma : \mathcal{A} \to \mathcal{K}$ are a Galois connection from poset $(\mathcal{K}, \subseteq)$ to poset $(\mathcal{A}, \preceq)$ if

1. both $\alpha$ and $\gamma$ are total and monotonic,
2. for all $K \in \mathcal{K}$, $K \subseteq \gamma \circ \alpha(K)$ and
3. for all $A \in \mathcal{A}$, $\alpha \circ \gamma(A) \preceq A$.

A Galois connection is a Galois insertion if in addition,

4. $A \preceq A' \iff \gamma(A) \subseteq \gamma(A')$.

As our main motivation is to avoid that each execution starts with a fixed input graph, we are aiming at defining an abstract domain which characterizes states of a controlled graph-rewriting process abstractly, but based on their respective control action history. Consequently, there is an abstract transition system whose states and transitions correspond to multiple states and transitions in ReP\textsc{ro}, respectively. In this context, correctness means that each abstract transition captures each concrete transition whose source state corresponds to the source of the abstract transition. For ReP\textsc{ro}, this means that for each abstract transition, each rule application from graphs described by its source leads to an output graph which is described by its target. Correctness is necessary for any domain pairs for a purposeful use of abstract interpretation.

Following the outline of the work of Dams et al. [27], on both sides of our connection, a model represents all ingredients together: the set of objects (which are sets again for the concrete side) with their respective partial orders as well as their underlying transition systems (implicit in the formal Galois connection definition). In particular, as a concrete model, we consider $\mathcal{L}_C$ with subset inclusion as partial ordering and ReP\textsc{ro} as transition system. As an abstract model, we consider $\mathcal{C}$ with $\preceq_\mathcal{C}$ and the compass transition system. To justify this choice, we first have to check that $\preceq_\mathcal{C}$ is indeed a partial order.

**Proposition 7.6.** $\preceq_\mathcal{C} \subseteq [\mathcal{C}] \times [\mathcal{C}]$ (Definition 7.5) is a partial order.

**Proof.** Reflexivity and transitivity is obvious by the underlying subset inclusion. For antisymmetry, observe that $\mathcal{L}([\mathcal{C}]) \subseteq \mathcal{L}([\mathcal{C}'])$ and $\mathcal{L}([\mathcal{C}']) \subseteq \mathcal{L}([\mathcal{C}])$ imply $\mathcal{L}([\mathcal{C}]) = \mathcal{L}([\mathcal{C}'])$; by Proposition 7.3, this means $\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{C}) = \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{C}')$; then, by Corollary 7.1, $[\mathcal{C}] = [\mathcal{C}'].$
We have now prepared the ground for defining the abstraction and concretization functions from CGL to compasses and vice versa, and verifying that our definitions indeed yield a Galois connection. In particular, although this is not strictly necessary for the further developments, due to the close relation of our domains, we get a Galois insertion.

**Definition 7.11** (Compass Abstraction Function). The compass abstraction function \( \alpha : \mathcal{L}_C \to [\mathcal{C}] \) is a function mapping compass-definable graph languages to compass equivalence classes s.t. (i) \( \alpha \) is total and (ii) for any \( G \in \mathcal{L}_C, \mathcal{L}(\alpha(G)) = G \).

Note that such an \( \alpha \) is provided over \( \mathcal{L}_C \) due to Definition 7.9.

**Definition 7.12** (Compass Concretization Function). The compass concretization function \( \gamma : [\mathcal{C}] \to \mathcal{L}_C \) is a function from compass equivalence classes to compass-definable graph languages, defined as

\[
\gamma([\mathcal{C}]) := \mathcal{L}([\mathcal{C}])
\]

From now on, \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) denote the specific functions above.

**Proposition 7.7** (Compass Galois Insertion). \((\alpha, \gamma)\) is a Galois insertion for \((\mathcal{L}_C, \subseteq)\) and \(([\mathcal{C}], \preceq)\). Moreover, \( \alpha \circ \gamma = \text{id}_{[\mathcal{C}]} \).

**Proof.** First, we check the properties in Definition 7.10 for \((\alpha, \gamma)\).

1. \( \alpha \) and \( \gamma \) are total and monotonic: Totality is obvious by definition. For \( \alpha \), we have to show that \( G \subseteq G' \Rightarrow \alpha(G) \preceq \alpha(G') \) for \( G, G' \in \mathcal{L}_C \), which is a direct consequence of Definition 7.11. For \( \gamma \), we have to show that \( [\mathcal{C}] \preceq [\mathcal{C}'] \Rightarrow \gamma([\mathcal{C}] \subseteq \gamma([\mathcal{C}']) \), a direct consequence of Definitions 7.12 and 7.5.

2. \( G \subseteq \gamma(\alpha(G)) \): Follows directly from Definitions 7.11 and 7.12.

3. \( \alpha(\gamma([\mathcal{C}])) \preceq [\mathcal{C}] \): Follows directly from Definitions 7.11 and 7.12.

4. \( [\mathcal{C}] \preceq [\mathcal{C}'] \text{ if and only if } \gamma([\mathcal{C}] \subseteq \gamma([\mathcal{C}']) \): Follows directly from Definitions 7.5 and 7.12.

The claim that \( \alpha \circ \gamma = \text{id}_{[\mathcal{C}]} \) also follows directly from Definitions 7.11 and 7.12. \( \square \)

In accordance with the foregoing observations, the following main theorem of this section is based on our definition of compass concretization corresponding to the graph languages of compasses in abstract states: it verifies the desired *correctness* property by claiming that a compass step indeed reflects all the RePro steps being compatible with it. As a preparation, we recall two fundamental properties of DPO graph rewriting used in the proof of our main Theorem 7.2.
**Proposition 7.8** (Pushouts Preserve Monomorphisms [38]). If \( B \xrightarrow{n} D \xleftarrow{m} C \) is a pushout of \( B \xleftarrow{f} A \xrightarrow{m} C \) in Graph and \( m \) is a monomorphism, then \( n \) is a monomorphism too.

**Theorem 7.1** (Embedding Theorem [38]). A morphism \( G \xrightarrow{k} G' \) is consistent with a rule application \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} H \), if all the nodes and edges of \( G \) identified by \( k \) (identification points) and all the nodes in \( G \) whose images in \( G' \) have adjacent edges not in \( k(G) \) (dangling points) are in \( f(D) \) (cf. the diagram in Definition 2.5).

Given a rule application \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} H \) and a morphism \( G \xrightarrow{k} G' \), there exist \( G' \xrightarrow{\bar{g}} H' \) and \( k' : H \to H' \) if \( k \) is consistent with \( \delta \) (with \( \rho(\delta) = \rho(\bar{\delta}) \)).

**Theorem 7.2** (Abstraction Correctness). If \( (P, |C|) \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} (P', |C'|) \), then for each \( \delta \) with \( G \in \gamma[C] \) as input graph and \( \rho \) as rule, s.t. \( \forall p \in N : G \not= p \), there exists a RePro transition \( (P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)} (P', G') \) with \( G' \in \gamma[C'] \).

**Proof.** We show that \( (P, |C|) \xrightarrow{(\rho, N)} (P', |C'|) \) indeed implies that \( \gamma(|C'|) \) contains all graphs arising from rule applications from \( \gamma(|C|) \).

More precisely, we show that if \( G \in \gamma(|C|) \), then \( (P, G) \xrightarrow{(\rho, \delta, N)} (P', G') \Rightarrow G' \in \gamma(|C'|) \).

First, we show that for each such \( G' \), \( \exists X' \in C'_+ : X' \leftrightarrow G' \) and \( \forall X'_+ \in C'_+ : X'_+ \not\leftrightarrow G' \).

We start with demonstrating \( X' \).

- If \( \exists X_+ \in C_+ : X_+ \xrightarrow{x} G \), and \( \delta \) has as match \( m : L \to G \), then there is the following diagram, whose DPO part is denoted \( \bar{\delta}' \):

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
X & \xrightarrow{m'} & \text{Can}(L) & \xrightarrow{\text{Can}(K) \cdot r \cdot \text{Can}(R)} \\
\downarrow & \xrightarrow{k} & \downarrow & \xrightarrow{\delta} \\
x' & \xrightarrow{f} & D & \xrightarrow{g} X' \\
\end{array}
\]

where \( X_m \) is the restriction of \( G \) to \( x(X) \cup m(L) \), \( m' \) is the canonical match and \( x' \) is the monomorphism corresponding to \( m \) and \( x \), respectively. Thus, \( (m', x') \) are jointly epimorphic.

- \( X_m \leftrightarrow G \), thus, \( X_m \) fulfills the non-existence conditions of \( \tilde{\Pi} \) and the non-applicability conditions of \( N \) are fulfilled. Hence, \( X' \in C'_+ \). We still have to show that \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} G' \) implies \( X' \leftrightarrow G' \).

- According to the Embedding Theorem (Theorem 7.1 [38]), \( X_m \xrightarrow{\delta} X' \), \( G \xrightarrow{\delta} G' \) and \( m_x : X_m \leftrightarrow G \) imply the existence of a morphism...
$X' \to G'$ if $\delta'$ does not delete any identification or dangling points of $m_x$. As $m_x$ is mono, there are no identification points. The existence of $\delta$ ensures that $m'$ does not delete any dangling points. Hence, $X' \to G'$. Moreover, this morphism is mono due to Proposition 7.8 [38].

We still have to show that $\forall X'_\to \in C'_\to : X'_\to \not\to G'$. 

- Suppose there is $X''_\to \in C'_\to : X''_\to \not\to G'$.
- If $X''_\to \in \Pi$ or $X''_\to = \text{Can}(L_p)$ for some non-node-deleting $p$, $X''_\to \not\to G$.

  - The union $Y$ of $n(R)$ (where $n : R \to G'$ is the co-match in $\delta$) and $x(X''_\to)$ in $G'$ takes the form of a gluing $Y$ as required by Definition 7.6, because $x$ is monic and any co-match is necessarily injective on the freshly created elements.

  - Then, the pullback object $W$ of $R \to Y \leftarrow X''_\to$ (cf. Definition 7.6 for notation) with $W \to K \leftarrow R$ guarantees that the overlapping of $n(R)$ and $x(X''_\to)$ (represented by $W$) in $Y$ does not contain freshly created elements but only preserved ones (as expressed by the commutative arrows via $K$).

  - The above fact, together with the monicness of $x$, implies that $x(X''_\to) \leftarrow k(K)$ (with $k : K \to D$ being the middle vertical morphism of $\delta$) and, therefore, that the inverse application $G' \leftarrow \delta^{-1}$ $G$ leaves $X''_\to$ in place and, thus, $X''_\to \not\to G$, a contradiction.

  - We only have to show yet that $L_p \overset{\delta_p}{\to} X''_\to$ with $\rho(\delta_p) = \rho$ and $m(\delta_p) = L \overset{m}{\to} L_p$ (as in Definition 7.7) also leads to a contradiction.

  - $L_p \overset{\delta_p}{\to} X''_\to$ and $L \overset{m}{\to} L_p$ implies $R \leftarrow X''_\to$ due to Proposition 7.8.

  - Then, due to $X''_\to \not\to G$ and $X''_\to \to G$, $n(R)$ ($n$ is the co-match of $G \overset{\delta}{\to} G'$) is injectively embedded in $x(X''_\to)$.

  - Then, the inverse of $\delta_p$, $X''_\to \overset{\delta'_p}{\to} L_p$ can be extended to $G' \overset{\delta'}{\to} G$ by the Embedding Theorem (Theorem 7.1) along $x$: $x$ is mono and $\rho$ cannot violate the dangling condition by definition.

  - However, this means $L_p \leftarrow G$, contradicting the non-applicability of $p$.

Now, $G' \in \gamma[C]$ is a consequence of Proposition 7.3.
As a consequence, we observe that the above theorem justifies our intuition about abstract verification for RePro: For any RePro transition sequence, the corresponding compass transition sequence using the same actions and starting from the set of all graphs subsumes the concrete states in each state. We denote the compass describing all graphs as \( C_T = (\{G_\emptyset\}, \emptyset) \) with \( G_\emptyset \) being the empty graph. First, observe that this compass in fact describes all graphs.

**Proposition 7.9.** \( \gamma([C_T]) = |\text{Graph}| \).

**Proof.** First, observe that \( \text{min}([C_T]) = C_T \) as \( C_T \) is minimal: the positive pole is a singleton, \( G_\emptyset \) is a core and \( \text{flat}(G_\emptyset) = \{G_\emptyset\} \). For any graph \( G \in |\text{Graph}|, G_\emptyset \rightarrow G \). As the negative pole is empty, its conditions are trivially fulfilled. \( \square \)

**Corollary 7.2.** Let \( (P_0, [C_T]) \xrightarrow{\gamma} C (P_n, [C_n]) \) be a compass trace. Then, the following holds:

If \( (P_0, G_0) \xrightarrow{\delta} (P_1, G_1) \) is in \( \gamma([C_1]) \) due to Theorem 7.2.

**Proof.** For any \( G_0, G_0 \in \gamma(C_T) \) by Proposition 7.9.

We prove the statement by induction on the length \( k \) of the \( \rightarrow_C \) sequence.

- \( k = 1 \): For \( (P_0, [C_T]) \xrightarrow{\gamma} C (P_1, [C_1]) \) and graph \( G_0 \), each \( G_1 \) with \( (P_0, G_0) \xrightarrow{\delta} (P_1, G_1) \) is in \( \gamma([C_1]) \) due to Theorem 7.2.

- \( k > 1 \): By hypothesis, for \( (P_0, [C_T]) \xrightarrow{\gamma} C (P_{n-1}, [C_{n-1}]) \), \( (P_0, G_0) \xrightarrow{\delta} (P_{n-1}, G_{n-1}) \) implies \( G_{n-1} \in \gamma([C_{n-1}]) \). Then, for any \( (P_{n-1}, G_{n-1}) \xrightarrow{\delta} (P_n, G_n) \), \( G_n \in \gamma([C_n]) \) due to Theorem 7.2. \( \square \)

**Examples for Abstract Verification.** All the above developments had a leading principle to prepare grounds an abstract property verification for RePro. At this point, to conclude this section by justifying our approach, we shortly revisit the \( \mu \)-calculus, employed in [27] as a general means for formulating model checking formulas; afterwards, using appropriately crafted examples, we are able to demonstrate the intentions and the potential behind our verification framework. However, a full formal treatment of predicates and model checking formulas for compasses opens up a different line of research and is, thus, left for future work.

The (modal) \( \mu \)-calculus [60] consists of formulas for verifying properties on transition systems. Theoretically, widely used temporal logics such as LTL [93] and CTL* [39] can be encoded in the modal \( \mu \)-calculus; here the term “temporal” means that formulas do not only express state properties, but also those of transition paths, in turn allowing for statements such as “eventually, there is a path where a given property
holds” or “the property holds in all upcoming states”. Thus, the modal \( \mu \)-calculus represents a powerful foundation for verification approaches based on model checking [5]. For formal details, we refer to the sources cited above.

Without going into the formal details, \( \mu \)-calculus formulas resemble predicate logic with variables, where the semantics maps a formula to those states where it holds; for example, a formula consisting of a simple predicate holds in those states where that predicate holds, as expected. There are two distinguishing features: (1) the use of the so-called smallest and greatest fix-point operators \( \mu \) and \( \nu \), used to declare if a variable in a formula has to be resolved in a minimal or maximal way, and the temporal operators \( \square \) and \( \Diamond \), intuitively denoting that the formula should hold in every or in at least one subsequent state, respectively.

As a simple example for applying \( \mu \)-calculus in the context of RePro and our WSN example in particular, consider that we want to verify if, given a graph property \( \text{no3a} \) expressing that “there is no active triangle in a graph”, it holds for a state \((P, G)\) that “for all subsequent state, \( \text{no3a} \) holds” (a universal safety property). By writing

\[
\nu.x.(\text{no3a} \land \square x),
\]

we are able to formally conclude if this holds for \((P, G)\) using the \( \mu \)-calculus. Notice that \( \nu.x \) ensures that \( x \) will be interpreted as any state set \( S' \) and verifies if \( \phi := (\text{no3a} \land \square \phi) \) holds in those states. By the semantics of \( \land \) interpreted as conjunction, this means that \( \text{no3a} \) have to hold in all those states and, by the semantics of \( \square \), recursively also in each of their successors. Thus, \((P, G)\) fulfills \( \nu.x.(\text{no3a} \land \square x) \) indeed if and only if each state reachable from \((P, G)\) fulfills \( \text{no3a} \).

First, recall the compass \( C_{n3} \):

\[
C_{n3} := (\{G\emptyset\}, \{G3\})
\]

from Section 7.2. Arguably, we are able to conclude that \( \mathcal{L}(C_{n3}) \) fulfills \( \text{no3a} \), i.e., that no graph in the language of \( C_{n3} \) contains an active triangle. Furthermore, observe that \( C_{n3} \) describes exactly that set corresponding to \( \text{no3a} \). In general, we observe that for any compass containing \( G3 \) in its negative pole, its language does not contain any graphs with active triangles.

Concluding this example, we can verify in general the correctness for a topology control algorithm given as a control process. In particular, consider

\[
P_{nTC} := p_{kTC} \cdot P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUS}, \{p_{kTC}\}) \cdot P_{nTC} + (p_{ActUL}, \{p_{kTC}\}) \cdot P_{nTC}
\]

from Sect. 4.2 as a topology control algorithm; the specifications of the rules involved are found in Figures 4.3 and 4.4.

\[
(P_{nTC}, C_{n3})
\]
fulfills
\[ vx. (no\exists a \land \Box x) \]
holds exactly if no reachable compass language contains active triangles. Let us verify this by examining the possible transitions of \((P_{nTC}, [C_n])\) based on Definition 7.8.

- \((P_{nTC}, [C_n]) \xrightarrow{(p_{TC}, \emptyset)} (P_{nTC}, [C_n'])\) by \(P_{nTC} \xrightarrow{(p_{TC}, \emptyset)} P_{nTC}\) and \(\text{min}([C_n]) \xrightarrow{\emptyset} C_n'\), where, in particular, the negative pole of \(C_n'\) contains \(G_3\) due to \(p_{TC}\) being agnostic to \(G_3\) (in particular, \(G_3\) will never overlap with \(R_{kTC}\) on its freshly created \(L;\iota\)-link).

- Similarly, \((P_{nTC}, [C_n]) \xrightarrow{(p_{ActUS}(p_{TC})), \emptyset} (P_{nTC}, [C_n''])\) and, in particular, the negative pole of \(C_n''\) contains \(G_3\) due to \(p_{ActUS}\) being agnostic to \(G_3\).

- Most interestingly, for \((P_{nTC}, [C_n]) \xrightarrow{(p_{ActUL}(p_{TC})), \emptyset} (P_{nTC}, [C_n'''])\), in particular, \(G_3\) would get eliminated as \(p_{ActUL}\) is not agnostic to it: \(R_{ActUL}\) has an injective morphism to \(G_3\) as the former is a single \(L;\iota\)-edge. However, \(G_3\) gets reintroduced by the last construction in Definition 7.7: \(L_{ActUL} \hookrightarrow L_{kTC}, p_{kTC} \in N\) (the set of non-applicability conditions), and \(L_{kTC} \xrightarrow{p_{ActUL}} G_3\) (at the monic match above).

Thus, we can conclude by induction that as any step of \(P_{nTC}\) preserves \(G_3\) in the negative pole, \(no\exists a\) holds in any subsequent state. This way, we can formally verify that \(P_{nTC}\) indeed prevents the creation of active triangles starting from any graph which does not contain any of them, as expected. Note that now, we can also reveal that the earlier, unripe version

\[
P_{TC} := p_{kTC}.P_{TC} + p_{ActUS}.P_{TC} + p_{ActUL}.P_{TC}
\]
of the same algorithm is incorrect w.r.t. this formula: although the first two cases above still hold, in the case of \(p_{ActUL}\), we do not retain \(G_3\) without \(p_{kTC}\) as a non-applicability condition and, thus, cannot guarantee that no active triangle is created.

As a more elaborate example, recall the formula \(\mu x. (vpath \lor (\Diamond true \land \Box x))\) from Section 7.1. Here, \(vpath \in \text{Pred} \subseteq \text{Lit}\) for our particular setting; \(vpath\), expresses a property of a RePro state; more precisely, \(vpath\) is fulfilled in \((P, G)\) if it holds for \(G\) that any virtual link has been checked by the search mechanism described in Section 7.1. This formula represents a liveness property. Strictly, this property is neither universal nor existential, but rather combines both in the expression \((\Diamond true \land \Box x)\): while \(\Diamond true\) simply ensures that there exists at least one subsequent state, while \(\Box x\) takes care of considering all of the subsequent paths. Now, considering the whole formula, \((vpath \lor
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(\(\diamond\text{true} \land \Box x\)) can be read as follows: either vpath holds in the current state, making the property hold for the current path, or we have to (and are able to) continue, expressed by the other part of the formula as explained before. In turn, binding by \(\mu x\) ensures that the whole formula only holds in those states for which any path eventually reaches a state fulfilling vpath.

Now, recall the process

\[ P_{\text{overlay}} := P_{\text{search}} \parallel P_{\text{rep}} \]

as well as the compass \(C_{\text{search2}} := (\{G_f\}, \{L_{\text{Success}}, L_{\text{Success2}}\})\) (cf. 7.1 for further reference on the process specification). We know that \(\mathcal{L}([C_{\text{search2}}])\) consists only of graphs containing search flags, thus, each of them violating vpath. Using our verification approach, we are able to verify generally the correctness of the repair capacities of \(P_{\text{rep}}\), a component of \(P_{\text{overlay}}\). In fact, we expect that

\[ (P_{\text{overlay}}, [C_{\text{search2}}]) \]

fulfills

\[ \mu x. (\text{vpath} \lor (\diamond\text{true} \land \Box x)), \]

i.e., that for any execution of our overlay mechanism, even if the starting graph violates vpath (as the graphs in \(\mathcal{L}([C_{\text{search2}}])\)), the property will hold eventually. Due to the large number of potential actions in \(P_{\text{overlay}}\), we do not elaborate on each possible step as above, but still delineate the reasoning process.

For actions in \(P_{\text{search}}\) we just observe that they either keep (by search) or reduce the number of flags (by success), as now \(P_{\text{admin}}\) is inactive and no fresh virtual links are created. In particular, if there were a transition

\[ (P_{\text{overlay}}, [C_{\text{search2}}]) \xrightarrow{(p_{\text{ActP}})} (P_{\text{overlay}}, [C'_{\text{search2}}]), \]

\(G_f\) would get transformed to a graph of a single active edge by Definition 7.7, by taking \(L_{\text{Success}}\) as a jointly epimorphic gluing. Obviously, the same argumentation holds for any starting compass with \(G_f\) in the positive pole. However, the presence of \(L_{\text{Success}}\) in the negative pole results in the same graph appearing in the negative pole, leading to the disappearance of \(G_f\) by further minimalization (cf. \(R_3\) in Definition 7.5) and, thus, to inconsistence. We conclude that the compass construction prevents an immediate success action (as expected) and some repair action has to take place first.

In fact, by the transition

\[ (P_{\text{overlay}}, [C_{\text{search2}}]) \xrightarrow{(p_{\text{ActP}})} (P_{\text{overlay}}, [C''_{\text{search2}}]), \]

each item in the positive pole of \(C''_{\text{search2}}\) contains two flags as the construction extends \(G_f\) in different ways, and, in particular, some
items would represent graphs where $p_{Success}$ is applicable now. Even more importantly, the above inconsistency is eliminated as $p_{ActP}$ is not agnostic to $L_{Success}$ and, thus, the latter is not inherited in the negative pole of $C''_{\text{search2}}$.

Although promising, this conclusion is only partly satisfactory: it draws attention to an important line of future work by revealing two expressiveness leaks of compasses when compared to human intuition and reasoning: First, the positive part of Definition 7.7 does not prevent, e.g., $p_{ActP}$ from repeatedly introducing fresh $u$-edges into the language of subsequent compass languages, also with flags not even being paired. Our intuitive reasoning on the correctness of the above verification formula is based on further implicit assumptions not captured by compasses: that each flag is paired and that the number of $u$-edges is decreasing. Second, $p_{ActP}$ also immediately eliminates $L_{Success2}$ from a negative pole, although this intuitively represents a stronger condition. The present construction is not fine-granular enough to capture our intuition that $L_{Success}$ and $L_{Success2}$ together express the necessity of at least two subsequent repair steps.
DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK

In this chapter, after having presented RePro and investigated its major characteristics as a process algebra and control language, we present a review of related literature. Thereby, we first explore the connections between RePro and further lines of work in the relevant theories (Sect. 8.1), and discuss some central design choices and the resulting limitations thereafter (Sect. 8.2).

8.1 RELATED WORK

RePro and Concurrency Theory. The notion of concurrency in computer science appeared as early as the first computing systems being capable of communication, and has been a major field of study ever since. As shortly delineated in Sect. 1.4, within the diverse takes and approaches on concurrency, process algebra is particularly concerned with the formal specification and analysis of communicating systems. Therein, a special attention is paid to issues related to dynamic, adaptive and reactive systems, constantly gaining on importance nowadays due to the rise of intelligent communication-based technologies as seen, e.g., in the IoT (Internet of Things) concept. As examples, the work of Mauw and Reniers [76], published in the comprehensive Handbook of Process Algebra, already considered a practical use of process-algebraic operational semantics to dynamic system interworking; more recently, according to the general trend of proposing specialized process calculi for application domains, an IoT calculus has been proposed both by Lanese et al. [67] and Lanotte and Merro [68].

As for the theoretical background, the design of RePro closely follows the principles of the CCS calculus, proposed by Robin Milner [79]. The choice of this calculus as a baseline has been motivated by the following factors: (1) its explicitly general purpose and high flexibility, (2) its minimal design and syntactic simplicity combined with expressiveness, and (3) the resemblance of its operators to the constructs usually employed in CGR practice. While these factors are thoroughly elaborated on in the thesis, here, we revisit some major process calculi other than CCS, in order to recall their distinguishing features and, most importantly, to comment on the effects those differences would exert on RePro if considered as an alternative baseline.

The CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes) calculus, first described in a 1978 paper by Tony Hoare [53], and substantially developed later on. In turn, formulating CSP as a process algebra, described
by Brookes, Hoare and Roscoe [11], was influenced by the work of Milner on CCS, and these two calculi are still often handled as major competing alternatives for a minimalistic general-purpose communication calculus [12]. From a practical perspective, the main difference lies in the handling of synchronization: Standard CCS splits the domain of action names into complementary names and co-names, where synchronization only takes place upon corresponding name pairs firing in parallel—a mechanism we did not adapt for RePro, as in our special CGR setting, action names are rather derived from a fixed graph-rewriting system and, thus, introducing a complementary name set would feel unnatural. In contrast, CSP has a richer synchronization mechanism, where, instead of a universal parallel operator like our $||$, a parallel composition can be further parameterized by the names of actions required to be fired on both sides for the composed process to proceed. Thus, in contrast to RePro, this definition introduces a blocking synchronization behavior based on agreements between the two processes; however, the permissive RePro synchronization might be seen as a special case of CSP synchronization with an empty parameter list. Furthermore, RePro might be enriched with an adaptation of the CSP blocking synchronization mechanism if this would be, e.g., desired for a specific modeling domain: the synchronization parameter would range over the elements of the parallel rule monoid (cf. Definition 2.3) over the rule set from which the process is built.

Another highly influential process calculus is the $\pi$-calculus [81, 82], also proposed by Robin Milner, in collaboration with Joachim Parrow and David Walker. The main additional consideration, as the title of the original publication already suggests, is to capture the mobility of communicating agents, i.e., the changing system structure. Technically, this is most notably reflected by communication channels appearing as first-class syntactic and semantic ingredients, and the attached concept of scopes, representing those components (i.e., processes) where knowledge of a given name is shared among different processes, but concealed from other ones, i.e., the environment from the perspective of those processes. In turn, the scope structure might be thought of as a derivate of the channel structure and might change during execution by sending channel information along existing channels.

Directly adopting the $\pi$-calculus as a baseline for RePro would have probably shifted the emphasis from graph rewriting itself to the arising communication structures surrounding the graph and its evolution; moreover, such a communication model is rather rarely and superficially considered in graph-rewriting literature. However, the issues explicitly addressed by $\pi$-calculus are related to the most relevant challenges of the increasingly adaptive, autonomous and mobile computer systems of present-day practice. Therefore, investigating the adoption of $\pi$-calculus as a whole or some particular features of it in the context of RePro might have fruitful consequences for,
e.g., the graph-based design of IoT or cyber-physical systems [69]. In this context, it is also important to mention that the communication structure derivable from a $\pi$-calculus specification is often termed topology and resembles, in fact, the real-life topologies of mobile ad-hoc networks just as in our WSN running example. Therefore, for the modeling of such dynamic communication systems, it would be interesting to investigate the $\pi$-calculus not only as a baseline, but also as a kind of meta-calculus, whose actions would, in turn, take effect on the topology term itself, integrating the control and the graph (data) aspect. In this context, we have to mention two further major calculi: (1) the ambient calculus [14], whose main goal is exactly to unify the communication and the transformation aspect of mobility: not only the communicating agents, but also the executables (e.g., rewriting rules or their sequences, even their processes) are mobile and might dynamically evolve or get transferred; and (2) the fusion calculus [87], designed with an intent to serve as a unifying process calculus and proven to be more general than the $\pi$-calculus, where the distinguishing fusion operation formally captures data sharing, which could also be adapted for graphs—although the interpretation of such operations is not straightforward within graph rewriting.

There is an abundance of further established process calculi, most of them designed to express the characteristics and fulfill the formal needs of specific system domains. Some of them, such as the join calculus [43] or the reflective higher-order calculus [77], aim at the support of formal reasoning over recent programming and system design paradigms and, thus, go into a different direction than the design principles behind RePro. Other, specialized calculi deliberately choose a narrower scope and rather serve as a formal modeling or specification vehicle for real-life systems, such as the IoT calculus to describe systems according to the Internet-of-Things principles [68]. Although such calculi do not harmonize with the intentions of RePro, i.e., providing a general process-algebraic control formalism for graph rewriting, specialized calculi would definitely be a valuable subject of study within the narrower scope of graph-based modeling within the specific domain.

Besides process calculi, Petri nets constitute another major formalism for the formal modeling of distributed and concurrent system behavior. Although the present thesis focuses on process algebra as a control mechanism for graph-rewriting processes, Petri nets could also serve the same purpose—in fact, we have described a preliminary study on employing Petri nets for controlling graph rewriting elsewhere [64]. Formally, the close connection between CCS and Petri nets has been noted and established early on; in particular, there is a semantics-preserving translation from the standard CCS of Robin Milner into Petri nets [47]. It is an often repeated claim that one of the major distinction between Petri nets and CCS (or even process algebra in
general) is the truly concurrent or asynchronous nature of parallel transitions in Petri nets, i.e., that the Petri net model adequately captures the causal independence of transitions happening in parallel, in contrast to, e.g., the original CCS semantics which is fully interleaved: concurrency boils down to a number of equivalent sequentialization [46].

There are situations, however, where this property of CCS semantics is undesired, as discussed in detail by Mukund and Nielsen [83]. There is a number of different possibilities for providing CCS(-like terms) with a non-interleaving semantics, including

- the decoration of transitions, partly resembling our approach, as, e.g., in [10];
- or translating the term directly into a Petri net as, e.g., in [29].

Mukund and Nielsen [83] propose a comprehensible solution based on decorations, which, as a bonus, allows for a particularly favorable translation into the class of 1-safe Petri nets, ideal for reasoning purposes. This result is achieved through a categorical framework for models of concurrency, with this particular example being elaborated by Nielsen and Winskel [86]. The underlying intuitive observation is that during such a translation, semantically, one transposes from the domain of concrete process transitions to that of their underlying events, representing a more context-independent and abstract variant of system behavior. We might say that with the advancements in Sect. 6.2.2, we are halfway in adapting this framework: we provided an abstract event notion for graph-rewriting transitions by factoring out the non-conflicting differences in transition labels, but the notions and results for inferring the kind of Petri net translation applicable to RePro is part of future work.

Petri nets also play an important role in the concurrent semantics of graph rewriting proposed in the literature so far, which we will recapitulate in the following.

Concurrent Semantics of Graph Rewriting. The standard interpretation of (algebraic DPO) graph-rewriting systems usually understands the semantics (although it is even rarely termed so) for a given starting graph and a rule set (i.e., a GTS) as a transition system, where states are graphs and in each state, any rule of the GTS is available; transitions correspond to rule applications with their output graph as target, potentially labeled by their rule names, match morphisms or full DPO diagrams [38].

The notion of traces and processes have also been introduced already in the 90s in the context of graph rewriting, although with a different interpretation than that of RePro, influenced by Petri net theory and considering event-structure semantics instead of an operational one. Here, the graph structure is considered to represent the configuration of concurrent or distributed systems on an appropriate abstraction
level, resembling our remarks above on a \( \pi \)-calculus term serving the same purpose.

In this context, Corradini et al. propose a trace notion and a corresponding trace-based equivalence relation for GTS. Here, a trace is an abstract rule application sequence lifting details of rule applications up to isomorphism, and the ordering of the single rule applications provided that they are equivalent [19]. This resembles the event abstraction technique of Sect. 6.2.2, however, the semantic domain of traces consists of equivalence classes of rule applications which get unified, focusing on their joint rewriting effects, instead of using the classes itself as events capturing the effects of single rule applications.

A related semantic construction, proposed by Corradini et al., is that of the so-called graph processes [18]. However, in contrast with RePro processes introduced above, these are static structures (in fact, a special kind of graph grammars) summarizing the potential conflicts and equivalences in the original GTS and, thus, they do not possess an operational interpretation.

A survey and comparison on the concurrent semantics of graph rewriting and the two aforementioned approaches in particular can be found in Baldan et al. [6].

From the operational perspective on the semantics of graph rewriting, both bisimulation and operational semantics has been studied before in the literature. As demonstrated in the context of RePro in Sect. 6.1 and especially in Theorem 6.1, one of the major power of bisimulation is that it allows for the mutual replacement of bisimilar processes in a larger context. However, to that end, it is required that bisimulation is a congruence. After establishing this for CCS, Robin Milner, together with James Leifer, established a general categorical framework for congruences in LTS-based bisimilarity [71]. Ehrig and König adopt this technique to derive (i.e., in contrast to RePro, not a priori provide) an LTS semantics of graph rewriting where, similarly to RePro, bisimilarity is a congruence [35]. However, their approach requires a special rule format and respective rule-application semantics, called borrowed contexts, which reflect the generic congruence notions of Leifer and Milner on the application level. Partly based on this technique, Dorman and Heindel propose a structured operational semantics (SOS) for graph rewriting [33]. Similar to RePro, the authors aim at combining notions from GTS and process calculi and especially focus on synchronization of parallel composition. Again, as in our above comments on \( \pi \)-calculus topologies and the motivation behind earlier trace and process notions, it is the process term itself which reflects the graph being rewritten, contrasting the RePro approach of employing a process term for external control.

**Negative conditions in graph rewriting.** In connection to our proposed notion of non-applicability conditions (cf. Sect. 4.2), we
discuss here further conceptual and technical alternatives, as non-applicability conditions are definitely not the only thinkable concept to handle forbidden graph structures or rule applications. Indeed, throughout the decades-long development of graph rewriting theory, a number of approaches have been proposed to deal with, vaguely speaking, expressing that some structural property of the graph (or of a graph and a match) should not hold—to all which we shortly refer here as negative conditions.

Although it is out of scope for the present thesis to elaborate on all the diverse notions proposed so far, still, we identify and discuss some major conceptual approaches to formalize negative conditions in the following.¹

1. **Negative application conditions:** Introduced as early as 1986 by Ehrig and Habel [34], application conditions are arguably the most studied condition notion for graph rewriting.

The basic principle of the application condition approach is to enrich rule specifications by constraints attached to their left- or right-hand sides. A constraint is an injective morphism from one of the rule sides, which thus extends the left- or right-hand side with some further structure. An application condition is a collection of such constraints equipped with polarities (i.e., if a constraint is positive or negative). In particular, a **negative left-hand (right-hand) constraint** in an application condition requires for a match (co-match) to yield a successful rule application that the occurrence of the left-hand side (right-hand side) is not extensible in a way that the forbidden structure also matches.

The above principle is in stark contrast with the non-applicability conditions of RePto, even from two perspectives: First, while application conditions impose local graph structure constraints relative to a given match, non-applicability conditions result in global structural restrictions, which can in turn be derived from the non-applicability of a rule. (Note, however, that (i) non-applicability might still be captured by deriving synthetic application conditions, but this is contrary to the RePto principle of building control terms from existing rules; (ii) if using DPO rules, this is not equivalent with the non-occurrence of the left-hand side; even a valid occurrence might violate the so-called gluing condition of DPO graph rewriting [38].) Second, whereas application conditions are parts of rule specifications and are thus attached to specific rules, non-applicability conditions are part of the control terms and are in turn formulated over rules.

This design choice has two main motivations: First, RePto has as explicit goal a strict separation of the control level and

¹ Note that several concrete approaches also encompass positive conditions within the same conceptual framework, but we do not address those here directly.
the underlying graph-rewriting system, preferring to use the elements of the latter without modification in control terms. Second, we want our control language to be computationally complete as demonstrated in Sect. 6.3; to this aim, it is necessary that the control language contains some notion of finite failure (basically for expressing termination of maximal iteration in the presented minimalistic setting).

Note that although the design choice above (namely, that negative conditions are on the control level) is justified in the conceptual framework of RePro, we do not intend to say that application conditions do not have a control effect and, thus, cannot be used for controlling a graph grammar; indeed, Habel et al. remarked already in 1995 that a wish for more precise control might be one of the motivations to enrich rules by application conditions [48].

2. **Consistency conditions**: Besides building on the aforementioned application conditions, Heckel and Wagner [50] introduce another kind of conditions called **consistency conditions**. In contrast to application conditions and more in the vein of RePro non-applicability conditions, consistency conditions are relative to graphs instead of rules and matches, and express **global structural properties** of those. Just as an application condition is a collection of application constraints, a consistency condition consists of **consistency constraints**.

In turn, the concept of consistency constraints can be seen as an all-quantified variant of application constraints. In particular, they also come equipped with a notion of polarity: A **positive** consistency constraint is a morphism, holding for a graph if each occurrence of the morphism source therein can be extended to its target according to the constraint morphism itself. A **negative** consistency constraint is instead a single graph imposing global restrictions on other graphs in terms of forbidden subgraphs.

Also, the restrictions imposed on graph-rewriting systems by consistency conditions might have a negative conditional (i.e., a forbidding) effect even if the constraint itself is not negative. Indeed, a large part of the original paper by Heckel and Wagner [50] is dedicated to translating global consistency conditions to (left-hand) application conditions of single rules from a given graph-rewriting system, based on the set of rules and the reachable graph states; even if the consistency conditions are not inherently negative, the generated application conditions might be of negative polarity (see above).

A major difference between consistency conditions and RePro non-applicability conditions lies in the fact that while consistency conditions are formulated separately and over (graph) states,
non-applicability conditions build on rule specifications already at hand, and utilize the rule-application semantics to formulate negative constraints for single actions of the transition system, instead of requiring their fulfillment for each graph instance arising during the execution.

3. The comprehensive approach of *nested conditions* as proposed by Arend Rensink [96] subsumes the above two notions both conceptually and technically. A nested condition is indeed a family of condition morphisms equipped with logical connectives, thus, representing a (first-order) logical formula over graphic conditions. Moreover, satisfaction of nested conditions is inherently interpreted both for graphs and morphisms, diminishing the above distinction between application conditions and constraints. Syntactically, a nested condition is a tree of morphisms connected by logical negation and conjunction; being sufficient to capture each operator in classical first-order logic. Indeed, Rensink shows that nested conditions achieve the expressiveness of first-order logic w.r.t. graph properties (seen as predicates).

A general remark about the relation of RePro non-applicability conditions and the condition notions above: there is no technical reason for RePro to exclude any “static” concept of negative conditions within the underlying rule-application semantics. Those and our non-applicability conditions simply belong to different conceptual levels: those negative condition notions are either attached to single rules or pose general restrictions on graph states in a graph-rewriting system, whereas our non-applicability conditions are part of control process terms and, thus, represent a fine-grained, action-level negative control mechanism.

Regarding that latter concept in the literature, the only prevalent state-of-the-art concept of control-level negative conditions lies implicitly in the *if-then-else* control construct appearing in most practical CGR approaches (cf. Chapter 3). Similarly to RePro non-applicability conditions, an if-then-else has a conditional rule evaluation which says that some control path (i.e., the else program branch) should be taken if a rule is not applicable. Nevertheless, if-then-else represents a special (even if fundamental) case for non-applicability conditions, restricting their use to conditional control decisions.

**Abstractions of Graph Languages.** In Chapter 7, we elaborated on the novel notion of compasses, representing a RePro-compatible solution for abstractly characterizing infinite graph languages. This topic of “taming” the infinity of graphs arising through graph-rewriting system execution has long been subject to research in the literature.
8.2 Discussion

Before shortly surveying the related approaches, we remark that although compasses has been directly developed to fit the RePro setting, any of the following constructions could be investigated w.r.t. its capacities to serve as an abstract domain; however, they lack a labeled step notion for defining an abstract LTS in their current form.

Arend Rensink was among the first to explicitly raise the issue of handling abstract graphs for state space exploration [95], as part of his endeavors in developing the foundations for the Groove tool (cf. Sect. 3.2.6 and [45]), and inspired by similar advances in model checking [32]. He is inspired by shape graphs, where graph nodes might stand as placeholders for an unbounded number of other nodes potentially appearing, e.g., during graph rewriting. Shape graphs come equipped with constraints limiting their potential growth, a construction slightly resembling the role of negative poles in compasses.

Later on, directly based on the work of Rensink, Boneva et al. coined the term abstract graph transformation, describing a comprehensive shape-based framework for abstract graph verification [9]. Here, the central notion of materialization expresses the gradual concretizations of abstract graphs through rule applications. Materialization has remained an important notion for developments up to recent times, such as the work of Corradini et al. [24] proposing a unifying approach to abstract rewriting. Beyond the aforementioned line of research, another direct precursor of this paper is a general framework for recounting the properties of abstract graph language specifications, here, languages described by type graphs in particular [20].

Another paper aiming at defining abstract graph transformation based on shape graphs is the work of Steenken et al. [106]. Here, similarly to our compass transition system, the goal is to find abstract transitions being sound and complete approximations of their concrete counterparts.

We remark that, alternatively, also the different graph constraint notions, recapitulated above in the context of graph conditions, might be viewed as abstract graph language specificators and, thus, their use as such will be discussed in the following section in more detail, under the heading Compasses as Constraints.

8.2 Discussion

In this section, we further discuss some of the central notions of RePro, where we think that the reasons behind our design choices or the borders of RePro compared to other viable alternatives should be made more explicit. In particular, we revisit the topics of synchronization and independence, as well as equivalence of graph-rewriting processes. In addition, we reason about the common features of a process-theoretic core theory of controlled graph rewriting, by means
of comparing the SOS semantics of RePro as well as of state-of-the-art CGR tools Porgy and “full” GP as in Sect. 3.2.1.

**Process equivalence.** A major conceptual advantage of the design of RePro is the process-algebraic setting: it enables us to address equivalence of processes in an established and systematic way. In particular, none of the existing CGR approaches deals with the question if two executions (or even more generally, whole programs or processes) are considered to be equivalent under some relaxed notion of equivalence not requiring strict syntactic uniformity.

However, despite this unique feature, the direct adaptation of process-algebraic notions in a graph-rewriting context has some drawbacks.

1. *Too concrete states and transitions:* It is among the goals of process calculi to have some abstrational power over the system domain they primarily aim at specifying, just as CCS or the $\pi$-calculus capture the essential message-passing behavior of communication systems by introducing an appropriate abstraction over distributed communicating agents and their messages. Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of RePro: although the underlying theoretical constructs allow for defining equivalences (as we have seen with traces and bisimulation), the information carried by states and transition labels is way too concrete: graph instances signify concrete graphs while labels contain a full concrete DPO diagram, where even isomorphic objects are treated as separate entities. However, in Sect. 6.1, we propose (among others) an abstraction of the RePro transition system which takes isomorphism into consideration.

2. *Lack of hiding:* Despite the aforementioned issues, we were still able to define meaningful equivalence notions for RePro processes. But while trace equivalence suffers from the usual drawback of “forgetting” important control-relevant details (we referred to this as branching behavior before), RePro bisimulation notion appears to be a bit strict: as graph instances are inherent parts of their states, bisimulation is not able to abstract away from concrete graph identities. Even if we solve this issue by the aforementioned up-to-isomorphism factorization in Sect. 6.1, we still miss the real power of bisimulation, i.e., that it can be equipped with a notion of observability. In CCS, non-observable steps arise when paired actions (co-actions) synchronize, while the $\pi$-calculus has an even more sophisticated action hiding mechanism based on scopes. In contrast, in RePro, every synchronization leads to fresh graph-rewriting actions, which are observable under any circumstances. This is a deeper conceptual issue which cannot be solved by simply fine-tuning the definition
of bisimulation; therefore, the larger part of Chapter 7 deals with introducing an abstract domain of graph classes harmonizing with the RePro control semantics.

**Synchronization and Parallel Independence.** Here, we first revisit and discuss the synchronization mechanism in RePro, being directly connected to parallel independence of rule applications and also that of transitions (cf. Definitions 2.6 and 6.2 as well as Proposition 2.1). Then, we examine the conceptual differences between our two definitions of transition independence, which we called direct approach and asynchronous approach, respectively (Sect. 5.2).

1. **Synchronization:** The RePro concept of synchronization formally arises by Definition 4.5: There, the rule sync allows for each two rule applications arising in parallel (i.e., on two sides of a parallel composition) to synchronize and thus perform those actions as a single parallel-rule application. Looking at only the control processes, this is always possible as there is nothing blocking the parallel action; whereas if we consider a graph instance as well, there might be single actions available in parallel for which the corresponding synchronized action does not have a valid match and is, thus, unavailable. Consequently, one might think of ways to semantically restrict synchronization already at the control level, at least for cases where the synchronized action will never become available. We have proposed such a variant in the original publication on RePro [63], presented above after Definition 4.7 as nCTS* (as in contrast to nCTS). In nCTS*, an additional premise of sync prevents the inference system to synthesize actions where one of the plain rules in the parallel rule is simultaneously a non-applicability condition.

Unfortunately, this premise will not prevent the control semantics to produce infeasible actions: even if not formally the same rules, some plain component rule might require as match a smaller part of some forbidden structure. Implementing such a sophisticated mechanism, although technically feasible, would contradict the action-based spirit of CTS, as this would require a categorical analysis of the underlying rule spans. We argue that a completely liberal solution (i.e., one without any restrictions) as in the present nCTS (Definition 4.7) harmonizes the most with the design of RePro: at least on the control level, no blocking behavior is introduced, making control processes conceptually more aligned to CCS processes.

2. **Direct vs. asynchronous approach:** The direct approach to independence lifts the Local Church-Rosser property of DPO rule applications to the process-algebraic setting of RePro. Although this notion already considers RePro particularities not reflected
in the original notion (like the presence of non-applicability conditions), still, this approach might be considered naïve in terms of causal independence: if transitions arise in parallel, their originating state still has to be analyzed for its exact content to meet a conclusion about causality, which contradicts the usual assumptions about SOS semantics.

In contrast, the asynchronous approach is based on an established asynchronicity notion for CCS-like process calculi [83]. Here, asynchronicity means causal independence faithfully reflecting concurrency and distribution. This notion considers the structure of the process term and the asynchronous independence notion reflects the distribution of its parallel components. However, even this approach cannot be completely orthogonal to the Local Church-Rosser property: parallel independence have to be incorporated for reflecting not only control, but also graph-rewriting behavior (cf. Definition 6.11).

**SOS core semantics: rePro, graph programs, porgy.** As also addressed by one of the central CGR challenges, C1 (cf. Sect. 3.3), we aim at identifying a common semantic baseline for controlled graph rewriting. Although it cannot be our goal to establish a single ultimate semantic foundation in isolation, as argued before, an SOS formulation of core control constructs leads us towards properly addressing C1.

As seen in Chapter 3 and in the present chapter, there exist three major SOS semantics for controlled graph rewriting (including RePro). Instead of simply recalling the semantics of GP and Porgy, we proceed by elaborating on how each of the SOS semantics handles those control constructs common to them and, in turn, to each CGR approach. Thereby, we also present the corresponding inference rules of the other languages, while appropriately simplifying and adapting them up to the language-specific details irrelevant to present discussion. In particular, although GP and Porgy operate on abstract graphs (up to isomorphism), we do not explicitly represent that distinction as we focus on the shape of SOS semantic definitions for graph rewriting.

- **Single rule application:** Inferring basic graph-rewriting steps is the basis for any further constructs in each language. Recall that RePro addresses this by the SOS rules

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{pre} & \quad \gamma.P \xrightarrow{\gamma} P \\
\text{mark} & \quad P \xrightarrow{(p,N)} P' \quad G \xrightarrow{\delta} H \quad \forall p \in N : G \xrightarrow{p} P', H
\end{align*}
\]

where control transitions produced by pre are in turn extended to proper rule applications by mark. Whenever no rule application is possible, a RePro execution gets stuck. Other languages do not separate control semantics and formulate the correspond-
ing behavior directly. For example, GP has the following rules, where $GP_i$ is an elementary graph program:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CALL1} & : G \Rightarrow_{\{GP_i\}} H \\ (GP_i, G) & \rightarrow H \\
\text{CALL2} & : G \not\Rightarrow_{\{GP_i\}} H \\ (GP_i, G) & \rightarrow \text{fail}
\end{align*}
\]

The rules CALL1-2 are not only for rule applications, but they directly subsume also choice. Note that in contrast to RePro, GP transitions are unlabeled. In addition, GP does not get stuck but explicitly fails in the case of non-applicability (CALL2). A terminated program has no syntactic representation, i.e., GP terminal states are either a graph or the special \textit{fail} state.

\textit{Porgy} follows an almost identical schema, with $r$ being a rule:

\[
\begin{align*}
G \Rightarrow_{\{r\}} H_1, \ldots, H_n \quad \forall H \text{ s.t. } G \Rightarrow_{\{r\}} H : H \in \{H_i\} \\
(r, G) & \rightarrow \{(\text{Id}, H_1), \ldots, (\text{Id}, H_n)\} \\
G \not\Rightarrow_{\{r\}} & \\
(r, G) & \rightarrow (\text{Fail}, G)
\end{align*}
\]

This semantics is even more reduced, considering only the behavior of a single rule. Interestingly, instead of branching over different matches of $r$, \textit{Porgy} creates as a single subsequent state a \textit{multi-set} of control-graph pairs. Here, states are slightly richer than in GP, as the terminating process is signalized ($\text{Id}$, corresponding to \textit{0} in RePro) and a \textit{Fail} state also contains a graph, being the “cause” for the failure.

- \textit{Choice:} Recall that RePro just as CCS, has a commutative + operator for choice:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CHOICE} & : \quad P \overset{\alpha}{\rightarrow} P' \\
\frac{\quad P + Q \overset{\alpha}{\rightarrow} P'}{}
\end{align*}
\]

Choice in GP is combined with rule-application semantics in the rules CALL1-2 above.

\textit{Porgy} has a unique take also on choice behavior: if the choice is a probabilistic pick function, then there is an additional transition reducing the choice set to a single strategy (without applying any rule). Thus, the design of \textit{Porgy} is different from RePro and GP in that not every transition corresponds to a rule application.

- \textit{Sequences:} For RePro, sequences are subsumed by $\textit{PRE}$ above and, aligned to CCS, no general process-level sequentialization operator is considered.

GP has the following rules (with $GP$ and $GQ$ being graph programs):
If \( GP \) is not yet successfully terminated, than the rest of the program \( GP' \) is also preserved in a sequence (Seq1). If \( GP \) terminates with graph \( H \), then \( H \) is passed to the subsequent program \( GQ \) (Seq2), and failure is global (Seq3).

Porgy relies on the same mechanism—we omit the corresponding rule here due to their complicated and exotic syntax.

- **Maximal iteration**: RePro utilizes recursion and non-applicability conditions to encode maximal iteration—e.g., for a single rule \( p \), the process \( P \) applying \( p \) as long as possible takes the following form:

\[
P := p.P + (\epsilon, \{p\}).0
\]

Refer to Section 6.3 and the encoding of maximal iteration of GP for details in the general case, including a discussion on the theoretical limitations.

As for GP itself, the following rules express maximal iteration, with \( \rightarrow^+ \) denoting transitive closure of \( \rightarrow \) and "\((GP, G) \) finitely fails" meaning that there are no infinite transition sequences and each finite one terminates in \( \text{fail} \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Seq1} & \quad (GP, G) \rightarrow (GP', H) \quad (GP; GQ, G) \rightarrow (GP', GQ, H) \\
\text{Seq2} & \quad (GP, G) \rightarrow H \quad (GP; GQ, G) \rightarrow (GQ, H) \\
\text{Seq3} & \quad (GP, G) \rightarrow \text{fail} \quad (GP; GQ, G) \rightarrow \text{fail}
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, GP maximal iteration never fails, it rather continues whenever it is possible (Alap1) or terminates with the last graph state for which no iteration is possible (Alap2). (In general, this definition assumes termination of the iteration body.)

In Porgy, maximal iteration is a special case of **while**:

\[
\text{while}(S) \text{ do}(S)
\]

whose semantics is, in turn, given by a translational transition into an if-then-else:

\[
\text{if } S \text{ then } (S; \text{while}(S) \text{ do}(S)) \text{ else Id}
\]

- **If-then-else**: In RePro, if-then-else is a special case of choice. As for GP, the definition is similar to maximal iteration: if the
condition program successfully terminates, then the program in the *then* branch is chosen, if the condition program finitely fails, then the program in the *else* branch is chosen—we omit the rule specification as they are obvious. Again, Porgy follows the exact same pattern. (Our considerations on finite failure and termination also hold here.)

Summarizing, some design choices of Porgy in particular, non-rewriting transitions for transforming only the control strategy make it more exotic than the other two semantics. Regarding RePro and GP, we argue that both languages represent a slim design, making them appropriate as baseline for an approach-independent core CGR semantics, RePro more from a process-theoretic, GP more from a language-theoretic perspective. Depending on actual needs in a scenario, even combinations and cross-fertilizations are thinkable, e.g., process-level sequences in RePro or general choice in GP. However, although parallelism is out of scope for the present discussion, we argue that the process-algebraic foundations of RePro make it more adequate as a CGR baseline if concurrency is also considered.

**Compasses as Constraints.** We have surveyed the established notions for expressing graph constraints and conditions, at the beginning of this section; there, in the setting of negative conditions, relating them to the non-applicability conditions of RePro.

We have seen that all the considered notions and, in particular, the most general *nested conditions* \[96\] consider negative as well as positive constraints in the form of graph patterns—just as compasses. Moreover, nested conditions allow essentially the repertoire of first-order logic to be used for composing those single graph patterns. Thus, from this perspective, we can justly claim that formally, compasses represent a special case of nested conditions.

However, we argue that the special form represented by compasses fits the novel context in which compasses are employed. In fact, earlier condition notions have been primarily utilized for either restricting the set of graphs permitted in a given situation, or, similarly, to reason about if a rule application adheres to a set of pre- and post-conditions. As for compass steps, we have the opposite conceptual outset: we allow any action to happen, and adapt the compasses (i.e., the constraints) themselves to reflect or at least to approximate the changes caused by that action. On a practical note, this allows for an appropriate formal handling of a frequently occurring scenario, where the verification goal is not the permanent preservation of a global invariant, but rather capturing a dynamically changing structural or behavioral pattern.

Nevertheless, on a technical note, we have to stress that compasses not only represent a special case of graph constraints, but, in turn, adhere to the (already mentioned) techniques proposed by Heckel
and Wagner for shifting graph conditions [50]. In particular, the positive pole corresponds to a constraint with an empty premise and the possible positive patterns as conclusion, while the negative pole corresponds to the forbidden patterns as premises, with an empty conclusion. Thus, we have an easy construction for translating compasses into graph constraints expressing the same language.

In turn, for replicating the compass transition system through graph constraints, one might think of the constraints standing as preconditions before abstract rule applications, i.e., transitions. The shifting technique of Heckel and Wagner, then, allows for computing a strongest postcondition of the abstract rule application, thus, representing an alternative technique to express our intended abstraction. (The technique even allows for translations in the other direction, but this is not needed to replicate compasses.)

Concluding the connection of compass steps and translations of graph constraints, an accurate delineation is as follows: given a set of graph-rewriting rules, potentially equipped with application conditions, Heckel-Wagner-translations directly provide a precise characterization of subsequent abstract states through strongest postconditions. However, those application conditions cannot directly express the semantics of a RePro action: a rule is applicable, while some others are not applicable, i.e., a RePro action involves a negative check over the complete DPO applicability. This compound nature is the major source of imprecision during the calculation of subsequent abstract states.

In the previous chapter, we have also pointed out some expressiveness shortcomings of compasses, exemplified by our example compass $C_{\text{search2}}$; we remark that nested constraints are expressive enough to, at least, capture more complex graph properties such as “any flag is paired”. It is a further investigation of high importance to consider a generalization of compasses inspired by nested constraint expressiveness. Note, however that it is not clear to what extent nested constraints would help in reasoning tasks involving, e.g., bounded element cardinalities and derived negative conditions.

In the context of the graph programming language GP, we have mentioned (Sect. 3.2.1) another verification approach for graph algorithms which considers properties of graph languages. The Hoare-style proof system proposed in [94], even if having a different philosophy than our model-checking approach, turns out to be rather powerful for sequential graph-rewriting processes: based on preservation properties of single rules in the system, it inductively derives properties for whole graph programs.

**Decidable Language Properties.** We argue above that given our transition-based concurrent setting, the reactive version of abstract
interpretation as proposed by Dams et al. [27] provides an appropriate context for ensuring property preservation for concrete graphs.

Different ways have been proposed to reason about properties of single concrete graphs and to capture it in a logic-based setting. Most notably, the aforementioned nested conditions [96] correspond to first-order predicates on graphs, while the monadic second-order logic (MSOL) approach [25] goes even further and embeds graph structures themselves as well as rewriting rules into MSOL formulas. While MSOL gives the required expressive power to reason about complex graph properties comprising structures of unbounded size, it is not straightforward how to juxtapose the aforementioned approaches with process-algebraic transition systems for embracing concurrency. However, as a future direction for studying RePro, it would be worth considering the effects of RePro actions on other graph language characterizations than compasses (e.g., the above ones); there might be step concepts and rewriting approaches for other structures as well, representing potential alternatives to the compass transition system.

However, in the present chapter, we have left the evaluation of \( \mu \)-calculus formulas for compass transition systems out of our scope. This topic is definitely a worthy field for further studies: the form of a compass might give specific clues under what circumstances we can decide if a property holds for each graph in the compass language. We do not intend to elaborate on this in the present thesis, but let us consider a simple example: if we can verify that each graph in a language contains some pattern, e.g., a triangle. If we have a compass having a single triangle in its positive pole, then the question is positively decidable. However, if we have further permitted structures, then we have to answer with no—but then again, also negative patterns can take influence on the outcome, and so forth. Thus, we conclude that decidability of compass properties is a proper field of study on its own, because it does not only involve the analysis of single elements in poles, but also how they are composed together to a compass.

Another related issue is the most general class(es) of languages which can be captured in our setting. We have demonstrated above that the languages arising from repeated rule applications from a fixed GTS are subsumed by our compass semantics. However, our characterization of them depends on that very semantics, which choice is justified for abstract interpretation—still, an interesting direction of further studies could be to analyze other means to characterize graph languages with recurring patterns and finitely expressible structural features independently of the notion of compasses. Alternatively, future work could also consider potential adaptations of the shape or the semantics of compasses, with an explicit goal of not having to restrict the powerset of graphs as a concrete domain.
With the growing complexity and autonomy of systems, abstract modeling to study and formally analyze those systems is gaining on importance. Graph rewriting is an established, theoretically founded formalism for modeling the structure and the behavior of complex systems by an appropriate graph-based abstraction, proposed as a generalization of classical string grammars [38, 98]. However, it is exactly those modern systems, often involving distributedness and, thus, concurrency and reactive behavior, which pose a challenge to the hidden assumption of global knowledge behind graph-based modeling approaches. Thus, abstractly speaking, the motivating challenge of the present thesis boils down to a conflict between the inherent closedness of graph-based abstract representations and the intention of using them for faithfully capturing the pluralistic nature of concurrent systems.

Formally, a graph-rewriting system consists of declarative rules, providing templates for potential changes in the modeled graph structures over time. In particular, a graph-rewriting rule specifies a pattern to be matched and then modified in potential input graphs, by deleting and creating sub-structures as specified by the rule. However, describing the dynamic behavior of complex systems by those rules often involves an additional control logic to represent not only the structural but also the algorithmic system aspects. To that end, following similar developments in the theory of string grammars and as an extension to the existing theory, controlled graph rewriting has been proposed. Here, some external control language guides the sequence in which rules are applied. However, approaches elaborating on this idea so far either have a practical, implementational focus, or are formalized in a denotational manner, thus focusing on the relations of input and output graphs instead of the operational behavior of controlled graph-rewriting systems.

In the thesis, we proposed an operational theory for controlled graph rewriting, based on well-established notions from concurrency theory and, in particular, process algebra [79, 83]. We argued that although state-of-the-art abstract relational semantics are useful for studying languages of graphs generated by such systems, completely omitting operational details obstructs a fine-grained analysis of graph-rewriting rule applications, which is essential to reason about graph-rewriting systems. Furthermore, the behavior of a system class of increasing importance, namely that of non-terminating reactive systems, cannot be captured justly by those semantic domains. In contrast, practical
operational semantics proposed so far did not address concurrency and parallelism, which is of utmost importance for nowadays multi-agent systems of increasing autonomy and self-adaptivity. In addition, there exists even a strong correlation between concurrent system structure and reactive behavior.

In the first part of the thesis, we started with demonstrating the aforementioned fundamental phenomena by describing a simplified model of wireless sensor networks (WSN). After recapitulating the necessary background on DPO graph rewriting, the particular formal framework used throughout the thesis, we presented an extensive survey on state-of-the-art approaches to controlled graph rewriting, particularly for deriving and emphasizing the most important challenges we addressed:

1. We proposed a unified formal foundations to control graph rewriting, based on process calculi, especially CCS [79].

2. Thereby, we have been focusing on using graph-rewriting systems for modeling inherently concurrent and reactive systems, naturally invoking the fundamental phenomena above.

3. As a fundamental aspect of such approaches, we achieved a novel handling of equivalence as well as independence notions for controlled graph-rewriting processes. In particular, we proposed an independence notion combining structural and causal aspects of the notion, as well as a different approach based on asynchronous transition systems [83].

4. Building on process algebra also enables a founded handling of abstract reasoning, i.e., the verification of graph properties. In particular, abstract interpretation of reactive systems is defined over transition systems.

In the second part of the thesis, we elaborated our theoretical contributions. As a novel approach, we proposed a process calculus for controlled graph rewriting, called RePro, where DPO rule applications are controlled by control process terms closely resembling the process calculus CCS. This way, we achieved an appropriate approach to the aforementioned challenges by building on established results and techniques in process algebra:

1. Process calculi have rich and strong formal foundations.

2. Concurrency and reactiveness is inherently and naturally addressed by the syntax and semantics of processes.

3. Equivalence and independence notions are among the central study and design goals of process calculi, comprising different abstraction levels.
4. There are established extensions to their theory for supporting symbolic property verification; in particular, the modal \( \mu \)-calculus represents an established, comprehensive formal technique for model checking on transition systems.

In particular, we showed that a central property of CCS, namely that bisimulation is a congruence, is preserved by RePro control processes and developed a notion for addressing both structural and process-algebraic aspects of action independence. We reason about the expressiveness of RePro control terms by comparing them to the state-of-the-art language of Graph Programs [49]. As for abstract reasoning, we used a version of the abstract interpretation framework, adapted for reactive systems [27], to propose an abstract domain of so-called compasses for reasoning about graph properties without relying on concrete graph instances, and even finitely capturing infinite graph languages potentially arising by RePro process executions.

Regarding future directions for further work, as already noticed at several points throughout the thesis, RePro has an immense potential for further extension due to the multifacetedness of the underlying theories. Here, to conclude the thesis, we mention some major directions.

- **Practical applicability**: The design of RePro as a control language and compasses as a verification approach explicitly focuses on laying formal foundations for some less explored phenomena in graph rewriting, rather than being directly transferable into practice, or even into concrete software implementations of controlled graph rewriting (cf. Chapter 3). (Just as CCS was not designed for actually implementing communication systems, but for abstractly studying their essence.) However, there are several aspects of RePro making it worth to consider even in a practical setting.

First, the syntax of semantics of RePro might be used as a reference for practical dialects of controlled graph rewriting: even if a given concrete syntax involves constructs which increase usability, the constructs of RePro arguably represent a fundamental baseline and, thus, an encoding of any concrete syntax into RePro terms “under the hood” is a valuable sanity check as well as a starting point for further language extensions. In turn, such an encoding could give rise for designing the first tool supporting concurrent specifications of graph-rewriting systems: by the RePro principle, the specifier does not have to anticipate the possible interactions of concurrent components; on the contrary, it is encouraged to enforce a strict separation on specification level, facilitating the design of graph-based abstractions for such systems.
Second, such an endeavor might also be extended into the direction of practicable, tool-supported verification. We have already seen in Chapter 3 that some state-of-the-art tools offer model checking—for properties of single graphs in a state space. A first step towards abstract verification based on the present thesis could be the implementation of compasses as a description mechanism for graph classes. As for predicates, we are able to rely on existing model checking approaches; however, it would be crucial to understand the practical relation between graph predicates and compasses. In theory, we expect predicates to be semi-decidable, but this should not hamper the development of tool support: by identifying compasses with decidable properties, we would achieve a practically valuable verification approach, whose outcome would not be restricted to statements on single input graphs: we could claim correctness for controlled graph-rewriting algorithms analogously to well-known techniques for traditional programming languages.

On a related note, we have remarked that compasses still have to be thoroughly investigated for their graph language specification capacities, building on the preliminary observations in Section 7.2 and well-founded, yet practice-oriented related work [20, 24].

- **Connection to Petri net theory:** As commented on already in Section 1.4 on a rather philosophical note, there are insightful connections between Petri nets and process calculi in terms of their approach to concurrent phenomena. Consequently, RePro also touches on Petri net theory at several points.

First, the relation of control processes to full RePro processes resembles that of unmarked to marked Petri nets: unmarked Petri nets just provide a static structure of potential transitions, while the appearance of markings induces transitions evolving the state (here, the marking itself). Along those lines, it would be interesting to reason about what influence on RePro would further restriction or extension notions take. As a restrictive example, \( \tau \)-safe Petri nets are conservative, but have many advantageous properties for analysis—is there an analogy for RePro? In contrast, as a potential proper extension, there is an obvious conceptual connection between inhibitor arcs and non-applicability or other negative graph-rewriting conditions. It would be interesting to see if that connection can be exploited theoretically in either direction.

A repeated claim for Petri nets is that, in contrast to process calculi, they represent the right model for true concurrency: without an explicit parallelization, in any step, non-conflicting tokens might move in complete causal independence. In turn, the
framework of asynchronous transition systems (ATS) we use to address independence in RePro also permits, under some mild restrictions for the underlying process algebra, for a translation into (a well-defined class of) Petri nets. Exploiting those theoretical connections, we could achieve having a bridge between RePro processes and truly concurrent actions.

Another issue related to true concurrence achievable by Petri nets is how RePro can be generalized to work on multiple graphs or, probably equivalently, on different parts of a partly unknown graph context in parallel. Having a data flow as that of Petri nets immediately allows to reason about such parallelizations. We have indeed promoted the use of parallel Petri net structures in the context of our graph-rewriting Petri nets [64], there to provide formal foundations for an omnipresent practical concept for controlled graph rewriting implementations: subgraph binding for constraining where rules are matching based on the co-matches of earlier rule applications. Letting such considerations influence RePro theory could lead to breaking with a strictly linear way of specifying processes, thus, improving on expressiveness in a yet unexplored dimension.

Finally, we mention an interesting constellation of abstract verification of graph rewriting using Petri nets: in a paper of König and Kozioura [59], an approach is presented which over-approximates a GTS by a Petri net, whose reachable markings, in turn, represent (more precisely, over-approximate) the graphs reachable from a given start graph. However, it requires further investigations to find out (i) if the translation technique can be extended to incorporate control over graph-rewriting systems and (ii) which property classes might be verified over a Petri net state space representation.

• Independence from rewriting formalisms: In the thesis, we have presented RePro theory built upon DPO graph rewriting as an underlying formalism. This choice was mainly motivated by the fact that DPO is arguably the single most studied (algebraic) approach to graph rewriting, at least in theoretical terms. However, the overall RePro concept (cf., e.g., Figure 5.1) is not directly depending on that formalism. In particular, control process terms are composed of rule names that might be attached to any declarative rewriting rules, with even potentially generalizing graphs to other mathematical structures. We have already presented shortly some examples of alternative formalisms in Chapter 2; also, in the seminal book of Ehrig et al. [38] and elsewhere in the literature, more general categorical properties have been studied which make the objects of a category a proper subject of DPO
rewriting. (Their example are graphs with typed attributes, but also hypergraphs and other generalizations fit.)

Going even further, one could conceive of rules themselves as operationalizable, yet general categoric structures, thus RePro could evolve into a comprehensive platform to accommodate and combine any rewriting needs with a single fixed underlying semantics. We think that the categorical notion of sketches [7] might be the right vehicle for formalizing such a generic “operational category theory”.

• *Embedding rewriting objects into terms:* Another direction of generalization would be to open up for more advanced concepts in process algebra. The generic framework of *nominal transition systems* [88] with an elaborate name binding notion is able to accommodate a wide range of calculi. In turn, using a categoric version of the generic calculus, one could incorporate the rewriting objects as above into the structure of the process term itself, thus, dissolving the compound nature of RePro states into a representation unifying the strengths of two of the most general mathematical frameworks known to date: category theory and nominal systems.
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